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CHEMISTRY SET

PLEADING THE FIFTH
WOMEN FACE MERCER

Men's hoops on aroll as team unity peaks.

PARIS SANS FRANCE
IT'S PRETTY IN PINK
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While a large group of administrators received raises rangi.ngfr9m 10 percent to 45percent last year,
the United Faculty ofFlorida say that UCF faculty members have been waiting for more than two years
for raises. The UCF .bargaining team declared an impasse in November, ending negotiations.

Impeach
senator,
saysSGA
affidavit
Documents claim
that the Sunshine
Law was violated
KATE HOWELL
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Senior Staff Writer

Joshua Edmundson, a member of the
SGA Senate, has formally announced his
intention to file an affidavit against fellow Sen. Bryan Council.
The affidavit, which Edmundson said
he will file sometime this week, is nearly identical to the complaint from former Sen. Kevin O'Grattan, which was
dismissed last week. This raises the
question - will this affidavit prove any
more valid than the last one?
Edmundson, a member of the Activity and. Service Fe'e Committee, said that
Council, the committee's chairman,
should be impeached for violating Sunshine Law by holding a Dec. 15 ASF
meeting that was not properly posted.
No one in the Senate disagrees that the
meeting was never posted, but many are
claiming the meeting was "unofficial"
and believe that impeachment would be
a harsh punishment.
"It is now public record that no meeting was posted for Dec. 15," said
Matthew Fisher, chairman of the Legislative, Judicial, and Rules Committee,
which dismissed O'Grattan's earlier affidavit. "This discrepancy was pointed
out, and no official meeting was held. I
understand that the budget and agency
requests for branch campuses were
heard at this unofficial meeting, considering the hardship that these people
would have to endure coming to another meeting."
Fisher added that notice of an official
ASF meeting was later posted, and it
was held on Dec. 20.
SGA Attorney General Tyler Van
Voorhees took it a step further. "The
greater part of Edmundson's memorandum rests on the purported Sunshine
violation of holding a meeting without
adequate posting time. Making a judgment on this chain of events is difficult,
though, because Council and others
present maintain that the Daytona presentation at the contested Dec. 15 meeting was 'unofficial' because the meeting
itself was on shaky ground," Van
Voorhees said. Van Voorhees was referring to the UCF branch campus' request
for a budget which was heard at the Pee.
15 meeting.
"Legally, the Daytona presentation
should be treated as if it n ever happened, as if to say that the meeting never
took place since the posting is being
questioned," he said.
Van Voorhees also insists that there
is no fundamental difference between
the affidavit O'Grattan filed and the one
Edmundson is proposing. "From a legal
perspective, I am of the opinion that
Edmundson's charges are of the same
vein as O'Grattan's," he said. "They
make the same conclusions, though
resting on differing assertions."
Despite these criticisms, Edmundson
feels his affidavit has a fighting chance.
"It's coming from a current senator and
a current member of the ASF committee," Edmundson explained, "The fad
that I am on that committee, the same
one Council heads, is my strongest
advantage." .
Still, members of the Senate are
doubtful about Edmundson's chances of
success. Senate Speaker Sean Lavin,
:who was present at the Dec. 15 meeting
and the LJR committee meeting that
shot down O'Grattan's affidavit, believes
the O\ltcome of the charges is uncertain.
"O'Gra,ttan didn't talk when his affidavit
was presented. All people heard were
the SGA President [Kevin Peters] and
Pro Temp [Evan Rosenberg] defending
the accused," he said. ·~s for now,
they've already done this once."
Fisher is similarly unsure. "In my
opinion and from outside discussions
with other senators, I feel that many
people do not consider the offenses laid
'd own in the affidavit to be deserving of
such a harsh penalty a,s impeachment,''
he said.
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About 100 faculty members crowded into the Student Union Cape Florida Ballroom on Tuesday, when the Board ofTrustees were meeting. Another 100 faculty were left waiting outside; the room was filled to capacity.

Taking to

estreets

Faculty stage a protest
with songs, signs and a
march to the trustees
EMILY RUFF
Contributing Writer

D

ennis Congos, a first-year adviser
employed at UCF since 1998, has spent a
semester parking across the street from
campus due to the high cost of parking permits,
which he said he can't afford on his salary.
He is one of 200 faculty members who
showed solidarity with United Faculty of Florida's UCF chapter as they protested outside the
" UCF Board of Trustees meeting on Tuesday. The
meeting followed the administration's November decision to declare an impasse in collective
bargaining for faculty salaries and benefits.
Wearing "Respect" buttons and blue shirts,
the group of faculty convened on the Student
Union patio at about 1:45 p.m.
UFF organizers distributed materials concerning administrative raises ' - which ranged
frorµ 10 percent to 45 percent, while faculty
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Breaking down the numbers
at the Trustees' meeting

Percent increase in·student-housing rates approved by the Board of
Trustees.The increased revenue will be used to renovate on-campus housing.During the hurricanes last fa II,several on-campus apartments flooded,
prompting the recognition for renovation needs.

MICHAEL SNEAD I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

English professor Kevin Meehan sings a song on the Union stage.

members have :waited for two years during
negotiations to receive comparable raises or
benefits. Other items that created conflict in
negotiations include academic freedom, tenure
and benefits.
At 2:15 p.m., Rosie Joels, a professor in the
PLEASE SEE

HITT'S ON AS

The cost of a feasibility study about constructing a new stadium to
house the school's football team discussed by the Board of Trustees.
Although the administration expected opposition from local environmental groups, the issue went•largely unchallenged, and the'board voted in
favor of the study.
However,top UCF officials have already been conducting the study President John Hitt, among others, flew to Kentucky to check out two similarly-built stadiums on Jan.13.
·

Second-in-conimand makes impact
Willie Bentley Jr.
wakes up at 5 a.m.
so .you don't have to
MARK JUSTICE
StaffWriter

• At 5 am. most UCF students are
sleepi.D.g, but not Willie Bentley Jr.,
He's already awake and starting a day
that will keep him in the Student Gov- ·
ernment Association office until 6
that ·e vening.
.
Bentley, 21, will spend much of his
day in meetings, tending to the vast
responsibilities that accompany the
office of SGA vice president, but he is
perhaps best known for what he refers
to as his "open-door policy."
Bentley can always be seen around
the Student Union, interacting with
fellow students and getting feedback
from the people he serves. As a result
of this policy, more. students have
come to View SGA as an organization
anyone has the ability to get involved
in. Reflecting on this, Bentley said
that "the office is a lot more diverse,"
and ''more people feel welcome" since
he took office last year.

CHARLES BENTON I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Willie Bentley Jr. was mistaken for a football player by Coach George O'Leary but is really a softie, say friends.

Bentley is a frequent visitor to SGA
Senate meetings. During one, when
UCF football Coach George O'Leary
. was the guest, he looked at the linebacker-sized Bentley and asked why
.the vice president wasn't part of his
football team.
Those W?rking in the office with

Bentley think highly of him as well.
"The best part is that he's very responsible," Student Body President Kevin
Peters said. "He's a big people person,
and everybody just likes him."
Senate Speaker Sean Lavin considers Ber:itley a "valuable member of
Team SGA" Lavin said, "I have a lot

of respect for Bentley and truly feel he
is serving in SGA for the right reasons."
Perhaps the best compliment
Lavin paid to Bentley was when the
speaker was asked about rumors
about Lavin planning a crusade for the
presidency later this month. Lavin
explained, "If I do accept the responsiJ.?ility of president, I'd strive to be the
type of leader Bentley is."
Peters said that Bentley, who's
rumored to be considering running
for SGA president this spring, would
be "a very strong candidate, and a
great president."
Others working with Bentley in
SGA have an equally favorable opinion ofhirn. Director of Governmental
Affairs McClain Woolsey comm~nted
that Bentley "attends a lot of UCF
events and makes a real effort to talk
to the students." Woolsey later added
that Bentley is "the best vice president
UCF has ever seen."
Bentley has left his mark on a number of organizations at UCF, including
the Trial Team, the John T. Washington Honor Society and the AfricanAmerican ·Student Union. Also, he
has most recently become the only
PLEASE SEE

BENTLEY ONAS
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Around Campus

Nation &World

News and notices for
the UCF community

Keep current with headlines
you may have missed

AGreek affair .

Progressive . Council will
have its annual "Progressive
Rush" recruitment drive starting Monday in front of the Student Union.
For more information contact John Zimmerman at ZimmZmm2000@aol.com

Calling for demdaacy
"Los

Pinos

Nuevos,"

a

h~an rights group for Cuba, is

meeting in front of SunTrust in
the Breezeway today at noon
and tomorrow at 10:30 a.m. For
more information contact
Diana Arteaga at 407-761-2321.

Marketing majors meetup
The Society for Marketing
Professional Services will hold
a meeting every other Wednesday in BA I Room 147. For more
information contact Victoria
Kerensky at 407-304-6434.

Taking the next step
A graduate school planning
workshop will be held today at
4:30 p.m. at the Student
Resource Center in Room 185.
For more information contact
Career Services & Experiental
Learning at 407-823-2361.

Brown vs. Board of Education
The African American Studies Program will present a lecture on "Brown vs. Board of
Education and its Success with
Regards to Student Empowerment" for the James Weldon
Johnson Lecture Series.
The event begins today at 7
p.m. in the Sfudent Union Garden Key Room 221 AB. For
more information call 407-8230026.

Acry for love
The UCF Conservatory
Theater presents Lysistrata, a
comedy about making love not
war. The show begins today at
8 p.m. in the Theater Building
Stage 1. For more information
call the box office at 407-823-

NASEEM SOWTI
Senior StaffWriter

The camera gently glides
over the skeleton of a 200-yearold British sailor. He is lying
peacefully on an autopsy table.
His bones are neatly arranged, ·
as if the muscles and the skin
are about to cover them once
more. The hollow of the skele-.
ton's eyes are as mysterious as
his story.
No one knows what his
name is, how he lived or how
he died. Neither does he seem
willing to talk anytime soon.
But his bones will.
John Schultz picks up the
skeleton's skull and eXamines
the front teeth. He concludes
that whoever this Was, he lived
a portion of his life without
front teeth - maybe he got
punched in the face - because
the spots that once bore those
teeth are healed well.
He moves to the spine, then
to the arms and legs, and he and
his teammate slowly unravel
the story of this man. All of a
sudden, the bones of this sailor
seem like the palm of a hand,
with Schultz and his partner
playing fortune tellers.
Schultz, a UCF assistant
professor of anthropology and
human osteology, is one of five
forensic scientists who helps
reveal the secrets of these
ancient bones on the Discovery
Channel's Mummy Autopsy.
Their: mission is to "find evidence that will bring these individuals to life," he said.
"Each show revolves around
one mummy or one skeleton,"
Schultz explained. Aside from
running.numerous tests involving the "latest technology and
forensic analysis,'' the investigators travel to the sites where
the bones were originally excavated to gain a better understanding of the once-living
individual.
And the findings are interesting if not astonishing.
For this show, Schultz investigated nirie different skeletons

Speaker tells middle schoolers
stripping can be luaative
·

A career fair workshop
tomorrow at 3:30 p.m. in the
Student Resource Center Room
185 will offer strategies on what
to do before, during and after
each Career Expo. For more
information call 407-823-2361.

Let us know
The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Aro~nd Campus
column. send a fax to 407-4474556 or an e-mail to
editor@ucfnews.com. Deadlines are' 5 p.m. Tuesday for the
Thursday edition, and 5 p.m.
Friday for the Monday edition.

SAN FRANCISCO - The
principal of a P.alo Alto middle
school may not invite a popular~.
. speaker back to an annual
career day after he told girls
they could earn a good living as
strippers.
and vehicle matched the
Management consultant
description of the burglar.
William 'Fried told eighthWh~n the officers attempted
graders at Jane Lathrop Stanto stop Capitaine, he sped up to
ford Middle School on Tuesabout 70 mph and turned onto
day that stripping and exotic
Qµadrangle Road. Capitaine lost
dancing can pay $250,000 or
control of his car in the grassy
more per year, depending on
area of Hampton Inn and Suites
their bust size.
and was put under arrest.
Fried haS given a popular 5~
According to ·the police • minute presentation, "The
report, Capitaine said he did not
Secret of a Happy Life," at the
stop because he was afraid of
school's career day the past
getting a ticket. He was transthree years. He counsels stuported to the Orange County
dents to experiment with a •
central booking office.
variety of interests until they :
Capitaine was featured in
discover something ·t hey love 1
this column's Dec. 2 edition
and excel in. But school princiafter bemg charged with false
pal Joseph Di Salvo said Fried
imprisonment and battery on a
may not be back next year.
female Pegasus Landing resiPLEASE SEE NATION ON A4
dent.

,;~

insurance information O'Connell urinated in the holding cell and attempted to
.~~~~ and registration.
!,~74i~~-'/)11,~).1,,)\
According to the remove his handcuffs by movUCF student Kevill fl/( ''~~ i/J
police report O'Connell , ing his arms to the front of his
O'Connell was charged \
~aid, "It's not mine - I body. He refused to submit to a
with driving under the influ"
can tell you that much," breathalyzer test.
ence, refusal to obey a police when asked if the can was his.
officer and nuisances injurious The defendant then handed Some people never learn
to health after a traffic stop in Gavette a work invoice, which
Miratel Capitaine, a UCF stuthe early morning hours last he thought was his registration · dent, was charged wit4 felony
Sunday.
card.
fleeing and eluding after a police
UCF Police officers Chris
O'Connell failed all field chase ended when he lbst conGavette and Anthony Lupo sobriety tests and was taken to trol of his car at University
stopped O'Connell after he the Orange County DUI testing 'Boulevard and Quadrangle
drove straight through an on- center. According to the report, Road.
campus red light from a left- during the drive O'Connell
Officers Gavette and Lupo
tum-only lane.
talked about using Lupo's gun to were patrolling Corporate
Gavette noticed a Miller Lite kill himself and repeatedly Boulevard after an armed robbeer can on the floor between slammed his head against the bery Jan. 9 at Pegasus Landing
O'Connell's legs while the ,c age divider. .
apartments when they spotted
defendant searched for his
While at the testing center, Capitaine, whose appearance
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I don't know how the beer got in my car
StaffWriter

•

•

WASHINGTON - White '·
House ally Ken Mehlman ..
assumed control of the Republican Party on yesterday; crow- ··
ing over GOP successes in
November with a pledge "to ·
cement these victories into a ':
. durable Republican majority!' ·CHARLES B~NTON I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Mehlman, a longtime GOP .
Anthropology assistant professor John Schulz sits in his office with bones, skeletons and pieces ofthe past. He was on the Discovery Channel.
operative who managed·Presiand mummies during the sum- spirit. He was the nicely frozen helped the Orange Cormty
dent Bush's re-election bid, ·.
mer, and he traveled extensive- "Iceman" - the well-preserved Sheriff's Department excavate
said voters gave the president ·
and his party a sweeping man- ·.
ly around the world with the 53,000-year-old human found two bodies that had been
cast and the crew.
in 1991 with even his clothes dubbed "missing persons" for
.date.
But he is anything but a still intact.
more than a decade. Fot that, he Bush· tapped Mehlman to ··
"Seeing [the discovery
showman. A cool, calm and colboasts a certificate of commenhead the RNC, whose mem- ·
lected guy, Schultz has,decorat- Iceman in the Alps · really dation from the Sheriff's Office.
bership was expected to ratify .·
ed his windowless office with directed me to becoming an
Besides that department, he
the choice before its two-day ·
bits and pieces of bones. Small anthropologist,'' Schultz said. A also collaborates with the
meeting ends later Wednesday.
animal-jaws on the over-stuffed few years later, he obtained his regional medical examiner.
bookcases, a human skull doctorate in anthropology from
"It was rewarding to analyze
United Nations calls for unified,
beside his computer monitor . the University of Florida, ancient bones and mummies,''
global tsunami detection system ··
and a miniattire skeleton close where he presented his thesis Schultz said after seeing a mulKOBE, Japan - With multi- ·
to the door are some of the on ground-penetrating radars.
titude of "modern skeletons."
ple nations putting forward ·
objects that catch any visitor's
"I guess you can compare
Schultz also teaches an array
projects for a tsunami-warning '
attention.
the GPR to a CT scan," he said. of classes at UCF that range
system, the United Nations .
A tall and somewhat slim ''You can perform a survey in from forensic anthropology to
said Wednesday it should set man, he sinks into his chair and areas that need further excava- human biological diversity to ·
up the system and extend it
knots his hands behind his tion without disturbing the archeological sciences.
globally, but the United States ',
head. He seems to be observing ground."
"He has a lot of stuff to bring
voiced doubts about the U.N.r
everything at all times from
The super-sensitive radar to the students,'' said Courtney
ability to run such a program. behind his glasses.
·
system works differently in dif- Matthews, a senior in criminal
The Asian tsunami disaster
"I really wasn't sure what I ferent soil coll,l.positions and justice who is taking Schultz's
demonstrated with terrifying
wanted to do when I was environments. So Schultz has archeological sciences class.
power the need for an alert sys- ·
younger," he said. "I had a set out to find out how a cadav- "He takes the subject and
tern in the Inq.ian Ocean and ·
vague idea ofbecoming a scien- er would appear on the radai:'s makes it more interesting,'' she
other parts ofthe world, but the tist."
screen in the sandy soils of added.
outpouring of support to build
He was an undergraduate Florida, one, two, 10 or 20 years
The anthropology professor
one has generated a plethora of'·
student at the State University after it has been buried.
seems to be happy with what
overlapping proposals.
..of New York when someone
And his knowledge of this he is doing, too. "It is always
U.N. officials at·the World ··
finally came to his rescue and system has proved to be invalu- rewarding to do what you went
Conference
on
Disaster
gave him an answer. That able already.
to school for," he said with a
Reduction in Japan, called yessomeone w~n't a voice or a
In the .fall of 2004, Schultz smile.
terday for . coordination of
efforts.

.Police Beat
AMBER FOSTER

•

, N~w GOP chairman lays out plan
for'durable Republican majority'

Women power!

Recipe for success

•

CAMBRIDGE, Mass... The criminal case against .a
defrocked Roman Catholic:·
priest at the center of the
Boston Archdiocese sex scandal now hinges on the allegations of a single accuser.
. Prosecutors
form.ally
dropped a third accuser on
Tuesday, leaving juSt one from :.
the original four alleged vie- •·
tims of Paul Shanley.
That leaves Shanley, 73, fac- ~ ·
ing three charges of raping a ·.
child and two charges 'Of inde- ·:
cent assault and battery on a
child. The maximum sentence :
is life in prison.

1500~

Women's Studies will hold a
workshop tomorrow at 10:30
a.m. in the Classroom Building
Room 207. The workshop highlights the themes of globaliza. tion and women's perspectives
and encompass women's voices
around the world. For more
information contact Saleha
S9leman at 407-823-3544.

•

Defrocked·Roman Catholic priest
faces only a single acruser

The National Pan-Hellenic
Council is hosting its annual
Greek Extravaganza Step Show
at the UCF Arena Friday. The
event begins at 7:30 p.m. and is
free to anyone. For more information e-mail Curtis Proctor at
curtp_Ol@hotmail.com.

Hot rush action
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RELOCATION
Brand New Office!
Dr. Tiffany Taylo(,
formerly located on UCF C@.ITipus

407-441~~1793
Optometrist Owned & Operated

•Advanced
Diagnostics
• Digital Imaging
• Huge Designer
Frame Selection
• Prices Fit Every
Budget
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3151 Alafaya Trail, Suite 102. Orlando
(3 lights South of Univ~sity, 2 lights North of Colonial)
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Plan B pill is up forover-the-counter use

•
•
•

·Clothing from

LA &NY CITY!

Second time around for emergency contraceptiv~

•

TAN NGUYEN

'Brother Jed'
offers his• views
on marnage, sex

News Editor

The availability of the emergency contraceptive Plan B
hinges on whether the Food
and Drug Administration
decides later this week to sell it
over the counter to females age
16 and older.
The decision comes near the
32nd anniversary of Roe v.
Wade, a landmark case that
gave women the right to have
an abortion.
Plan B, often referred to as
the morning-after pill, has
stirred a firestorm of controversy among supporters ;md antiabortion activists.
Supporters of Plan B say
making the pill readily accessible would decrease the number
of unwanted pregnancies and
abortions.
Veronica Stoler, 19, president
of the Feminist Majority Leadership Alliance at UCF, hailed
Plan B as a viable alternative
and said over the counter
accessibility to the morningafter pill is dire especially since
time is a key factor in its effectiveness.
"Sometimes you can't
schedule a doctor's appointment fast en\:mgh to get a prescription for Plan B and seeing
one can be expensive," the
sophomore said. "If it's available over the counter, it would
cut down on a whole lot of
time."
The pills could prevent
unplanned pregnancy if taken
within 72 hours after unprotected sex. A second tablet should
follow Ii hours later.
It works by preventing ovulation or fertilization and does
not work if the person is
already pregnant.
Currently, the morning-after
pill is available only with a prescription.
For students like junior

•

•
•

•

•

•

JENNIFER AGUIRRE
. Contributing Writer
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"Brother Jed" visited the
lawns of UCF last week
with another evangelical
visit aimed at the masses of
students engaging in what
he deems unorthodox
behavior.
He stood in front of the
Library, urging students to
accept Jesus in their lives
through Christianity.
In· his usual tirade calling
attention to sinful behavio:4
Brother Jed, also known as
Jed Smock, spewed words
equating the use ofPlan Bas ·
a moral.sin against humanity.
SurrolJllded by naysayers, the traveling preacher
likened the use of the morning-after pill to abortion.
He said there is no need
for Plan B because married
couples should be ready for
children and that "premarital sex is a sin, and those
participating in it will be
sent to hell." ·
In a fit of fury, he shouted
to students: "Stop having
sex at all without marriage!
And if you are not ready for
children, you are not ready
for marriage!"
Megan Pursley, 21, taking Plan B
was a lifesaver.
Not able to take any birth
control pills because of emotional and physiologic;al side
effects, Pursley has had to rely
on condoms despite the risk of
them breaking.
"I've had the. condom rip
twice, and I've used .Plan B

twice,'.' the psychology major
said. "Plan B has saved me and
my boyfriend from many
headaches."
Debbie Workman, 20, ·said
she would not hesitate to use
Plan B if the situation arose,
especially since she has many
friends who have used it.
"It [Plan B] is something
necessary because sometimes
accidents happen," the liberal
studies major said. ''You can try
to be safe by using a condom
but its not always foolproof."
Plan B opponents are not
debating the effectiveness of
the drug, citing a rise in promiscuous behavior among women
- teenagers in particular - as
the reason for not making it
easily accessible.
If selling Plan B over the
counter passes FDA muster, a
loophole in the system could
allow older adults to purchase
the pills for their younger counterparts.
This is the second time Barr
Pharmaceuticals, Inc., maker of
Plan B, has submitted aproposal, to the FDA seeking permission to market the momingafter pill over the counter.
The makers of Plan B tout an
89 ·percent effective rating for
reducing the chance of pregnancy.
Common side effects associated with the drug are nausea,
abdominal
pain,
fatigue,
headache
and
menstrual
changes.
Plan B is not to be confused
with RU 486, a pill that essentially works like an abortion.
The FDA approved the drug's
sale in 2000.
Eva Baraybar, an executive
secretary at UCF's School of
Nursing, said faculty members
could not comment because
they did not have a "knowledgeable opinion" on Plan B or
any subject involving birth control.

. Club Expo
welcomes
recruits,
visitors

407-275-3433
10282 Collegiate Way
Orlando, FL 32827

- UCF Team Dentist serving Athletes, Coaches, Staffand Professors since 1987-

STATE-0 F-THE-ART,

• State-of-rhe-Art Procedures, lnscrumenrs and Techniques
• Pro fessionally Trained, Caring and Courteous Staff

• Brid ges and Crowns • Mercury-Free Demissry

Student Identification
Card ·10% Discount!

GEORGE

A. YARKO, DDS

' 11 7 80 EAST COLONIAL D RIVE_• ORLANDO
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GRADUATER

~EARCH.
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Hosted by the UC
Graduate Student
will include po.ster
research ·and creati
graduate students
welcome to attend.
The submission d

Visit www.g-ra

.

ORUM

Annual showcase of Diverse Student Research

.March 22, 200
UCF Orlando C

...

EAST
ORLANDO
DENTAL
personalized & conifortable

The
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LIFETIME D ENTAL EXCELLENCE

• Cosmetic Care: Bleaching, Bonding and Porcelain Veneers • Emergencies Accepted
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DIVAS
BOUTIQUE
Next to CB&S Bookstore!
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Clubs covering all
interests from
legalization of
marijuana to Greek
life to cereal eating
gathered in front of
the Student Union all
day yesterday to tell
potential members
about what they
offer.
Several new clubs
were unveiled, like a
new feminist club
and a belly-dancing
club.

..

Jo wnfow!.l

Only 1or2
of each item!

Research Fo
tations of student
opentoUCF
tfierco~unity is-

Higher Education

Nation &World

What's in the news at
colleges around the country
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Professor who killed her baby
to be honored in library
VILLANOVA, Pa. Mine Ener's ·colleagties and
former students at Villanova
University remember her as
a dedicated scholar and
enthusiastic mentor, and
they plan to honor her work
with a memorial student
lounge in the university
library Thursday.
But some students question whether such a memorial is appropriate, because
of Ener's other legacy: Suffering from postpartum
depression, Ener killed her
6-month-old daughter and
committed suicide in a Minnesota jail.
Villanova spokeswoman
Barbara K. Clement said
Ener's friends simply want
to honor her work at the
university's Center for Arab
and Islamic Studies, and
hope to raise awareness
about postpartum depression.

Ohio University will pay to help
· settle sexual harassment suit
CLEVELAND - Ohio
University has agreed to pay
part of a $350,000 settlement in a lawsuit by a former student who said a photojournalism
professor
coerced her into posing topless.
The agreement settles a
$3 million civil rights lawsuit. Larry Nighswander,
who was cleared of sexual
harassment in a university
investigation, was forced to
resign in August.
The student has said she
did not know that Nighswander expected her to
pose topless when . she
agreed to model for him.

Williams College eases burden
on low-income students
WILLIAMSTOWN,
Mass. - Williams College
will reduce the debt burden
for students on financial aid
by replacing loans with
scholarships, in some cases
allowing students to attend
the college with no loans at
all.
Under a new loan scale,
students from the poorest
families, with an average
income of $20,000, would
have to take out no loans at
all. About 100 students now
fit that criteria, though that
number could rise. That
group previously had loans
totaling about $3,900 over
four years.

DENNIS COOK I ASSOOATI;O PRESS

Pending confirmation by the rest of the U.S. Senate, Condoleezza Rice will become the first
black woman secretary of state. She was President Bush's first-term national security adviser. .
FROM

A2

Lawmakers debate sex education
bill before House committee

Condoleem Rke given nod of
approval by Senate Committee

WASHINGTON -The Senate Foreign Relations CoffiQlittee
CONCORD, N.H. - Schools voted yesterday to confirm Conwould emphasize abstinence doleezza Rice as secretary of
from sex as "the expected" state after two days ofhearings in ·
norm under a bill before the which she faced · strenuous
Democratic assaults on the Bush
House Education Committee.
Setting strict guidelines on administration's handling of Iraq.
Pending approval by the full
the content of sex education
classes is necessary to stem Senate, Rice would be the first
increasing rates of STis, the black woman to hold the job. She
bill's sporisor 'told the commit- was confirmed by a 16-2 vote
with Democrats John Kerry and '
tee Tuesday.
Rep. Russell Albert, R- . Barbara Boxer voting no.
Other Democrats, induding
Rochester, said sex education
· courses. that tell students how ranking member Joseph Bidep of
to avoid pregnancy and infec- Delaware, had said they were
tion if they have sex send a con- reluctantly voting to elevate Rice
flicting message when risks are to the nation's top diplomatic job.
A vote by the full Senate was
rising.
No one argued against the expected by today.
idea that abstinence is an effective way to avoid pregnancy and Modem treasure hunt between
disease. But opponents of the pages of a fairy tale
NEW YORK - There's an
Albert's bill said teenagers need
complete and accurate informa- unclaimed $1 million out there tion about contraception to somewhere.
The jackpot is actually 12 jew- .
help them learn safe behayior.
els hidden in very public places
Federal judge in Tampa says states around the United States. Think
diamonds, think rubies, think the
can ban same-sex marriages
TAMPA - A federal judge rarest Kashmir sapphire.
' All you need to do to get any
Wednesday upheld the federal
law letting states ban same-sex or all the gems is to decipher
marriages, dismissing a lawsuit clues in the book A 1reasure's
brought by two women seeking Trove. The clues lead to a dozen
to have their Massachusetts 18-kar?,t gold tokens. Author
marriage recognized elsewhere. Michael Stadther, who hid each
Attorneys for conservative of the tokens himself, promises
groups hailed the ruling by U.S. that they are all in public places
District Judge James S. Moody where they can be easily
as an important first step in accessed without digging, movupholding the federal law, but ing' or disturbing objects or
said they anticipated lengthy structures. Once a token is in
appeals. Several federal cases hand, it can be redeemed for one
nationwide have been filed ofthe jewels.
challenging the Defense ofMar- ASSOCIATED PRESS
riage Act.

ones that qualify under · this
group. Popcorn, wild rice, whole
wheat bread and oatmeal are
some foods in this category.
NASEEM SOWTI
Man accused of hitting truck of
SeniorStaffWriter
The guidelines also recom~
students get 33 felony charges
mend 3 cups of low-fat or skim
ADA, Okla. - A man
Reducing calorie intake and milk and 5 ounces of cooked
accused of ramming a truck
increasing physical activity is the meat and beans.
· full of college students and
main message of the sixth edition
"I have been preaching
killing one will face 33
ofthe US. Dietary Guidelines, the adding omega-3s.to the diet since
felony charges, including
most comprehensive guideline I started working;' Wtlkhu said
murder.
yet produced by the US. Depart- Omega-3s, according to Wtlkhu,
On Tuesday a judge
ment of Health and Human Ser- are essential fatty acids that the
agreed that prosecutors had
vices and the U.S. Department of body cannot make. Fish, fish oil
enough evidence to charge
Agriculture.
capsules and nuts such as
Ammon Reich, 43, with 32
The 71-page document almonds and walnuts are
counts of assat.Ilt and battery
and one count of first- , includes 41 eating recommenda- sources of this essential fatty
tions, which emphasize the con- acid
degree murder.
sumption ofnutrient-dense foods
"I recommend to my students
Reich rammed the truck
and shun foods that are low in to have a handful of nuts as a
three times on Sept.19, causing injury to the- students
nutrients but contain many calo- snack every da:y," Wtlkhu said
inside and leading to the
ries.
The guidelines emphasize
death of Joseph Tusan, a
These recommendations also .that portion control is key in the
red-shirted freshman defentouch upon major food groups, category of meats and beans,
sive back at East Central
physical activity and hygiene, but since they are usually part of an
University in Ada
everyday diet.
fail to provide any specifics.
Ten other ECU students
"One surprising thing to· see
In addition, the government
were in the pickup truck at
[in the new guidelines] was the cautions Americans to reduce
the time. Reich was among a
emphasis on exercise," said their consumption of saturated
group of people who argued
Preetinder Wtlkhu, the dietician fats, trans fats and cholesterol,
With the students. The studecreasing them to merely 10
at the UCF Wellness Center.
dents . left the area after
The
panel
recommended
30
percent
of their daily caloric
racial slurs were exchanged,
minutes of moderate exercise on intake. Butter, whole milk or fatty
prosecutors said. The FBI
"most days," 60 minutes or more cuts of meats are all sources of
has opened an inve!'itigation
to prevent weight gain, and 60 to the not-so-good fats. ·
into the case as a possible
90 minutes "daily" to lose weight.
Consumption of salt also
hate crime. Reich is white
"But
if
you
tell
someone
who
needs
to be kept at about 1 tableand Tusan was black.
has never done any physical spoon per day. Blacks, ~dividu
activity to do 90 minutes of exer- als with hypertension and midStudent arrested after refusing
cise, they're going to be over- . dle-aged and older adults are
to leave president's office
whelmed," Wilkhu said ''I advise specifically encouraged to
CEDAR CITY, Utah - A
Southern Utah University"' clients to start exercising for 30 reduce their salt intake.
student was arrested after
minutes a day and gradually
An important ingredient that
his involvement in a campus
increase it to one hour."
the U.S: Dietary Guidelines failed
protest.
·
Also on the top of the list are to mention is water.
An SUU junior was
"Most of us know we need to
fruits and vegetables. The govescorted off campus in
ernment advises Americans to drink 64 ounces of water everyhandcuffs Wednesday after
eat at least 2 cups of fruit and 2 day," Wtlkhu said But, she said
refusing to leave the college
cups of vegetables a day.
that not only do most people
president's office. After a
Wilkhu, who recommends have a hard time keeping track of
rally before, 40 students
five cups of fruits and veggies a their water consumption, but
went to the office hoping to
day, said that a cup of fruit with also different body types have
voice a laundry list of coneach meal and a bowl of salad different water requirements.
cerns with President Steve ·
"Drink water until your urine
with lunch and dinner is an easy
D.Bennion.
is
clear,"
Wilkhu said. "Clear
way
to
get
enough.
Students are frustrated
Also recommended is "at urine is the best indicator that
with administration decileast 3 or more ounces of whole you are fully hydrated."
sions, including a lack of a
Although not as precise as a
grains per day," which can help
women's center, lack of culreduce the risk of "severe chron- diet book, the new guidelines
tural activities for minorities
ic illnesses and may help with bring to light "good foods" and
and the Dec. 15 firing of a
weight maintenance," state the good living habits that can help
professor fired for using
Americans live healthier lives
guidelines.
profanity in the classroom.
Prpducts with words ''whole" and eventually eradicate the obeor ""*hole grain" are the only sity epidemic.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Be a Hero to
Our Soldiers.
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Donate Plasma ·
Your plasma donations can
directly save the lives of our
troops.wounded in combat. .
-Your plasma is manufactured into a derivative called
Albumin.This critical fluid is used to treat battlefield
injuries including shock; burns and blood loss.

Earn up to $170 amonth donating regularly.
When you donate plasma, you are helping save lives.
Take being ahero to another level. Donate Now!
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New and Re.turn Donors: Bring this ad and receive
an extra $5 on your 2nd and 4th donations.

DCI Biologicals Orlando,LLC.
1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite 500
Orlando, Fl. 32826
(321) 235-9100
www.dciplasma.com
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Hitt's prepared speech was never read
FROM

Al

College
of
Education,
addressed the crowd from the
Union's patio stage.
; "Our message to the board
>·
is, 'Respect us, talk to us,"'
Joels said. "We encourage you
to instruct your bargaining
team to go back to the table
and talk."
According to Thomas
Keon, dean of the College of
Business Administration and
chief negotiator for the UCF
administration, the school has
attempted to meet at the table
• and talk.
''.After 14 months and over
30 sessions, we had only
agreed on four of 32 articles,''
Keon said via e-mail.
He hopes the impasse will
".h elp both parties ... Had
[unsuccessful negotiations]
continued, it may have been
unlikely that faculty would get
raises this year," Keon said.
However, most members of
UFF blame UCF's negotiators
for blocking the collective bar. \)
gaining process.
, "We had an optimistic relationship two years ago, when
the university first voluntarily
recognized the union," Joels
said. "But there was a change
in provost and since, the climate has been chilling."
Following a performance by
Kevin Meehan, associate professor of English, who sang a
song with the lyrics "I want a
new generation," the faculty
marched into the Union,
where the Board of Trustees
was meeting.
After half of the faculty
entered the Cape Florida Ballroom in the Student Union
Room 316CD, the doors were
shut, and the remaining facUlty
were denied entrance into the
meeting. Student Union and
Environmental Safety representatives closed the room due
to fire marshall regulations.
• Security officials then
asked a representative of the
board if they would be interested in having another sec-

"Our message
to the board is,
'Respect us, .
talk to us."
-

ROSIEJOELS,

EDUCATION PROFESSOR

tion of the Cape Florida Ballroom opened to accommodate
the large crowd of faculty. The
board declined.
The faculty
admitted
~ntrance still outnumbered the
audience and board members.
When the board began its formal meeting, psychology professor Eugene Stone-Romero
raised a sign, followed by all
the protesting faculty members. The blue signs, reading
"Respect us" and outlining the
grievances of the union,
remained raised in complete
silence for 10 minutes. Then
the faculty lowered their signs
MICHAEL SNEAD I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
and walked out of the room.
Teachers and students alike met in front of the Student Union to show support for the UCF chapter of the United Faculty of Florida on Tuesday.
The board's failure to open
additional space for the crowd that the meeting was dis- years ago, more than 80 per- professor. "The buildings are
of faculty potentially violates turbed.
cent of faculty on campus , videotaped, and they fear they
Florida Statute 286.0ll, which
A speech prepared for Hitt signed cards naming UFF as could be targeted for disrequires ·all meetings to be in response to possible inter- their representative.
missal. No one has done anyopen to all members of the ruptions by faculty claims that
Joels, the education.profes- thing remotely like this before
public and when expecting a the union representatives have sor, said, "They knew we were at UCF."
large turnout of the public, been equally disruptive at the coming and they refused ... We
Several faculty members
requires "public boards [to] bargaining tables.
were not disruptive. They just are concerned with the .UCF
take reasonable steps to
"Ladies and gentlemen, this didn't want to see the num- requirement that guests sign in
ensure that the facilities where disruptive group has been rep- bers. It's just more of the grow- prior to entering the board
the meeting will be held will resenting the faculty at the ing oppression on campus to meeting. Some professors
accommodate the anticipated bargaining table and is exactly shut out faculty."
attempted to attend the meetturnout."
why we have found it necesSome faculty members ing withm).t signing in and
Members of the board and sary to go to impasse," reads were unable to attend the were denied access, which
administration were not only the memo, in a passage to be event due to class or office- may violate the same Florida
aware of the large faculty · read in case of a disruption in hour obligations. Others, how- statute: The statute prohibits
turnout expected at the meet- the meeting by UFF members. ever, support the union efforts boards subject to Sunshine
ing; they were prepared.
"This kind of disruptive but were afraid to publicly Law from "holding its meeting
A two-page memo titled behavior has rendered the bar- express that support at Tues- in a facility where there may
"Procedures in Case of Disrup- gaining process unproductive day's meeting. Many feared be a 'chilling' effect on the pubtion;" which leaders of the over the last 18 months."
attending due to possible lic's willingness to attend by
board had during the meeting,
The UCF chapter of United reprisals for being associated. requiring the public to provide
outlined steps that Board of Faculty of Florida does not Most of these faculty are not identification."
Trustees Chairman Dick have a fringe membership on yet tenured.
Other concerns about SunNunis and UCF President John the UCF campus. When facul"Our colleagues were shine Law violations include a
Hitt should take in the event ty began organizing UFF two scared to death to go," said one last-minute date change of the

Bentley key in making
legal services available
FROM

. meeting, which had originally
been publicized for Jan. 27 but
was revised on Jan. 7. Officials
with information concerning
the date change could not be
reached.
"It's unfortunate that the
president is so dismissive of
the public meeting process,"
said Jim Gilkeson, associate
professor of finance, who has
been at UCF since 1994 and is
a negotiator for UFF.
SGA Senate Speaker Sean
Lavin hopes students will take
an interest in the faculty's
struggle.
"I think the faculty at UCF
works really hard and deserves
fair and equitable pay,'' Lavin
said. "I hope the university
reaches a fair agreement." He
is considering presenting· a
resolution in support of the
faculty.
Other students expressed
their concern via a banner, displayed outside of the Union on
Monday, that voiced support
for the faculty. The banner,
sponsored by Campus Peace
Action, was removed before
students returned to classes on
Tuesday.
What happens next in the
bargaining process is still
unclear. Hearings before a special magistrate w,i ll begin on
Feb. 1. Organizers are optimistic that Tuesday's protest
will lead to a more amicable
atmosphere for cooperation at ·
these hearings.
"The most positive outcome of today is that the board
would instruct their bargaining team to. bargain in good
faith," Joels said. "They have
not [thus far] bargained in
good faith."
"Our intention is not to create a negative environment,''
Gilkeson said. "Our Board has
no history in higher education,
and we're not sure they are
aware of what the adn'linistration has been doing in their
name in bargaining. What may
make sense to faculty may
make no sense to a business
owner. We sent them the message today."

STONEYBROOK-

Al

black to serve as Homecoming
king at a major Florida university. Bentley won the title last .
semester.
All of these accomplishments aside, it is his work with
SGA that Bentley remembers
most fondly.
One such project was his
· instrumental role in making
" Student Legal Services available to students 24 hours a day.
Bentley is also proud of the
entire campus' efforts during
the 2004 hurricane season and
commends UCF organizations
on "how effective they are
when they all come together."
Although Bentley has
enjoyed working with all three
branches of SGA, he has particularly enjoyed his experience managing the executive
cabinet, saying that it has been
., "good expetience" and an
· "opportunity to learn how to
balance working with·friends
and being effective."
One might imagine that
holding the vice presidency of
SGA mvolves numerous job
perks,
but among the many
,
tlPSides of his position mentioned by Bentley are none of
the stereotypical thrills students would expect. Bentley
expressed excitement about
speaking at commencement
and orientations.
Lavin, who can relate to the
demands of Bentley's high-:
profile SGA position, first
appreciated what he calls
Bentley's "insatiable hunger to
help students succeed" while
serving as an Orientation
Team leader over summer.
I:.avin said, "Willie's friendly
face always made waking up at
6 a.m. that much easier. 0Teamers and new students
alike were happy to have
Willie around."
Bentley explamed that he
takes great pride in speaking at
Orientation and "seeing firsthand the leaders o f tomorrow."

IT'S YOUR

HOME
COURSE!!!
Peters said that Bentley is a
great guy to just hang QUt with,
as well. "We hang out when
we're not in the office. With
Willie, what you see is what you
get ... for the most part, he's just
happy, ol' Willie."
Well on his way to graduating
with a double major in legal

studies and business, Bentley
wants to spend his life ''helping
people" and is interested in the
fields of criminal and corporate
law.
no one can be sure
what the future holds, Woolsey
advises to "expect big things
from Willie Bentley Jr."
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Big Ten: Errant
officials in game,~
BLOOMINGTON, Ind. - The Big Ten '
has admitted an officiating error that could
have cost Indiana a game it won in double '
overtime at Purdue last weekend
Purdue's Carl Landry scored and was :
fouled with less than a second left in the first ·,
overtime on Saturday, but he then missed a ·
free throw that would have won the game for ~
the Boilermakers. Instead, the score · •
/ remained tied and the Hoosiers won 75-73 ~
after the second OT period.
·'
The Big Ten said Tuesday that officials
incorrectly interpreted rules regarding a basket made at or near the expiration of the :
game clock.
... '.
'While the foul was correctly called before time
expired, the conference
offi~e's
weekly review
process showed that the ball
was still in the hand of the
Purdue shooter at the expiration of the game clock," '-------------"··
the Big Ten said in a state- Landry
ment.
According to NCAA rules, the field goal ,.
should not have counted, and Landry should
have been awarded two free throws, the Big.
Tensaid
"I'm just happy we won the game," Indi~
ana Coach Mike Davis said 'We really appre.:
l
date the Big Ten Conference's efforts tQ
ensure that officiating is as thorough and
objective as possible."
Had Landry made the free throw, Purdue · .,
would have won the game 64-63. Indiana ath~ letic director Rick Greenspan said that result ::.
would have stood ev~n with the Big Ten's
aclmowledgment of the officiating error. "I don't lmow of any circumstance where ,
a review of the situation like this could have ·
made them go back and replay the end of the ~
game or anything like that," Greenspan said. -;_ •

•
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University ofColorado eases some reauiting
restrictions after alleged sexual assault scandal

BRITT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUlURE

Senior forward Marcus Avant is playing his best basketball as a Golden Knight as of late and he says he owes it all to his teammates. UCF has won four games in a row.

A-Sun title focusing in as reffiatch with FAU looms
ASHLEY BURNS
Sports Editor

Dedication is a tricky thing in sports.
Some athletes might be dedicated, but
usually it's only to themselves.
1bat's not the case for the men ofUCF
basketball The Knights believe the reason
they've been playing so well is because they
have finally gelled They think the reason
they're on a four-game winning streak is
because they've perfected their team chemistry.
It appears that they're right.·

While there's no single player who
stands out above any other, no player has
made greater improvements than Marcus
Avant. The senior forward set career-highs
in scoring in three consecutive games after
averaging less than four points through the
first 12 sames of the season

Avant attributes his success to nothing
more than dedication and, of course, his
teammates.
''Me and [Josh] Peppers have been coming in early and we have a lot of shooting
competitions," Avant said 'We hit the floor
early. Sometimes we come in at 12 ... and get
some shots in Whenever I get a chance to
get gives me time to get better:'
More than anything Avant attributes the
Knights' four-game winning streak and
their jump from ninth to third place in the
Atlantic Sun Conference standings to focus.
He says the team has been practicing harder and playing harder because the men
lmow what it's going to take to get from
third to first.
"It's all about focusing on us," Avant said
'We have to get ourselves to play hard all
PLEASE SEE

ATLANTIC SUN STANDINGS

MEN'S BASKETBALL
CONE OVERALL

•W LW L
Mercer
Gardner-Webb

UCF
Belmont
Jacksonville
Stetson
Troy
Georgia-State
Lipscomb
Florida Atlantic
Campbell

6
6
5
4

2
2
3
3
4 4
4 4

10
9
12
5
8
6

4
6
4
10

7

9
4 4 6 11

4 5 7 10
3 4 8 6

3 s· 3 12
0 7 2 12
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TEAMWORK ON A7

Women looking to win fifth in a row
Junior guard
Celeste Hudson is
looking to keep the
momentum going
of her 17-point
performance
against GardnerWebb in tonight's
home game
against Mercer.

Hudson and Co. return home after perfect
two-game road trip against Campbell, GWU
MATT DUNAWAY
Senior Staff Writer

The women's basketball team
enters the weekend only a halfgame out of first place in the A-Sun
standings.
.
The Knights fly under the radar
on campus, heading into a weekend
series that starts at 5 p.m. today at
home against Mercer, with the
men's game against Florida Atlantic
to follow.
While tne men's hoops squad is
grabbing all the headlines, these
Knights have won four straight as
well, including two huge road wins
last weekend against Campbell and
Gardner-Webb.
"We played well in spurts last
weekend," Coach Gail Striegler
said. ·~ytime you can go on the
road and win two games, that's
huge. Our kids stuck with it, and
I'm really proud of the way they
fought through adversity."

Four players ended up in double
figures for the Knights . against
GWU last Saturday, topped by 17
points each by guards Celeste Hudson and Francine Houston.
"Those two are really starting to
.' find
their · shot,
especially
Francine," Striegler said. "She had.
some stt:Uggles but has really
picked up her game on both ends of
the floor."
Forward Ali Roberts continues
to lead the Knights in scoring, averaging 12.1 points per game. Roberts
is coming off another strong weekend, posting a team-high 17 points
against Campbell and adding a
strong 15 points against GWU.
-t'She [Roberts] has been the
·most consistent player we've had
all season," Striegler said. "She
means so much to our team and
right now could be the most valuable player in the conference. Not
PLEASE SEE
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BOULDER, Colo. - The University of~
Colorado has relaxed some recruiting
restrictions imposed last year amid a sex- _
and-alcohol scandal and is allowing prospective football players to spend more time·
meeting with current team memb~rs. '
The university banned the use of "player~
hosts" to show recruits around campus and
required closer supervision by coaches after
an independent commission found that
some players had arranged sex, drugs and
alcohol for recruits.
Provost Phil Distefano said Tuesday that
the university is now allowing recruits to .
spend more time one-on-one with current
players "without coaches sitting there."
Recruiting visits are still liriiited to one
night, and curfew remains at 11 p.m., DiSte- .
fano said. Coaches, not players, are still
responsible for, the recruits during their
stay, he said.
The rules were eased after Jack Lengyel
became interim athletic director, replacing
Dick Tharp, who resigned. Lengyel saia
Coach Gary Barnett brought up the issue· ,
about individual contact between players
and recruits.
·
"When I first came on board, we discussed policies and procedures and (Barnett and Distefano) and the football staff
agreed that kind of time was needed,"
Lengyel said.
Some players recruited under the old
rules complained about them.
"I got to talk to players, but it was definitely restricted," said Jake Behrens, a fullback from Omaha, Neb., who's still committed to CU. "I felt like I kind oflacked a point
of view that I couldn't get · from being
around somebody for a longer period of
time."
The recruiting scandal erupted a year
ago after a woman filed a lawsuit saying she
was raped at an off-campus party attended
by CU players and recruits. At least rune
women, including former CU place-kicker
Katie Hnida, have alleged they were raped
by football players or recruits since 1997, but
no sexual assault charges were filed.

•

•I

Oregon State mens basketball coach won't be
back until Saturday at the earliest
CORVALLIS, Ore. - Oregon State
Coach Jay John will miss this Thursday's
game against Arizona State while he continues treatment for hypertension
John could miss Saturday's game against
No. 13 Arizona, pending the results of further medical tests, Oregon State announced.
John was hospitalized this weekend in
Seattle after leaving the Beavers' 108-68 loss
to Washington at halftime with chest pains
and shortness of breath.
"I am continuing to be evaluated for
hypertension, a problem that has gone
untreated for many years," John said in a
statement released by Oregon State.
·"Hopefully, my condition and return to
the court will be clarified by the end of the
week. Though I will not be actively coaching at this time, I will continue to be in close
contact with my assistant coaches and my
team," he added
·
- COMPILED FROM WIRE REPORTS
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Teamwork paying
dividends for men
PREVIEWING TfJE GAME

Edwards stepping up during streak
JEFF SHARON

shots. This is something that
A-Sun "Preseason Player of ,
the Year" Mike Bell makes a
living off of when he is able to
get inside. Couple that with 15
missed free throws, and one
could argue that UCF stole the
last meeting in Boca. Bell had
· 10 rebounds, but no one else
for the Owls had more than
four boards.

Staff Writer

Last time we met ...
UCF 73, FAU 70
•

. Kingsley Edwards had 20
points, and Marcus Avant set a
new career high with 18 as the
Knights staved off what could
1
have been their first loss to the
Owls since December 2001.
After trailing by as much as 10
points, an Owl charge gave
' them a 67-66 lead, and it was a
nip-and-tuck affair the rest of
th.e way.
·
The Owls had a chance to
tie the game in the final;, possession, but Mike Bell missed
an off-ba.lance 3-pointer, and
• the Knights escaped ·Boca
Raton above .500 in conference for the first time all season. Bell led FAU with 10 ·
~ points on six of 14 from the
floor. Edwards' ·20 was a
career-high, but his last two f
a pair of free-throws in the
final minute - were the
biggest.

Key matchup:
FAU's KhaleafWatson
vs. UCF's Gary Johnson
Watson hit six of nine
against the Knights last week,
scoring 14 key points, and ran
Sidney Green's offense effi. ciently, dishing four assists.
However, it was his defense
against Gary Johnson that was
a huge factor in the game, as
UCF's top scorer was shut out,
going zero for six from the
field. Since then, Johnson went
off against Troy, canning six 3pointers en route to a teamhigh 19 off the bench. Johnson
is recovering from an illness
that forced him out of the
starting lineup against the Trojans but should be ready for
his second meeting with Watson.

When UCF has the ball ...
-The Knights need to get
inside. Over its past 13 games,
UCF has attempted 24 or more
• 3-pointers 10 'times. It shot 32
percent or worse in three of its
four losses in that span. .When
1 UCF attempts less than 24 3pointers in a game, it is 6-0.
During their last meeting,
UCF was just seven of 19 from
beyond the arc, but the
Knights were bailed out by
FAU's four-of-15 clip. The
Knights went 15 for 27 from
'° inside the arc and 22 of 28
from the line en route to a
hard-fought victory.

•

Notes ...

When FAU has the ball ...

, It has to do a better job on
the glass. The Owls out,. rebounded UCF on the offensive boards, 12-8, but lost out in
the total rebounding column,
40-32. UCF's positive-12 defensive-rebounding edge helped
keep FAU from getting second
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Senior guard Kingsley Edwards recorded the second triple-double in UCF history Sunday.

The game will be broadcast
live on WGKN Channel 21, with
the pregame show starting at 7
p.m., and tip-off at 7:30 p.m.
today ... Jeff Sharon, Brandon
Purington, and Todd Grasley
have the call from the Dungeon
... This will be the final game
between these two in-state
rivals as members of the same
conference ... FAU will remain
in the A-Sun one more year
before moving all sports up to
the Sun Belt Conference ...
FAU's last win in the UCF Arena
came during the 2002 A-Sun
Championship game, when the
Owls upset heavily favored
Georgia State to win their first
conference title ... FAU and UCF
are travel partners this year in
the A:.Sun.

Senior guard Gary Johnson leads the men in scoring with 12.9 points per game.
FROM
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· the time and that's what we're
trying to focus on right now.
Like Tuesday we came, into
practice working on what we
need to do, not trying to stop
people. When we play well, we
stop people:'
Chemistry has been an issue
for this team this season despite
the Knights' 12-4 overall record
Avant is one of three seniors
returning from last season's ASun championship squad and
he is one of eight players having
to adjust to the addition of two
new starters, Anthony Williams
and Marcus Johnson. According
to Avant, though, adjustment
isn't a factor any more as he
believes the chemistry is better
than it has been all season.
"Our chemistry is getting
better on and off the court,''
Avant said. "That's a big part.
We're distributing the ball well
and we've had more assists. We
trust each other."
The Knights will try to
improve to 6·3 in conference
play and take one more step
toward knocking Mercer and
Gardner-Webb out of their frrstand second-place spots in the ASun standings as they host a
rematch with Florida Atlantic at
7:30 p.m today at UCF Arena In
their last meeting, the Knights
escaped Boca Raton with a 7370 win over the Owls. Despite
the win, the Knights continued
their careless behavior with the

ball, turning it over 15 times to
FAUssix.
"Coach gets on us a lot,'' said
Avant of the team's propensity
for turnovers. 'We're trying to
limit our turnovers, but when
we mess up he gets on us and
makes us run. it's a mental thing.
Sometimes we try to force it
when it's not there."
But where the turnovers are
hurting the Knights, they're still
improving by leaps and bounds
on rebounds without the presence of a legitimate big man.
The men out-rebounded Troy
· 44-18 on Sunday and have pulled
in 122 more rebounds than their
opponents this season.
'We work on boxing out and
going to the boards every day,"
Avant said 'We knew that was
· one ofour weaknesses. Once we
get back on, we know we'll be
pretty good"
first place is the goal, though.
The men want a regular-season
championship and they'll pot
only need to knock off FAU and
Stetson this week, but they'll
need to win important rematches against Mercer and GWU as
well. Avant thinks this team
should have no problem running the table in the A-Sun.
'.W e're going to be more
focused," Avant said "Mercer is
coming here and we have to
take it on our home court. We
know we have to get every game
from here on out if we want to
be regular season conference
champs."

Defense still tops in A-Sun while offense beginning to gain momentum as well
FROM

A6

,) only is she a threat on offense,
but she also plays great
defense."
· Roberts is second in the A, Sun, knocking away 2.23 shots
per game. UCF as a team ranks
14th in the nation in blocked
shots, rejecting 5.7 per game.
,UCF continues to top the
conference, giving up only 58.1
· points per game and ranking

36th in the nation in shooting
defense by holding opponents
to 36 percent from the floor.
The Knights have also
begun to emerge as a strong
second-half team, something
that led to them peaking going
into the conference tournament a season ago.
"We have always been a
strong second-half team,"
Striegler said. "We have done a
better job recently of not get-

ting off to slow starts."

Scouting Mercer and Georgia State
The Bears (5-8, 3-3 A-Sun)
are one of only six teams in the
league to score more than 60
points per game. Mercer started
the calendar year at home with a
big double-digit win against instate foe Georgia State, a road
victory at Jacksonville and a
tough game at home against
league-leading Lipscomb.

Guard Jessica Miller is in the
GSU (6-7, 4-2 A-Sun) has won
top eight in both scoring and three consecutive games in
rebounding, putting home 12.5 · league play after losing five in a
points and 7.8 rebounds per game. row to close 2004. The Panthers
Coming off the bench is forward have already made one trip to the
Sarah Russell, averaging 9.5 Sunshine State this month, splitpoints per game and giving the ting games at Stetson and JackBears a solid presence in the post sonville.
UCF leads the series 22-17 and
Georgia State is only hitting 22
has won eight of the last nine percent from 3-point range, but
meetings. However, Mercer center April Clyburn is averaging
stung the Knights at home last a double-double on the interior.
Clyburn paces the league with
season.

10.6 rebounds per game. Preseason "Player of the Year" guard
Patechia Hartman is starting to
find her rhytl}m after missing
three games earlier in the season.
Hartman is coming off a 28-point
performance against Belmont last
Saturday.
GSU holds a 29-10 advantage
in the all-time series but has won
the last two meetings at the UCF
Arena by a combined four
po~ts.

•
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Consecutive years
Stephanie Best has been
named the A-Sun preseason."Player of the Year"

Who's Hot
The men and women
of UCF basketball
Both teams are trying to extend their
winning streaks to
five games tonight
atthe UCF Arena.

Who's Not
Knights vs. Owls
The Owls' men's bas. ketball team has lost
its last six games
against the. Knights,
and trail the alHime
series 20-5.

Upcoming
Place a classified ad in the

Men's basketball welcomes FAU at 7 p.m. today at UCF Arena, then
heads to Nashville to face Belmont on Sunday .. . Women's hoops
takes on Mercer at 5 p.m. today at the UCF Arena and faces
Georgia State at 2 p.m. Saturday when they come to town .. . The
women's track team travels to Reno, Nev., for a pole vault summit
on Saturday .. . Men's tennis faces Florida at 2 p.m. Sunday in
Gainesville.

The preseason ranking of
the UCF men's baseball
team in the Collegiate
Ba_
seball Newspaper

.·
f .

Days until the start of the
UCF men's baseball season

tjl/~ ~-· (all text in Red)

Quotables
"Our chemistry is getting better on and off the
court .. . We trust each other."
- MARCUS AVANT ON THE TEAM'S CHEMISTRY

16
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"She had some struggles, but has really picked
up her game on both ends of the floor."

Dear Suzie,
Will you be my Valentine?
Johhny

- GAIL STRIEGLER ON FRANCINE HOUSTON

Roses are Red .
Violets are Blue
I couldn't have gotten through
Freshman year without you!
Love, Bobby

Tommy:
Happy Valentine's Day!
I love you more than
chocolate.
Love, Kelly

(407) 447-4555 ext. 251 ._, (407) 447-4556 (fax)
classifieds@UCF News.com
.
~

Deadline February 11th, 5 p.m. *Ask for details and ad options.

•• •
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OUR STANCE

"
OKAY, ..1LJ'5T Tl<'Y
TO ESLEND IN HEl<'E.

Board of
stees
must ·trust faculty
A

ll UCF professors want•
ed was a little respect.
'
Instead, most of them
experienced slammed door in
the face.
At Tuesday's Board of
Trustees meeting, about 200
faculty showed up to let the
board know about their disgust
with UCF bargaining techniques.
Back in November, UCF
declared an impasse with the
UCF chapter of the United Faculty of Florida - the faculty
union - effectively killing communication between the two
groups.
Some faculty members feel
that this breakdown in communication limits their say in how
they get hired, get raises and
get dismissed.
The faculty union thought
maybe the Board of Trustees,
which holds the purse strings at
UCF, may not have known
·about the troubles they're going
:though. So the professors took
'to the streets - in front of the
Student Union - and marched
upstairs to show the Board the
:huge turnout and to address
,their grievances in front of the
most powerful men and women
at UCF.
What they got was a shake of
•the head and a fumbled excuse
'about room capacity.
The 200 faculty members
went to enter the meeting.
When about half of them had
entered, the doors were closed,
leaving the other half out in the
hallway wondering what to do
next.

Yes, capacity in the room
may have been met. But Florida
State Sunshine Law, which the
Board of Trustees are obligated
to follow, specify that meetings
in which many people are
expected to show up should be
made availab~e to those people.
The members of the Board
were asked if the Union should
open up another s~ction of the
room - the Cape Florida Ballroom has two other sections
that could have been opened up
within minutes to accommodate the waiting faculty. The
Board refused. ·
Yet, there is evidence that
the Board of Trustees were well
aware that there would be more
people than usual attending the
meeting. It expected protesters
to show up for the Master Plan
and stadium discussions. And it
expected faculty to show up to
complain about the bargaining
issues.
President John Hitt already
had a speech ready in case the
union members created a disturbance. Perhaps it ~aved him
some time and effort to just
prevent a possible disturbance
rather than trying to explain it
later.
The Board did not fulfill its
responsibility as a governing
body by not allowing its con~
stituents access to the meeting.
The meeting should be open to
every member of the UCF community interested in the goingson of the Board.
But more than the legal
questions surrounding the
Board's decision to leave the

teachers out in the cold are the
moral questions that follow.
Some professors were afraid
to enter the meeting, or to even
protest for what they feel are
their rights.
These professors are usually
not tenured - and they're ·
afraid that their dissent could
be used as unofficial grounds
for dismissal.
The Board of Trustees perpetuates this fear by making
everyone who enters a meeting
sign in - and then wear a
name tag indicating who they
are and what organization
they're with.
Shouldn't the organization
be obvious? We're all part of the
same one - UCF. Most people
at the university have the same
goal, to help make the university the best it can.
The teachers who' showed
up to the Board of Trustees
meeting should have been
accommodated. Opening up
another part of the room would
not have been difficult, and it
would have calmed a lot of tempers.
Additionally, it's now obvious that the faculty had no
intention of creating a spectacle
- they peacefully held up signs
a'nd then walked out 10 minutes
later.
Next time, the Board needs
to not bite the hand that feeds
it. Teachers and students are
the heart of UCF. Without
them, all you have are empty
classrooms and a lot of land.
Get it together and show
some respect.

OUR STANCE

Inauguration '05:
excess abounds
T

he Presidential Inauguration festivities have
been taking place all
week with several lavish dinner
ceremonies and firework displays every night. The actual
swearing:in ceremony will be
taking place today at noon. But
the fun doesn't stop there.
There is a three-hour parade
followed by seven different
balls held in various cities by
the constituents of the President.
This inauguration isn't
cheap, with an estimated cost
of more than $40 million. But
'don't get upset at what seems
'to be wasteful federal spending.
Most of the cost, $23 million to
be exact, will be fronted by private donor groups. The other
$17 million, all security fees,
will be picked up by the city of
Washington D.C. Never before
has the city itself been responsible for funding the federal
event, but this administration is
one of firsts.
In defense of the president,
one can, look at past inauguratjons that had spending bills
comparable to this year's. Bill
Clinton's first inauguration in
1993 and Bush Sr.'s in 1989 were
each about $30 million. Clinton's second was a mere $23.6
million, but not one of those

inaugurations ever came under
fire.
Many people have been criticizing the Preside.n t for spending so much and creating such
a lavish event, not just Democrats but Republicans as well. A
recent poll in the Washington
Post showed that a majority of
Americans would prefer a
much smaller event. Twothirds of those polled think
inaugural festivities should be
scaled back. Half of Bush supports polled agreed, along with
80 percent of Kerry supporters.
Inaugurations don't usually
draw too much attention, but at
a time when we are at war and
there is a major relief crisis in
Southeast Asia, maybe this is
the wrong time to be throwing
a bash.
Ignoring all the complaints
and showing his grass roots
origins, the president hosted a
neighborhood barbecue block
party.
The most anticipated ball of
the week was definitely on
Wednesday at the Texas State
Society's Black Tie & Boots
Ball. Preparations were well
under way on Tuesday to prepare 21,000 enchiladas, 20,000
quesadillas, 25,000 pastries, and
3,000 pounds of barbecued
beef. People may be starving

and homeless in Asia, but at
least the dignitaries in D.C.
won't be.
Despite all that good home
cooking, there are still some
stuck-up critics who just don't
know how to party. "Precedent
suggests that inaugural festivities should be muted if not cancelled in wartime,'' Rep. Anthony Weiner, D-N.Y., stated in a
letter to President Bush. He
noted that the money could be
used to buy 690 armored Hummer vehicles and pay for a $290
bonus for each soldier serving
in Iraq.
.
While this may seem like a
good way to spend the money,
it just wouldn't be as fun.
Bush's approval rating on the
war is doing OK, so he can
afford to ignore Iraq for a few
days. It's not like he is going to
have to run again anyway. He
might as well enjoy the free
reign.
President Bush defended all ·
the galas and parties, saying in
an interview on CBS, "You can
be equally concerned about our
troops in Iraq and those who
suffered in the tsunami while
celebrating democracy."
Certainly the troops with
lack of armor and the starving
children in tsunamis areas
would agree with the president.
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READER VIEWS

Still biased

As an alumnus of UCF, I like to read up
on the cilrrent going on's at my alma mater
and it should be distressing to some that the
biased, unsubstantiated dribble that I use to
read in the Future as a student is the same
that I read today.
The opinion article written by Shannon
Mau titled "Bush's plan for global domination revealed" [Jan.18] is a perfect example.
Mau fails on many different levels to substantiate the ridiculous claims that President
George W. Bush is bent on world domination.
And here's how:
1. Mau claims that just because the U.S.
government has a plan to invade Iran that
they plan to use it. I'll bet money that the
United States does have such a plan, but l
am also willing to bet that this is the .c ase for
many other hostile nations throughout the
·
world.
Mau naively suggests that simply planning a contingent military operation is a sign
that the plan will be carried out. However,
should Iran continue to develop nuclear
weapons and ignore its international obligation, force should be used with the exhaustion of diplomatic pressure.
2. Mau is again falling into the same liberal banter that just because no WMDs were
found in Iraq that they never existed. In fact,
he actually uses the word "speculation" in
referring to Iraqi WMDs.
.
I would ask Shannon to then tell me what
substance was present in the missiles fired
at Israel? What substance was found incorporated into the roadside bombs in Iraq?
What was it that the Iraqi's were sneaking
out the back door of Saddam's palaces while
UN inspectors waited at the front gates? My
guess is that it wasn't Saddam Hussein's bottles of Cristal. The fact is that the missiles
contained nerve agents and the roadside
bombs contained mustard gas and the Sarin
nerve agent. Shannon simply cannot argue
that fact.
3. Mau also spews lies and misgivings
when he denotes the United States' actions
overseas to being a big bully. I ask Shannon,

if things there are so going so bad, why is it
the polls show the support of President Bush:
by the soldiers in Iraq to be above 70 percent?
Furthermore, I ask Mau ... should we not
protect ourselves from aggressive nations?
Do you believe that playing nice will
appease the trigger-happy dictators of
nations such as Iran?
You may want to stick a flower in the gun.
barrel of such people, but you again naively ,
fail to recognize that these animals will
shoot that daisy through the back of your
head.
I.could go on but for the sake of space I
will leave it at that. Mau should take a good
look at what he wrote and compare that to
the recent CBS News debacle with Dan
Ratber which involved taking what someone :
else cla'ims to be true and preaching it as
fact.
Hopefully my words will be taken to
heart and save Mau the same embarrassment and shame in the Future.

'
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- KYLE CONSIDDER

Psvched for stadium

f was excited to he·a r that we finally
approved a plan for the possibility of building
an on-campus football stadium. While a small
but vocal minority would rather see the UCF
stick to just providing classes, I bel~eve I am
in the majority that came here for a true collegiate experience.
As a student, it will be a huge benefit to be
able to walk or shuttle to the games, and not
have to worry about people driving home
with some alcohol left in them.
In the future, we will be able to come back
and see the growing campus each and every.
fall.
.
Currently, visiting teams and fans (and
sometimes national television audiences)
come to the worst part of downtown Orlando
for games; many leave thinking our campus
must be part of the mess.
UCF deserves the best, and President John
Hitt and Athletic Director Steve Orsini continue to deliver.
-

•

STEPHEN ALIANIELLO
~·

The Future encourages comments from readers. Letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words and must include
full name and phone number.We may edit for length, grammar,style.al}ll libel. Send lettersto editor@UCFnews.com,
submit them online at www.UCFnews.com or fax them to407-447-4556.Questions?Call 407-447-4555.

The top 10 reasons
why I love UCF

COMMENTARY
NATHAN POEKERT
Senior Staff Writer

Far too many of my
friends, coworkers and even
random people complain
about UCF. Sure we have the
worst football team in the
country. Sure our tuition is
the highest in the state. Here
are, however, 10 reasons why
I love my school:
10. Rather than students
just being known as a number tattooed on their butts,
professors here actually
seem to give a crap about
you.
9. Everything is just a
walk away. Unlike UF and
FSU, where classes are mile~
and blocks away, UCF has a
sense of f.Oziness like a warm
blanket next to a crackling

fire.
8. Getting a job at UCF is
.as simple as filling out an
application. I got a great job
at finance and accounting,
and the Future was even kind
enough to employ my illiterate self.
7. Entertainment while
walking to classes..Where
else can you walk to class
and see a guy on a unicycle,
an evangelist yelling at the
top of his lungs about the
apocalypse and at least 20
protesters complaining about
something.
6. Free health care. Sometimes I get angry and upset.
Sometimes I need to relax.
Sometimes the Student
Health Center prescribes me
painkillers so I can relax.
5. UCF Athletics. Yeah, I
said it. Basketball wins
games, soccer wins games,
and baseball wins games.
Lose your bad memories of
football and go watch teams
that win.
· 4. We're in Orlando, if you
forgot. You can never say
there is nothing to do around
town. Would ;fuu rather go
to UF, where e hot spot is

....
~)

·.

the Gainesville Ale House?
3. Clothing-challenged
females. It's about 50 to 60
degrees outside. If you didn't •
notice, it's probably because '
you were distracted by the
girls still'wearing mini-skirts
and halter tops.
2. Chick-Fil-A. I was seri- '
ously addicted to chicken
biscuits and waffie fries
before I came to UCF. I was
ecstatic to find my favorite
fatty-food joint here. I like to ,
psychologically convince
myself that because it is
chicken, I am eating healthy '
and not getting fat Then my
pants remind me that I am ...
sigh.
1. Never a dull moment. It
is pretty much impossible to :
be bored when you go to
UCF. With hundreds of
)"
..
clubs, organizations and
•
activities, it takes a pretty
lazy person not to join one.
Get out of your butt-groove
on your couch and find one
that suits you. Everything
from Jewish clubs, to hiphop dance classes and even
video game teams are
offered. Ifyou're a nerd, be :;i :
nerd with other nerds.

.
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125
150
175
200
225
250
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300
325
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Help Wanted: General
Help Wanted: Part·Tune
HelpWanted:Full·Time
Business Opportunities
For Rent: Homes
For Rent: Apartments
Roommates
Sublease
For Sale: General
For Sale: Automotive
For Sale: Homes

375
400
500
S25
550
600
700

For Sale: Pets
Services
Events
Events: Greek Life

OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINE

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (107) 447-4556
By E-mail: classifieds@UCFnews.com
In Person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse behind Chick-Fil-A

5 p.m. Fri for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. issue

OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS

Events: UCF

Travel
Worship
800 Miscellaneous
900 Wanted
999 Lost &Found

3361 Rouse Road #200
Orlando, FL 32817

AD RATES
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Seminole Chronicle

UCF's award-winning newspaper

Serving Oviedo and Winter Springs;
distributed every Friday.

published twice-weekly.

PAYMENT METHODS
Cash, Check, Mastercard
VISA, AMEX, Discover

· (407)447-4555 • dassifieds@UCFnews.com

·Classified line ads are published in both theFuture and the Chronicle

• local rates from only $8 a week, student rates from $4 a week
•Economic way to be placed in up to 40,000 weekly issues
·Reaching Oviedo, Winter ~prings, UCF and East Orlando
•Ads also viewable online 24 hours a day

rP'lm HELP WANTED:
[~General
Bartenders wanted.
$300 a day potential.
Good for students.
Training provided. No exp. needed.
Call 1-800-965-6520 ext 107.

l'

Kid ~s Nite Out

Drivers I Fliers I Preps needed, $6-12/hr
Apply at California Chicken Grill
10725 E. Colonial Drive
407-273-?254

Now hiring professional caregivers, who
love children and need flexible hours.
Call 407-828-0920 x 0 for interview.

Need Assistant or After-School
Teacher with experience.
UCF area. 407-340·4221.
ATTRACTIVE, THIN FEMALES
who smoke daily or weekly needed for
confidential phone interview. Selected
callers earn $40. Please leave your
name and number: 661 -255·3940

LOSE YOUR JOB?
DOES YOUR FORMER EMPLOYER OWE YOU WAGES?
DID YOU GET PAID FOR ALL OF YOUR TIME WORKED?
, DON'T LET THEM WRONGFULLY KEEP YOUR HARD EARNED MONEY!
IF WE GET YOU ANY MONEY, THEY PAY OUR FEES AND COSTS

(407) 67 WAGES
(407)-679-2437
The hiring of an attorney is an important decision that should not be based solely upon advertisements. Before you decide,
ask us to send you free information on our qualifications and experience. Jeffrey WAlbert, Esquire: Principle office: Maitland

FREE WEIGHT TRAINING
The Exercise Physiology Lab at UCF is looking for healthy, male and
female volunteers (ages 18-35), to participate in a research study to
examine how genetics affects tlie way a person responds to weight
training.

Participants will receive:

• · 24 supervised training sessions
• MRI scans of the upper arms
• $125

Call Today

407-823-5163

,,.

HIRING NOW
Preschool in Oviedo
Teachers, Assis,ants & Bus Driver
(407) 366-2100
National Anthem Singer Tryouts for
Baseball from 9 to 11 :30 a.m. on Jan. 28
at Jay Bergman Field. RSVP to
Anthony Tsonis at 407·823·6165 or
e-mail atsonis@?mail.ucf.edu.
Attractive, thin females who smoke daily
or weekly needed for confidential phone
interview. Selected callers earn $40.
Leave name and number, your call will
be returned ASAP. 661 · 255-3940.

Come learn r;nore about the Peace Corps at the
following inforriormation event. All are welcome.

,,

University of Central Florida Campus
Tuesday, January 25 - 4:00 - 5:00 p.m.
Career Services Office
Student Resource Center Building 7F, Rm.185
Peace Corps Recruiter Keith West will be in the
Orlando .area January 24 - 27. If you would like
to schedule an inte rview, or just need more
informatio n, please feel free to contact Keith at
800 424 - 8580, opt. 1, ext. 23473, or email:
kwest@peacec orps.gov

·~ Peace Corps
·

. .

www.peacecorps.gov
800.424.8580

FAST CASH!!!
FEMALE MODELS WANTED:
18·25. Weight: 100-120 Height: 4'8" to
5'10". For lingerie photo & portfolio
demo's. Cali 407·898-7900.

SPRING THAU SUMMER
Looking for a responsible indiv for
weekday afternoons to care for 9 &. 11
YR old girls. Responsibilities incl picking
up from school, help w/ hw, occasional
errands & some.weekend evenings.
Schedule is flex. 8-10 hrs per wk until
school ends then more hrs during the
summer. Ref reqd.
Please call Andrea@ 407-342-5517

Callers Needed! CMG Telemarketing!
Info verifying for mortgage products.
Work at home or from our call center.
$7/hr mini email: alex@cmgleads.com
407-365-3334 x102

Handyman

Tropical Smoothie Cafe is looking for
outgoing and energetic people. Please
apply ii) person at
7561 West Sandlake Rd
(407)248-0707

odd jobs, close to UCF, good pay!
Call John@ 407-678-1729

View all classifieds online anytime
at www.UCFnews.com! '

NOW HIRING
SALES/MARKETING
positions

~

·~·
~
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-College Math 101:

HARD_LA/ORI(= MOR£ MON£·y
No dishpara harads! No pizza delivery!
kt to drive cool cars!
Eam a good salary+ a productMty bonus!

·- · -·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-· ~
WANTED!
Singers for Contemporary and
Gospel A cappella groups. Music
skills a must! Call: 407-230-6100
Email: RNP@rightnote.com
Spend your summer in a iakefront
cabin in Maine. If you're looking to
spend this summer outdoors, have fun
while you work, and make lifelong
friends, then look no further. Camp
Mataponi, a residential girls camp in
Maine, has female/male summertime
openings for Larid Sports, Waterfront
(small crafts, skiing, life guarding, WSI,
boat drivers), Ropes Course, Tennis,
Horseback Riding, Arts & Crafts,
Theater, Cooking, Gymnastics, Dance,
Photography, Group Leaders & more.
·Top salaries plus room/board & travel
provided. ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
WILL BE CONDUCTED 1/28 . Call us
today toil free at 1-888-684-2267 or
apply oniine at
www.campmataponi.com.

Hertz, the leader in rent-a-car, is looking for hard-working individuals who are willing to turn their
hard work into hard cash. As a Casual Vehicle Service Attendant, you 'll earn a base ' salary and
extra money for each vehicle you service. It's simple-the harder you work, the more you earn!
{And, it's an automatic car washl)
Positrons are part-time with Nopn, 2pm and 4pm start times. So take off that paper hat and apply
in person at: Herb: Orlando Airport, 5601 Butler National Drive, Mon-Fri from 8:30am to 4pm or

e-mail: OrlandoCareers@hertz.com or call us at 407-859-8400 ext. 0.
(e-mailed resumes pleose putCollege Jobs in the subject line)
9q9

mfdvdfw

ln·Home Female Tutor Needed
History for 10th grade AP student.
Please respond by
calling 407"947-2420 or by
email Thaisingha@aol.com

..

Volunteer for a clinical research study of an
Investigational medication.
f

To Qualify:
• Ages 18 and older
• Stay 6 hours in Research
dorm
• Make 2 outpatient visits
• .Make 2 telephone
contacts.
Compensation is paid up to $300.00

You May Not Have Symptoms, But
Your Herpes May Be Contagious
Did you know that.you may give your partner
herpes even when you have no visible sores
or lesions?
Local physicians are studying the investigational
use of an approved pr~scription medication for
recurrent genital herpes to learn more about
when a person can spread it to others.
You may qualify if you are 18 or older and know
or suspect that you have recurrent genital herpes.
If you take part, you will receive study-related
care, including physical examinations, laboratory
tests and study medications.

407-472-0228
M-F, 8-5, or visit www.ocrc.net

To learn more, please call:

Orlando Clinical Research Center
5055 S. Orange Avenue ·Orlando FL 32809
v~ IJ/.04
•

Orange County Staffing

!'° • Valet parking attendanis needed ior • "'!
I
the Orlando/Winter Park area.
I
I Seasonal positions avail. Great pay.
I
Immediate openings available.
I
407·971 -9131.

.

Busy Warehouse work. Must be able to
lift 50 lbs. Need someone who can work
hard and pay attention to details. Must
be well spoken and can help customers.
Sat 10-5:30, Sun 12-5. Can work around
school on weekdays. Drug test and
background check. Call 407·896-7252

PT BABYSITTER NEEDED

CAREER OPPORTUNITY
AS INDEPENDENT CONSULTANT
Qualifications: Motivated, self-starter with
ability to learn. Job Description:
Independent "consultants- have unlimited
income potential, the ability to set your
own hours, rµn and maintain your own
business, job security, variety of avenues
of income, earn the use of a free car,
free training, continuous self·
improvement, self-esteem and selfconfidence, prizes and awards and many
tax benefits. Interested applicants call
Judy at 407-359-0764.

L

Life is calling.
- How far will you go?

LOVE KIDS?
My two great boys (they really are), ages
5 and 2, need a playmate (not ii TV
watcher) for a few hours during the
week. The hours are very flexible and
vafy as does the pay (lets negotiate!) ..
These are great kids and they need a
match! Located 5 mins from UCF. Must
have car. Cali Jenna at 407·971 "6067
and leave a message.

IJ/owi IJ/.~

January 20, 2005 • (tu1taf ::flotiba '"1uq_:.

A10
FOR RENT:
Im;,
W1' Roommates
OFFICE ASSISTANT WANTED
Need PT help for combination of
secretarial and light housework for a
small home-based office near UCF.
$10/hr. Call 203-526-7882 or
407-277-8941.

UNIVERSAL CINEPLEX THEATRES
PT/FT service staff pos. avail.
Previous retail exp. pref. Flex. work
schedule. Competitive salary and
benefits package. Must have superior
cash handling and customer service
skills. (i.e. Snack bar or cafe sales,
Ticket sales and usher.) Depending on
status, benefits may include Universal
park admission, free movies, sales
commission, vacation, 401 K, tuition
reimbursement and more. Inquire <1fter 6
P.M. at Theatre: 6000 Universal Blvd. At
Universal Studios City Walk or call
407-354-3374 to speak with a Manager.
Internet inquiries should be directed to
(latlceuniv@aol.com) E.O.E.

Summer Jobs

LOOK

SALES POSITION

Customer Service Reps PT
No exp. necessary but always a plus.
Bilingual a plus. Must be able to type at
· ample speed. Located near Orlando Intl.
Airport. Flexible Schedule + great pay.
AM/PM positions available. Call Brandon
@ 407-243-6150 EXT 2106
or e-mail: bbrady@gosafco.com.

The Florida Elks Youth Camp
{FEYC) needs male and female
Summer Camp Counselors ages
18 and up. FEYC is an overnight
camp located off of Highway
450 in Umatilla, FL. The camp
runs June 6 - July 23. Please
contact Krys Ragland at
1-800-523-1673 ext. 250 or
352-669-9443 ext. 250.

I NOW HIRING I
I

PATIO CAFE NOW HIRING
Small restaurant wants someone who
likes variety & making people happy. We
genuinely care·about our customers &
know most by name. Flex sched,
20-30hrs/wk, counter service &. some
cooking. Call 407-281-4700 to apply.

Must be able to multi-task, be friendly
and work in a fast-paced, professional
environment. 25 hrs/wk.

MERCHANDISERS &
INVENTORY AUOITORS
Immediate Openings. Monday-Friday
Daytime & Weekends, $8/hour
Reliable transportation/local phone,
PIT. Call RG!S Inventory Specialists:
407-678-6558
An Equal Opportunity Employer

E-mail resume to MiiaM@knightnewspapers.com
or fax to 407-447-4556,ATTN: Miia

Phone Sales
Experienced, Money Motivated.
Only 20 hrs/wk. 5-9p.m. Mon.-Frl.
$350 base + comm & other bonuses.
Call Nick 407-467-4102.

(entfaf 1fot'iba 1utufe
I NOW HIRING I

DISTRIBUTION DRIVERS
Spring semester
Monday, Thursday, and
Friday shifts 5:30 - 7:30 a.rri.
Truck/SUV helpful but not required.

Teach childrens cheerleading
program in Orlando.
Call toll free 866-236-2767.
UCF AFFILIATED HOUSING HIRING!
Looking for 2 PT Leasing Consultants
(r'niri. 20hrs/wk) to join our amazing sales
., team. Earn a competitive base pay plus
commission while working around your
school schedule. Sales exp pref. Email
resumes to mgautier@collegepark.org or
fax 407-380-8806, attn: Melissa.
PT Janitorial Cleaner Needed
6am-10am. 5 days/wk
Poinciana/Kissimmee Area.
1-800-974-7784
WORK FROM HOME
Earn up to $15/hr gathering public
information. Must have computer
and internet access.
407-230-4713

E-mail Circulation@KnightNewspapers.com

Your education can
take you places
So you're ready for the real world - looking for a real job - one that has
benefits, a career path and a training program. Well, at American Express
Financial Advisors, we invest in your future from day one -with things like a
strong and rigorous training program, superior management support and
our own customized software program. Hey, it's your decision. Why not join
us, and discover just how far we can go together. Visit our Web site at ,
americanexpress.com/advisorcareers or contact:

Part Time Kennel Attendant needed.
Also Experienced Technician needed.
Pet Hospital in Oviedo area. Team player
wanted. Apply at 255 Alexandria Blvd.,
Oviedo. 407-366-7323. ,
Pre-school afternoon teachers needed.
2:30-6:00 Mon. - Fri.
No experience necessary. Close to UCF.
407-282-0551 ask for Nancy or Pat.
Fax resume.to 407-207-4330.
ASP web site help for small photo studio. .
Update online and calendar and move to
new server. Call Les at 407-898-5989
Cheerleading instructors to teach
children in Orlando and Winter Park
area, PIT evenings, ·must have exp.
teaching children & have car, great
pay! Call Kristen at 866-273-AAYA
or fax re~ume to 813-964-8806

Scott M. Miller
. "'

2650 North Military Trail, Suite 100
Boca Raton, Florida 33431
Phone: (561) 997-9602
Fax: (561) 997-9603
SOUTH BOCA RATON FLORIDA WORKSHOP
JANUARY 14th & 19th
Space is limited. Enroll now.
Lo~ations: Boca Raton, Ft. Lauderdale, Ft. Myers, Miami, Tampa

Twice-weekly newspaper is looking for
energetic, creative Marketing Interns.
20-25 hrs/week
Please send resume & available hours to
MiiaM@KnightNewspaper-s.com

American Express Financial Advisors Inc. Member NASO.American Express Company
is separate fiom American Express Financial Advisors Inc. and is not a broker-dealer.
<02001·2004 American Express Flnancial Corporation
ITY:1·800·766·2979 Equal Employment Opportunhy Employer

ROOM FOR RENT-MALE

4104

BABYSITTER NEEDED
1-year-old boy near UCF. Tues
11AM-6PM, Wed 8AM-12PM, Thur
11AM-5PM. $6/hr, references needed.
Please call 407-737-6826
Merchandisers

1 BDRM/1 BA in a 212 @ Pegasus
Connection. $575/mo all utils incl. W/D,""3 HBOs. Fully furnished & all amenities
incl. Immaculate, new carpet, patio!
Avail. ASAP. Call Keon @954-658-6161.

· Rooms for rent, 5 min. from UCF in
new 4 bedroom house, new neigh.
Lg. rooms, back yard faces preserve.
House furn., bedrooms not. Sec. sys.,
high-speed wireless Internet. Room
w/other students. $500/mo. all uti!.
incl. 954-816-3127

Sunny Future
Entry level sales position w/
expanding & progressive sun care in
Orlando. Base + commission. Ops for
Mgmt & relocation.
Call Tim 888-877-7338
Land-Tech Surveying &
Mapping Corp
An established Oviedo firm has
immediate openings for an
experienced Crew Chief
or Instrument person.
Full-time, great benefits.
Call 407-365-1036 or
fax 407-365-1838.
Email: info@surveymap.net

Work from home ONLINE.
E;arn up to $1500 PIT or
$8000 FIT a month! Go to
http://makingdreamsreality.
theonlinebusiness.com

INTL' CORP EXPANDING
$2500PT/$6000FT.
Will train, need computer.
www.abetterlife101.com
1-800-353-6947

I~ FOR RENT:
l~ Homes

Transferring out of state. 3bd/3ba, , 2nd floor, Pegasus Landing. Avail ·
Dec 15 UCF Affiliated Housing: No
transfer fees and 2 mos rent free.
Incl all utils, W/D ethernet and
shuttle. Call 954-270-3922.

Roommate Needed! Beautiful 3/2/2
house with pool, fireplace, W/D, fencd.
yd, 5 min from UCF. Pets ok. $450/mo
includes cable/internet+ 1/4 power. Call
Brad @ 407-808-80391407-509-8632

First month FREE. Call Sarah @
321-501-1363

$110 OFF Monthly Rent

Get $440 CASH Today!!

Awesome Brand New Home
Great rooms avail Jan, near UCF, pool,
ter:tnis courts, lake. $500/mo, yearly
lease. Call Sherry/Todd @
954-753-3032 or 407-482-4969
Home For Rent
3BD/2BA/2 Car Garage in Hickory Cove
Minutes to UCF, $t,100/mo, w/d hookup, pets ok. American Dynasty Realty
407-677-1177

1 M or F NEEDED
for 1 furnished rm, in a 4 BD/ 2.5BA
home w/ pool. 1o mins from UCF. utils
. incl, high speed internet, cable. Avail
now - until summer. $475 negotiable.
Call 561-251-9394
HOMES FOR RENT
UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes
and apts. for rent. $649 to $1295.
Call 407-629-6330 or
www.ORLrent.com to view our
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty.

1 M needed, 4 BR, private bath, utilsincl, washer/dryer/spacious patio, across·
the street from campus. $475 a mo. obo .
Call Andrew @ 305-522-4348
Take over my lease at Pegasus Pointe!
Male only. $450/mo.
I'll pay all transfer tees!
DECEMBER RENT FREE!!!
321-443-4522 or jpuglia@cfl.rr.com

REGENCY PARK HOUSE
3 rooms avail for M or F in 4/2.5/2.
$550-$450/mo incl all util, cable,
wireless internet, and furnished.
Current tenant very laid-back.
Relaxed neighborhood. Call
305-310·6588.

PEGASUS CONNECTION
January rent FREE. Female needed for
fully furnished 2/2. $575/mo ini:I all util .. "'
Contact Laura 352-258-8980
laura_reddish@yahoo.com

Room for rent in 2/2 townhome, ·located
2 miles from UCF. Big bedroom,
own bathroom, living room w/vaulted
ceilings, w/d included for $495.00
+ half utilities per month. Contact Amy
at 321-662-6366.

DRIVE~
Bed & bath avail ASAP for M in 4/4.
$520/mo Incl util, cable w/ 3 HBOs, '
ethernet, w/d, and fully furnished.
January rent paid for!
Call 407-353-8949.

VILLAGE AT SCIENCE

Pegasus Pointe Apartment
Available for Summer term. Female
needed for 4BR unit. Quiet & private. ~
I WILL PAY ALL TRANSFER FEES!!\ Call 321-.604-9029

: . -Ff'MAL.i="F!OC:iM'MA'fi=-wMl'r"Eb-. "!
I

WANTED IMMEDIATELY:

j

·

WINTER PARK AREA
2/2.5, excellent condition. W/D, water,
and patio included. Minutes to UCF. No
pets. Community pool and playground.
Winter Park schools. Avail 1/28.
407-359-2058

FREE RENT
Your plate is full of responsibilities that keep you pretty busy. So where do you find a part-time opportunity
that will let you make good money, without interfering with your lifestyle? Sara Lee Bakery Group. One of the
top wholesale bakers in the US, we provide shifts that fit into your schedule without disrupting whatever you
already have on the stove. Come learn all about it at our
·

1 & 2 ·bedroom
Floor Plans
We Take Co-Signers!

Seeking F housemate for beautiful home
off Econ Trail near UCF & VGC. Kitchen
& laundry. Single mother of one 6-yr. old
would con.sider lower rent for live-in PIT
babysitting. Available immediately.
Character ref. & background checks.
407-277-2265 or elmsgirl@aol.com.

Apartment for Sublease
F wanted for sublease @ Village of •
Alafaya Club. 4BD/ 4BA, furnished,
utils incl, free shuttle, spacious
closets, $495/mo. No rent until Feb
1st. Call 407-313-8446

Roommate Needed ASAP!I!
Available now: 1BR/1 BA in a 2/2'house
off Alafaya Trail. Short drive from UCF &
Valencia. $450/month including· rent,
W/D, Road Runner, cable, water, &
electric. Seeking M or F 18-25.
If interested call Chris @ 407-252-1735

Village at Alafaya Club
Room avail in 3/3. $500/mo incl all
util, w/d, trash service. First month's
rent free. Rent negotiable, reaqy :- ;
immediately. Call 786-302-0511 :-·,,

F UCF student seeking clean resp.,
F roommate. No pets. $450/mo incl.
furnished BR in a very nice subdivision.
6 mi. from UCF and 2 mi. from Waterford
Lakes. Util., cable, Internet access, and
local phone service. Also incl. pool and
tennis court access. Call Nicole at
407-616-2221 . Starts February 1

Village@ Alafaya Club

Friday, January 21 • 2pm-9pm
Sara Lee Coffee & Tea (Superior Coffee)
7100 TPC Drive, Suite 650 • Orlando Airport area

PEGASUS POINTE APARTMENT
3rd floor, raised ceilings. $435/mo, $1 00
cash back. Move in immediately!!!
Call Chris 727-385-3546

UCF Cypress Bend
4 Two-Story Homes • 5/3 and
413/1 One Story. Gated/Brand New
2004. M or F roommates. Rooms for
$350/mo + util. $600/mo for Huge
Master. Util. avg $80. Photo:
Owner - Anette. 407-716-0848.
ROOMMATE NEEDED
4/2.5/2, Hi-speed Internet, digital cable,
W/D, tile, woqd, 10 minutes North of UCF
$375-425/month + part utilities
Call (386) 453-6568

NO MOVE-IN FEE!
Room and bath avail in 212. Rent incl all
util, w/d, ethernet, free shuttle, vaulted
ceilings. Quiet neighbors. Move-in ASAP.
Call for details. 239-822-6632

1 ROOMMATE WANTE;D
to share great home, min. from UCF.
Must enjoy yard, lake, internet,
cable, W/D, private room +awesome
small· dog. M or F. Everything incl.
$500/mo. Call Jeff, UCF grad,
407-737-6690. Details/photos online:
www.thinkcybis.com/room.

Jefferson Lofts Apartment

Female needed for 3/2 home. Share
bathroom. DSL, W/D, furnished. NS
Grad student preferred. $350/mo.
Call 407-971-6748

From the Orlando Airport, take FL-436/Semoran Blvd. toward downtown, tum right onto Hazeltine National
Drive, and then tum left onto TPC Drive.

3 HOUSEMATES NEEDED

PLEASE BRING TWO FORMS OF IDENTIFICATION TO THE JOB FAIR, ONE OF
WHICH MUST BE A COPY OF YOUR CURRENT FLORIDA DRIVER'S LICENSE.
COPY OF PROOF OF INSURANCE ALSO REQUIRED.
We look forward to seeing you at our Job Fair. However, if you are unable to
attend, please forward your resume to: oareers@slbg.com EOE M/F/D/V

•

2 ROOMS FOR SUBLEASE
Pegasus Pointe furn 4/2, move in ASAP,
M or F. $465/mo incl all util, ethernet,
w/d, free shuttle. Lease ends July 31st.
Jan rent free. Call 727-488-8460.

=

As a member of our team, you 'll enjoy:
• $11 per hour • Mileage reimbursement • 401(k) • EAP (Employee Assistance Program) • ESPP

•I

FREE RENT January! Must sublease
immediately! Lease runs through 7/31/05
1 room for M with priv BA available in 4/4
at Pegasus Landing. Shuttle to UCF incl!
Contact Heather@ 561-637-4050

1 M needed for a 4bd/2ba, cable,
internet, security system and all utils
incl. Pools, basketball courts Avail in
Jan $500/mo. Call 407:617-8484
University House Apt. Avail. Now!
Female roommate. $439/mo. incl.
internet, cable w/ 3 HBO's, sewer, trash,
pest control, water & elec. One flat rate!
Wonderful roommates! Spotless apt &
studious roomies! 1-321-271-6770.
NO MOVE-IN FEE
Female roommate needed ASAP for
Pegasus Pointe 4/2. $455/mo incl all
util, ethernet, f~ee shuttle, pools, and
gym. Call Emily 205-335-7523.

STEPS AWAY FROM CAMPUS

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
For immediate occupancy in spacious
4/2 home in Waterford Lakes. $475/mo
incl all util & high-speed internet. Won't
)ast long! 407-282-7774 or 86,3-398-6398

Requires HS diploma; prior customer service/sales experience, good driving record and reliable
transportation. Positions available in: Orlando, Lake Mary, Melbourne, Titusville, Winter Springs, Belleview,
Ocala and other locations.

~'

_.;.:

Jan-Aug 4BD/4BA Huge walk in closet, ;
W/D, cable, ethernet, valet trash. 3 gr!ia'f:
roommates brand new furniture $490/mQ•
Call John@ 321-217-5264

Roommates Needed!!
Brand new house 1/2 mile from UCF.
4 bedroom 2 bath, W/D, dishwasher,
cable TV in every room, high-speed
wireless Internet, furnished living
room, full kitchen. This and all
utilities for just $500/mo!
Call James at 561-762-8986 or
SoutoEBX@aol.com

Job Fair

·---·~

Sublease. private bdrm with 4 guys • :
in 5 bdrm house. New neighborhoodt ·1
close to campus, huge backyard on ~, •
lake. $395/mo includes utilities,
cable & internet. 954-471-7888

Apartments

2BD/1BA within walking distance of
UCF campus. Includes W/D.
$650/mo. Please call 407-852-3951

Bed ll< bath avail in 4/4 at Pegasus • ~1.
Landing. $495/mo, Jan. rent is free .• ~(
Lease runs through Aug. Move-in • ·
immediately. Call 239-848-0281 ·:~

L--·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·

;m FOR RENT:
~

\

Room for rent: Northgate Lakes

F needed for 4 BR house behind UCF.
Pool. Fully furn. $51p/mo. All Incl. DSL,
W'!lk-in closet. Avail. immediately.
Must be clean! Call 407-748-0887.

3 roommates for a 5BD/3BA home. $500
mo. All utils incl. In Tanner Crossing, 2
' mins away from u.cF.
Call Ashley @ 727-534-5852

,,

Takeover lease. Master BD w/ prv1 BA, "
all utils and internet incl. Located in the
Gatherings. No deposit. $440/mo. .,
Call Melissa @ 727-278-8957

Rooms in new house. Fully furn.,
heated pool. Barbecue grill, pool
table, sec. sys., garage. NS/NP.
Female only. All util. incl. $600/mo.
Call Nikki@ 561-212-6291.

$315/mo. Avail. Now! Room in house for
rent. Screened pool, high speed Internet,
cable, W/D, garage & full kitchen.
Clean, drug free, NS. Mins to UCF &
Valencia. Call 321-243'7170 or
email ditlet@aol.com.

, ,

Apartment for Sublease: University,.
House $430/mo. Utils & Internet incl. "
Prvt bath, Will pay the 1st month's
rent. Contact Ash for more info @
850-685-2601

Large Spacious Home

1 ROOM AVAILABLE
4 BD/3 BA, pool tables, spa, 5 mins from
UCF $500/mo. everything incl.
Call 941-685-3954

,

• Jefferson Lofts, furnished 1 BD/ 1BA, all
utils incl except phone. Parking Space;
W/D. $800/mo, excellent condition. Call Mary Anne @ 407-415-7450 ' ~

2 mins from UCF, prvt bdrm,
$525/mo all uti!s incl. Call Katie @
941-720-1886

UCF AREA HOME FOR RENT
3/2 split plan, Winter Park schools, very
clean. Fenced yard, remodeled
kitchen/bath, wood floors, fireplace, and
garage. $1175/mo. Call Bill 407-678-2160

ii..

F sublease, 1/1 in a 4x4 avail Dec 12.
$4701mo all inclusive, no move-in fees.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANT.ED
$400/mo plus uti!. Jan '05-July '05. 5
mins from UCF. Polos East
Apartments. Call Ann Marie
954-854-0553.

Clean and Responsible House
in Waterford Lakes. $500/mo.
All util. incl. Fast access DSL.
Call Lindsay at 954-701-3806:

-·

NORTHGATE LAKES

ROOM FOR RENT
Modern 3BD/ 2BA home near UCF, 2 car
garage, sec. system, pool, patio w/ grill,
gameroom/ party room. Preferably social.
$490-$575 Call Jen @ 407-733-9540

212.5 Townhouse for rent
1 mi. from UCF, W/D, dishwasher.
$595/mo. Call Amanda at 407-207-5380
or 352-625-9206

.,

Incentives $$$ Must Sublease

Gorgeous Place to Live!!!

CHEER COACH NEEDED

I

Pegasus Pointe Apartment
Bd avail for F in 212 w/ private ba.
No move-in fees. $560/mo incl all
util, w/d, N/S. critters0818@yahoo.com 863-381-6404

3/2 home, 10 mins from campus.
Tiled floors in great rm, fenced yard,
cable/roadrunner, 2 car gaFage, w/d.
$425/mo + 1/4 util. 407-222-2895 •

Recruiting Special Education Teachers
Interview with Colorado Springs School
District 11. Feb. 10th & 11th,
4pm-6pm. University of Central Florida,
Education Building Complex Rm 305.
Contact Ed Paulovich at
719-520-2173, 719-649-6133 or
Pauloe@d11.org to sch.edule an
interview. Drop-ins welcome.

,,

ROOM IN 3/3 AVAILABLE
Pegasus Landing, $510/IT,IO incl all •
util, ethernet, W/D, pool, and free shuttle. Lease ends July 31st.
Call 406-683-4221.

Room avail. behind UCF.
$300/mo. incl. all uti!. (except
phone), use of W/D and kitchen
privileges. Call 407-484-7889.

Get Paid to Play!

View all classifieds online anytime
at www.UCFnews.com!

OFFICE RECEPTIONIST

1 bdrm avail. in a large house close
to UCF. Includes in-ground pool,
W/D, full kitchen. $360/mo. +
split uti!. Call 407-641-4205.
, .

• $2100
·Co-Ed Camp
• Seven Weeks
• Room and Board Included

Available with mortgage company in
Maitland. Part-time, flexible hours,
· with generous incentives. Position
involves phone sales and extensive
training is provided. Call
'
407-628-0440 or email resume to
jobs@specializedloans.com

Wanted: Graphic Design student to
tutor in Adobe Photoshop 6 or flash
digital photography on an hourly
basis. Please Call 407-808-5558

Pegasus Landing Apartment
Looking for female/$490 mo.
lncludes: ·Private room & bath/ W&D/
Internet access/ cable/ utilities/ furniture
First Mo. Free/ short term lease, but can
renew. Contact Nicole at (407) 399-2273.

Room For Rent
House 5 mins from UCF. $280/mo +
1/4 of uti!s. Avail ASAP
Call Austin@ 407-739-1710

1' M or F needed for a 4BD/ 4BA apt,
Fully Furnished, ethernet, cable. All
utils incl, shuttle service, $495/mo.
Call Melanie @ 850-559-2255

...,..
··..;'

Less than 1O mins. away from UCF
$250/mo. plus 1:1til. 1 small rm avail. for F
to share with females in 4/2 home.
Clean, quiet, W/D, furnished. N/S, no
pets please. Call 407-319-3751

Brand new 4 bedroom lakeside
home. 5 mins from UCF. Everything
incl: all util, maid service, gardener,
wireless web, wld, etc. $450/mo.
Call my cell 561-213-1805.

Great Apartment Avail ASAP! : :..,,,;
Jan - July. Jan rent free. 1 F neede . •
for 2BD/2BA. Walk in closet, prVf. ..-: :y
bath, lakeside view. $425/mo. ::..-:
Call 407-721-4275
·•"•

1 room avail for female in spacious 4/2.5
house. All included + internet & cable.
Only 5 miles from UCF. Contact Maritza
954-290-3564 -or- email
ucfnews4,l 'fi@yahoo.com

Room avail in 3/2 Home. Female, Priv.
bed/bath. N/S or drinking. All util. + W/D
incl. $400/mo. Walk to VCC / 1O min. to
UCF. Student friendly envir.onment!
407-399-2437 or cecelnichell'e@aol.com

FIRST MONTH RENT FREE!!
Pegasus Connection (Jefferson
..,)
Commons) sublease. $510/mo incl. Lllil. .
1 BR with private bathroom out of a 4/.(' •
Includes darport. 407-234-1324 .....:

•

••

•

lm!l

[r:m FOR RENT:
~Sublease

TEXTBOOKS • Buy/Sell/Trade
Get $$$ - List unwanted books
WWW.QUEUES.COM
Chenille Blue Sofa $125 , E-machine
monitor, new in the box $75, Lexmark
printer new in the box $75, wood·
wall/entertainment unit $90,
407-435-1753

Excellent rate $385/mo
1 bdrm ln a 4/4 @ VIiiage at Alafaya '
Club. Co·ed apt, prvt BA, Shuttle to
UCF. Sublease ends 8/3105. Call
954-649·3333 or 954·649·9788 or
cllffordjg@aol.com

· Room at Pegasus Pointe
Clean room w/ friendly roommates
I will pay for Jan and transfer fee, 3rd
floor, close to entrance Contact Adam @
561-504-3035 or keeper2010@gmail.com

•

Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme
1994 2 dr, 3.1L V6, auto, 62k
miles. 1 owner In terrific condition.
Photos at www.lcompton.com
407·384·3074

Sublet @ University House
$429/mo, lease ends 08/04/05.
$1 move in. UCF shuttle, utilities, cable &
ethernet included. Available for Spring 05
Call 1 (321) 720-6752

Organic Chemistry Tutor
Wanted to help study for MCAT.
Chemistry Major/grad student/teacher
preferred. _Must be able to "teach" and be
comfortable to start from scratch. $10/hr
2-3 afternoons a week. Call or email
Arielle (407) 342-0351
msariberry@aol.com

Lose Fat? Gain Muscle?
We can help you!
Safe, Effective Personal Training
ONLY $20 per session!
407·970·5431

98' Cai;nry V6 LE
4 door, all power, excellent condition,
11 Sk, $4800 obo
Call Enrique @ 407-902-5888
or email henjin46@adeiphia.net

PEGASUS LANDING APARTMENT
1 bd & ba avail in 4/4. $450/mo incl all
Util, ethernet, cable, swimming pools,
gym, and free shuttle. Call 863-956-4029
evenings or 863-519-8330 ext.1105.

2001 C320 MERCEDES BENZ
Private owner, 38k.miles. Aspen
green, beige leather, 4·door.
$21,900 obo.
Call Tim 407-509-9363

LOOKING FOR DISCOUNTS?
TV'S & ELECTRONICS
including but not limited to video games
bVD's/players, Digital cameras etc.
·······www.BUYTVSNOW.COM···· ····

94' Toyota Tercel
Excellent condition, great college car.
Very Dependable. 2 door, real cold
A/C. $2400 negotiable (payments
optional) Call 407·733·9540

Dual 1.8 GHz PowerPC GS/ 1 GB DOR
SDRAM/ Firewire Version 2.6.3/ 2 ATA
250 GB Hard Drives/56K/ Software
version: Mac OS X 10.3
$2200 9a11 Mary Anne@ 407-415-7450

BAHAMA SPRING BREAK
$189 5-Days/4-Nights
$239 7-Days/6-Nights
Prices include:
Round-trip luxury cruise with food.
Accommodations on the island at your
choice of ten resorts.
Free V.l.P. party package upgrade.
Appalachia Travel
1-800-867-5018
www.BahamaSun.com
WE WILL BEAT ANY PACKAGE PRICE!

SPRING BREAK IN BRAZIL
Trips to Rio de Janeiro VIP club
Passes, airfare, hotel, & more
Limited seats; Call 877·456-WILD
www.sprlngbreakbrazll.com
Spring Break 2005 with STS, America's
#1 Student Tour Operator. Hiring
campus reps. Call for group discounts.
Info/Reservations 1·800-648-4849
www.ststravel.com.
BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK CRUISE
5 days, $299. Incl meals, celebrity
parties! Panama City, Daytona $1591
Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco, Nassau
$4991 Award winning company!
www.SpringBreakTravel.com
1·800-678-6386

$5001
Police Impounds! Cars, trucks, SUVs,
from $5001 For info and listings
800-749-8116 ext V502

GS Tower by Apple

•

Certified Personal Trainer $20/hour.
Very flexible hours. Anyone willing to
lose 20 lbs. for your New Year's
Resolution contact John Sechser
904-669-2640.

Piano Lessons
Children, Adults & Seniors. All levels.
Play your favorite songs. $16 per class,
includes books. Waterford Lakes area.
Call Helen@ 407-380-1268

NORTHGATE LAKES APARTMENT
Rm for rent In 412, McCulloch Rd.,
1/2 mile from UCF. $399/mo incl
·a11 utll, Internet, cable, w/d.
Contact ucf_chick@hotmall.com or
352·346·54n.

..

lt:m!J TRAVEL

SERVICES

UCF Butokukan Club
Art, Sport, Self Defense
Co-Ed Beginner's classes now
forming .•.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!
Classes are M 8:30-10PM & W 7·9PM
In Education Complex, Room 174A
Call Kyle at 407·227-75.11 or see
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edut.;.ams
for more Info.
Open House W 1/19@ 8PM

SPRING BREAK IN THAILAND
10 days for $9501
Tour island of Phuket with a UCF student
Accommodations, tours, & meals
included Tickets to shows, parties,
islands & more 407-766-0578 or
tektravel@yahoo.com.

2000 Mustang GT Convertible
Fully-loaded, $12,500.
407-719-9168
96' Honda Passport
4WD, grey, automatic, 100K Ml,
excellent condition, selling for $4,900
Call 321-235-1099

NEW YEAR NEW YOU
Lose up to 30 lbs. Gives tremendous
energy. 30-day supply. $39.95, money. ' back guarantee. FREE SAMPLES.
· • www.behealthynow101.com
1-866-418-9502

The ladies of Kappa Kappa Gamma
would like to wish good luck to all the
fraternities and sororities participating in
Spring rec_ruitment.
The ladies of Kappa Kappa Gamma
would like to welcome Alpha Epsilon Phi
and Theta Chi on campus and also good
luck on their Sprfng recruitment.

· s1agoo
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Crossword
ACROSS
1 Roomy boats
5 Dissemblance
8 Nappers .
14 litter weakling
15 Brit's toilet
16 Tooth layer
17 Rakes in dough
19 Author of "The
Grass Harp"
20 Take care of
21 Staff again
23 Three-way
junction
24 Bic or Flair
25 Card game for
three
26 Nagger
27 _ Marie Saint ·
29 Clambake, often
31 Coloring
agents
34 Plggybank
opening
35 Close again
36 Capital of
Canada
40 Decelerate
42 One with
confidential info
43 De Niro movie
47 Stitched border
48 Spasms
49 Highland valley
50 Actor Vlgoda
52 John's Yoko
53 Same here
.
54 1957 hit, "Wake
Up Little_·
57 Joseph Smith,
for one
59 Meeting one's
lover
61 Six-out segment
62 Golfer Trevino
63 Dorothy's pup
64 Hindu groupings
65 Ames and Asner
66 Adam's
grandson

@ 2006 Trlbun• Modi• Service-, Inc.

All rlghl• nte0rvcd,

7 Capital of
Kansas
a Olympic
contests
9 Judah's son
1o Viaeo-game
shot
11 Melodramatic
actor
12 Assay anew
13 Like icy
weather
18 Payment or
support lead-in
22 Apple PCs
26 Singer LaBelle
27 Do it wrong
28 Fork in the
road
29 Worldly goods
DOWN
30 Plant holders
1 Curving paths
32 Seci etaries
2 Hold sway
33 Noted drama
3 Joint protectc:>rs
school
4 Put into words
37 Stickiness
5 Jolson and Gore 38 Teeny
6 Student's
39 Branch
choices
41 Droop

Presented by

Student Credit Cards!
Reward Credit Cards!

(REDITFN.COM
SHOP FOR YOUR CREDIT!
~~
~~

IAiiWiil r-iiil

~~

Balance Transfer Credit Cards!
42 Overlooked
43 Power'
classification
44 Actress Ryder
45 Squirrel food
46 Stinging weed
50 Donkey

5 oavs/ 4 Nights
1oavs/6 Nights

Prices include:

Round-trip luxurY. cruise-wilh food. Accommodations
on the islan~ at your choice of ten resorts.
Free V.l.P. party package upgrade.

Assistant needed for wheelchair
bound student start - Start ASAP.
MWF 9a.m. • 4p.m. Avg. $8/hr.
Comp. skills a MUST.
Call Anna Meeks 407-847-0788

Appalachla Travel

1-800-867-5018
www.BahamaSun.com

Place your ad in minutes! Call
us at 407-447-4555 or e-mail your
ad to classifieds@UCFnews.com
View all classifieds online anytime
at www.UCFnews.com!

, 8 oil changes only $49.95
CONDO FOR SALE
Hunters Reserve, near UCF. 2/2 full
bath. All appliances, W/D, 3 fans. Tile,
Screened balcony, new roof. Pool, hot
tub, tennis. $115,000. 407-365-8721

Plus 14 other free services. East Colonial
location. 42 years in business.
www.icecoldautoair.com .
UCF discount. 407-834-2277
DINING TABLE & ETC.
New table, cherry w/ black glass top,
fits six, $390. Washer and dryer,
runs well, $175 for both.
Call 407-823-0091

·.

•
lo-

GARAGE SALE·
1,000 families, jewelry, furniture,
antiques, collectables, electronics,
clothing, and more! St. Stephen·Church,
575 Tuskawilla Rd.,.Winter Springs.
Jan. 28-29, 7am-5pm, Jan. 30
10am-1pm, Info 407-699-5683. ·

HOMES FOR SALE
Looking to Buy or Sell Real Estate? Call
Adam @ Home Joy Heal Estate
(407)275-0633
Your UCF Realtor

Place your ad in minutes! Call
us at 407·447-4555 or e-mail your
ad to classifieds@UCFnews.com

I
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Start your own Fraternity! Zeta Beta Tau
is looking for men to start a new Chapter.
Zeta Beta Tau Fraternity is North
America's oldest and largest, historically
Jewish fratemity. If you are interested in
academic success, a chance to network
and an opportunity to•make friends in a
non-pledging Brotherhood, email :
zbt@zbtnational.org or call 800-431-9675

51 City in Montana
53 Over with
55 Grooving on
56 Ids' partners
58 Cambridge, M~
sch.
60 Sure enough!
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www.SpringBreokTi:avel.com

1-800-678-6386

[

I

BETTER!
...

There is no reason to look any further - vve
have the biggest be~roorns and biggest closet~!

Swimming pool with sun deck
Private bedro.o ms and bathrooms
'

Large walk-in closets

3100 Alafaya Club Dr.
Orlando, Florida

Computer center
State-of-the-art fitness center
Basketball & sand volleyball courts

thevillageatalafayaclub.com

407.482. 9990

Gated community
Less than one mile from UCF
Local telephone

Private bedrooms and bathrooms
Swimming pool with sun deck
Large

wal~-in

closets

State-of-the-art fitness center
Computer center·
Basketball and sand volleyball courts
Community center
Ethernet service

2913 Einstein Way
Orlando, Florida
thevillageatsciencedrive.com

407.384.7080

AMERICAN CAMfUS COMMUNITIES
q

January 20, 2005 • (eutraf :Jlorlbit "1tui-t

., ,

Sponsored by UCF's Global Perspec;tives Office, the Orlando Regional Chall).ber of Commerce,
UCF's College of Business, the 1-fetro Orlando International Affairs Commission, Orange County
Government, UCF's Political Science Department,-the Orlando Sentinel and
the Global Connections Foundation.

12090 Collegiate Woy

'' Free Trade in the Americas ''
Moderator
Terry McCOY,
University of Florida
Paneli-sts:.
Glenda Hood
Florida Secretary of State

Collegiate Square • Behind Applebee's

Jumbo Wings
Pick your flavor from the Flavor Zone
5 (1 Flavor, 1 Ranch) .... ................ ................. 3.49
10 (1 Flavor, 1 Ranch) ... ................................. 5 .99
15 (1 Flavor, 1 Ranch) ... ................ ... .............. 8.49
20 (1 or 2 Flavors, 1 Ranch).........................10.99
30 (1 or 2 Flavors, 2 Ranch).... , .................... 16.49
50 (Up to 3 Flavors, 3 Ranch) ...................... 25 .99
75 (Up to 3 Flavors, 4 Ranch) .... ........ ....... .. .36.99
100 (Up to 4 Flavors, 5 Ranch) .. ...... ........... .46.99
Add Celery . .. ... .... ... .. . .... .. ......... .. ...... ..... . ... .. ... .49
Extra Bleu Cheese or Ranch................... .. ..... .69
Add fries to any Wing order ....................... ....1.79

Chicken SCJndwiches
& 1 /2 Pound Burgers
served w/Wedge Fries* $6
'"substitutions available for
an additional charge

•

99

Lettuce, Tomato, Onion ,
Mustard, Mayo, Ketchup &
Pickle Spear on the side

Pick your Sandwich
Grilled Chicken Breast • Fried Chicken Breast • 112 lb Burger
Pick your Flavor
Plain OR any one of our 25 flavors
Cheese or No Cheese
Jumbo Size Your Fries for Additional $.99

Fresh Chicken Salads

· Andrew LaVigne
Florida Citrus Mutual
Ambassador (ret.) Myles Frechette
Former-Ambassador to Colombia and
for mer President of the Council
of the Americas
Date:
University of

Central
Florida

Thursday, January 27, 2005'
2:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.

Location: Cape Florida Ballroom, 316
UCF Student Union

Pick your Salad
Grilled Chicken Breast OR Fried Chicken Breast
Pick your Flavor
Plain OR any one of our
25 flavors
Pick your Dressing
Bleu cheese, Ranch, Honey
Mustard, Lite Italian

Chicken Fingers
Pick your Quantity, Pick your Flavor
i;>ipped or On Side •
3 (1 Flavor) .................. : ................................. 3.99
5 (1 Flavor) ........ ........ .. ............... ................... 5.99
1O (1 Flav~r) .. ..... ...... ............................. ....... 10.99
· 20 (Up to 2 Flavors) .................................... 19.99
50 (Up to 3 Flavors) ..... ~ ..............................46.99

5Fingers & Wedge Fries.................. ...............7.29

(any flavor)

Kid'z Menu
5 Wings & Wedge Fries... ............................... .4.99
3 Chciken Fingers & Wedge Fries.................. .4.99

Soft Drinks

Dessert

Chicken Finger Basket

l~.!!.!~~.~

Wedge Fries ................Regular 1.79
......................................Jumbo 2.99
Cheese Fries ................ Regular 2.69
-......................................Jumbo 4.29
Beer Battered Onion Rings .................Regular 2.19
............................................................Jumbo 3.79
Mozzarella Sticks (5) ...................................... .4.29
Fried Mushrooms .............................................4.29
Ranch or Bleu Cheese & Celery ........... ............. .99
Garden Salad ................................................. 4.49
Side Salad
..................... .................................. 2.49

Cheesecake. ................. : .... ..... .'.2.49
Brownies .............. ................... .. 1.49

$9 99 I 101 off !1°Y

FU1

w/

pic~/carryout, Student ID, exp. 4/30/2005

item

2
FU

$10 minimum order• 50( Delivery charge if under $10

This forum is free and open to the public.
For more informa tion; plea se contact the Global Perspectives Office
(407) 823-0935 - global@mail.ucf.edu

ROXY

407-898-4004
18 & OVER
WWW.ROXYORLANDO.COM ·

'l

,...
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It may not have an Eiffel Tower,
but Club Paris is worth a look
-PAGE9

0-Rock's pranksters
get personal

.Ladies say 'no
peace, no sex'
-PAGE 2 .
Happenings ... 2

-PAGE 6
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Music ... 6

·

Boardwalk+
Baseball = disaster?
-PAGE 10
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UCFopens

Lysistrata
Controversial anti-war
statement debuts tonight
EMILY JANE SCOTT
Staff Writer

'

COURTESY BEN WILSON

Based on one:-third of an epic se.ries by Ari.stophanes, Lysist!ata was no small ,11ndertaking for Theater UCF. The play debuts tonight at the UCF Conservatory Theater-at 8 p.m.

twas March of2003, n~arly two years formed in 1,029 theatres a~ross the world.
ago now. Protests against a possible Not only was this an incredible showing
war on Iraq were just beginning.
for the anti-war movement at the time, it
Protesters had been marching on D.C. was also an incredible showing for fomiand in the streets of New York in. the riists across the world.
prior two months. Filmmakers got
Lysistrata is the third and final play in
involved, musicians jumped · on board the War and Peace series written by
and celebrities spoke out for the anti-war Aristophanes. Taking place in the 21st
movement. However, at the same time, a year of the war of his prior two works,
more organized; underground project Lysistrata focuses on the efforts of
was taking place in the world of theatre. Athenian women to bring peace to their
It centered around and was named lands. Lead by Lysistrata, the women of
after the Greek comedy by the play- Athens decide to force their men to cease
wright Aristophanes and was known war on Sparta by making a bold declarasimply as The Lysistrata Project. On tion - their men will be denied sexual
March 3, 2003 (3/3/03), the play was per- · pleasures until they vote for peace.
'
.

I

Lysistrata instructs her legions to
wear their sheerest silks and to "sit prettily" whe'r e their men can.see them to
help make their cause all the more transparent.
Even in 411 B.C., the Greeks knew that
sex sells. Although we're used to sex sell-ing music, food, te,levision and even
sports, here it is can be used for a more
noble cause, proving that women can use
their "femininity" for higher purposes.
Hence, the play and the 2003 project
have been adopted by feminists around
thewotld.
A one-worn~ show by Kathryn
Blume, the co-founder of The Lysistrata

The indie is the Thufsday arts and entertainment section of the Central Florida
Future, the free independent campus newspaper of the University of Central
Florida Opinions in the indie are those of the individual columnist only and not
necessarily those of the editolial staff. All content is property otthe indie and
may not be reprinted in part or in whole without permission from the publisher.
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Project, premiered off-Broadway in fall of
2004. A musical adaptation of Lysistrata
is also currently in the works.
If you're interested in seeing what all
the fuss is about and seeing if the play
comes off as liberal as those who have
. adopted it, you can catch it at the UCF
Conservatory Theatre on.campus.
The show will run at 8 p.m from Jan.
20 to Jan. 30, every evening, .with two
matinees at 2 p.m. on Jan. 23 and Jan. 30.
Ticket prices are $12.50 for general
admission and $7.50 for students.
For more information, you can call the
Conservatory Theatre box office at 407823-1500.

Vol. V, No. 17, Jan. 20 First things first:
WE NEED MUSIC WRITERS.
Otir long drought of CD reviews has
finally come to an end, and we need
people to give all these FREE CDs to.
But you gotta know your stuff.
We're looking for help in indie rock,
punk, emo, alternative rock, hip-hop,.
electronic, folk, whatever...anything
the kids are going for these days. If
you're interested in writing CD
reviews and/or music features, con-

26, 2005

tact us at indie@ucfuews.com or·call
the office at 407-447-4555.
Anyway, we honestly don't have a
thing for Paris Hilton, but we've done
another piece on her new club. Also,
Not Just Sex and Cinescene are back
from their one-issue hiatus. Slackers.
This issue also marks the conclu. sion of Matt Hedgecock's series on
Central Florida's forgotten theme
parks. So you better remember them.
-JOHN THOMASON

.
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Guest Artists*

CAMPUS
Photography: Living
Spaces
Jan. 20, 4 p.m. to 6 p.m., free
Visual Arts Building
Room 205
407-823-4240

Clarinet and Piano
Redtal
Jan. 20, 8 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Rehearsal Hall
Room 116
407-823-5116

The Lysistrata Project
Jan. 20 to Jan. 30, various times,
$7.50 to $12.50
UCF Conservatory Theatre
Stage 1
407-823-1500

Late Knights
Jan. 22, 9 p.m. to 2 a.m., free
Student Union
407-823-6471

Spike Lee Film Festival

RC Hobby Swap Meet ·.

Jan. 23, 6.p.m. to 10 p.m., free
Visual Arts Building
Auditorium
407-823-4195

Jan. 22, 8 a.m. to 1 p.m., $3
Central Florida Fairgrounds
4603 W. Colonial Drive
407-295-3247

Flute and Piano Redtal

Tastebuds ~OS

Jan. 23, 8 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Rehearsal Hall
Room 116
407-823-3696

Jan. 22, 4 p.m. to 7 p.m., $22 to
$25
The Mercado
8445 International Drive
407-926-6188 .

EVENTS

Mercedes ·McNab
"Buffy the VamfJi".f' Slayer''

Brian Pulido Lady.Death
Peter S. Beclg.l e The La$.t f!nicom
Mark Waid
Tommy Castillo Aaron Lppresti
Marv Wolfman Tone Rodriguez
Ron Marz .
Ethan Van Seiver Mike Perkins
Mike Deodato
-George. Perez G·e orge Tuska
Gene Colan
Wilson Tortosa SteveMcNive.n
Billy Tucci
Phil Jimenez
Greg Horn
·Allen Bellma9
Chuol< ,Dixon
Andy Runton
Roy Thomas
Monte ·Moore
Dan Brereton
Alex Saviuk

THE LARGEST ANlllllE··
COSTUME CONTEST
IN THE SOUTHEAST
HOSTED BV .
ANIMI! SUSHI!

. Nikki Giovanni (poetry) .
32nd Anniversary of Roe
v.Wade
Jan. 20, 5:30 p.m. to 7.p.m., free
but RSVP
First Unitarian Church ofOrlando
1901 E.Robinson St.
407-872-6838

IDEX Premiere
Jan. 21.to Jan. 23, various times,
$12
Orlando Expo Centre
500 W. Livingston St.
404-378-2217

Jan. 26, 8 p.m., free
The Plaza Theatre
425 n. Bumby Ave.
407-647-3307

David Copperfield
Jan. 25, 5:30 p.m. and 8:30 p;m.,
$37.50to $49.50
King Center for Performing Arts
3865 N. Wickham Road ·
Melbour.ne
321-242-2219

.PLEASE SEE CALENDAR ON i4

THE BARBER ZoNE
FADES, FLATTOPS, & REGULAR HAIRCUTS
BEST PRICES IN THE AREA!
M-R l 0-6 I FRI 9-5:30
· SAT 9-4:30 SUN Closed

407-681-671 s

·

·f$1~ocn
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·---------·

ME.D IA GUESTS
RICHARD HERD- .. MIMSllES "V"
0

llJlllll...
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RICHARD HATCH - BATTLESTAR GAilACTIA"
CO-SPONSORS
LOU FERRIGNO -·'7HE l~CREDIBLE HULK';
JOHN KASSIR .. VOICE OF "THE CRYPT KEEPER''
SANDY FOX-VOICEACTORIN "AKIRA"
LEX LANG- VOICE AC'rOR IN //JUSTICE LEAGUE UNLIMITED''
SAM-JONES &MELODY ANDERSON - THE ORIGINAL "FLASH GORDON"
GIL GERARD, ERIN GRAi 1HOM CHRISTOPHER
and FELIX SILLA - "BUCK ROGERS"...and tnore to be announced!

For more information visit us at: www.megaconvention.com
email: info@megaconvention.com phone: 727-796-5725
'GUEST LIST SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. PURCHASE OF AN ADMISSIO.NDOES NOT GUARANTEE ANAUrOGRAPH FROM AHY ATIE.NDING GUEST.
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21+ ID Required
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WEDNESDAYS

--onen Mic Night

WithBamez
THURSl)AYS.

Karaoke

SUNDAY
Blues Jam, 4 • 8 p.m.

POPCORN FLICKS: HIGH NOON
High Noon, a film that some have called the "greatest

western ever made," will be.screening tonig~t as a
part of the Popcorn Flicks program in Central Park, .
Winter Park. High Noon stars Gary Cooper as the
soon-to-retire sheriff of a western town. On the day
of his marriage to Grace Kelly, an enemy has
threatened to return, and Cooper, being the stoic face
of good that he is, is compelled to stay and repel the
enemy even if it's against the wishes of his new,
beautiful young wife. One of the first films to be
played out in real time, fans of the show 24 might
like to see where the real-time format originated. The
fiim also happens to be former president Bill Clinton's
personal favorite film. Come for the"best western
.. ever made," and stay for the popcorn and allegorical
communist undertones.

FRIDAY nopm-ctoseJ

Take·-out ·
Julinaton & Mass
Destruction
- -'- $3 cover--SATVRDAY nopm-c1ose1

Rouertee
---$3cover--SMOKERS WELCOME
CLASS A PLACE

401-211-1665

12727 East Colonial Drive• Orlando, A.orida

(At 408 & E. Colonial)

FROM i3

Evil Ballerina (indie)

SHOWS

Jan.21, 10 p.m., free
Austin Coffee and Rim
929 W. Fairbanks Ave.
407-975-3364

Mofro, The Legendary J.C.s
(R&B)
Jan.20 and 21, 9 p.m., $13 to $15
The Social·
54 N. Orange Ave.
- 407-246-1419

Whole Wheat Bread, Knup,
Downtown Singapore (punk)
Jan.20, 9 p.m., $6
Will's Pub
1850 N. Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

The Bumin' Smymans (rod<)
Jan.21, 10 p.m.,.$5
Wall Street Plaza
Wall and Court Streets
407-849-9904

Megaphone (rod<}
Jan.20, 11 p.m., $2
Hard Rock Live
CityWalk at Universal Orlando
407-351-5483

Jan.21, 10 p.m., free
Holly and Dolly's
500 E.SR436
407-834-0069

Jan. 20, 9 p.m., $6
Back Booth
37W.PineSt.
407-999-2570

Jan. 22, 7:30 p.m., $35
. House of Blues
Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

Mas Pan (rock)
Jan.21,8 p.m., $5
Natura Coffee and Tea
12078 Collegiate Way
407-482-4000

Snafu, Sud<erpunch,
Furtilizer (rod<)

International Orange,
isentNinjas, Plain Jane
Automobile, Leave Calmer,
matthewjon (rod<)

John Bell &Friends, Kevin·
Kinney, Michael Nichol (rock)

Cex, Aloha, Weather (indie)
Jan.21, 9 p.m., $8
Will's Pub
1850 N.Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

Ludd f.ly, Last Winter, Canvas,
Hand to Hand (hard rock)
Jan. 22, 9 p.m., $5 to $7
The·Social, 54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

Truly Sunday, Distance,
Irrational (rock)
Jan. 22, 6 p.m., $5
Will's Pub
1850 N. Mills Ave.
,407-898-5070

Mobius, Mesmer Machine
(rod<)
Jan. 22, 1Op.m., $5
Copper Rocket Pub, 106 Lake Ave.
407-645-0069

Ion Sift, Furi_~ms!, Grump}'*
(metal}
Jan. 22, 10 p.m., free
Holly and Dolly's
500E.SR436
407-834-0069

An Albatross, Cinema Eye,
Aqui (indie)
Jan. 22, 6 p.m., $8
Screamers
360 State Lane
407-244-0299
I~ Band (rock)

Jan.22, 10p.m.,$5
Wall Street Plaza
Wall and Court Streets
407-849-9904

The Band of the Name, HS,
Dodger, Gunslinger (indie)
Jan. 22, 9 p.m., $5
Back Booth
37W.Pine5t.
407-999-2570

Gargamel!, Milka, Saint
Diablo (hard rod<)
Jan. 22, 10 p.m., $5
AKA Lounge
68 E.Pine St.
.407-839-3707

Jad Fair, Kevin Blechdom
(indie)
Jan. 22, 9-p.m., $6
. PLEASE SEE

CALENDAR ON i5

THE CITRUS TOURNAMENT
· SATURDAY.· JANUARY 22nd
(MATINEE &EVENING}
THE BEST SINGLE·DAY
TOURNAMENT IN JAl·ALAll

.,

•

FROM i4

Joe Cocker, Euge Grove (rock)
The Peacock Room
1321 N. Mills Ave.
407-228-0048

Cydob, The Flashbulb, Mr.
. Antonym (electronic)
Jan.23, 9 p.m., $8 to $10
Screamers
360 State Lane
407-244-0299

Hope and Suicide, Reason to
Ignite, AMetric S}tstem (hard
rock)
Jan. 23, 9 p.m., $5 to $7
Will'sPub .
1850 N. Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

Camper Van Beethoven, The
Hackensaw Boys (rock)
Jan.23, 7 p.m., $15
The Social
54 N. Or~ng·e Ave.
407-246-1419

Eighteen Visions, Emery,
Remembering Never, Misery
Signal (hardcore)
Jan. 24, 7 p.m., $11
The Social
54 N.Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

. Jan. 25, 7 p.m., $39.50 to $49.50
Hard Rock Live
CityWalk at Universal Orlando
, 407-351-5483

Loss for Words, Playground Heroes, Midas in Reverse,
Persona (rock) .
Jan. 26, 7 p.m., free to $6
Hard Rock Live
CityWalk at u·niversal Orlando
407-351-5483

ART
Artists Painting Live
Jan. 20, 9 p.m. to 9 p.m., free
Downtown Orlando
Orange Avenue an·d Pine Street
407-6n9oo3

Artist Reeeption
Jan. 20, 6 p.m. to 9 p.m., free ·
The Mark
56 E. Pine St.
. 407-872-0844

Jungles (opening reception)
Jan. 20, 5:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m., free
Southeast Museum of Photography ·Daytona Beach Community College .
1200 W. International Speedway Blvd.
386-254-3080

V.S. Highway 1 Again, For the_

Tall(rock)

First Time (opening reception)

Jan. 25, 10 p.m., free
Loaded Hog
11 N. Orimge Ave.
407-649-1918

Jan. 21, 6 p.m. to 8 p.m., free ·
Ornmond Memorial Art Museum
78 E. Granada Blvd.
386-676-3347

CEX
If anyone can get away with mashing.several
- genres together to create a unique sound, it's
Cex. Rjyan Kidwell (aka Cex) blends hip-hop
beats and quick lyrics with folk and electronic sounds. Each show he has put on has been
vastly different, ranging from out-9f-control
stage-diving and rapping to an incredibly
chill, intimate show. This time he is on tour
promoting the \elease of the remastered
Starship Ga/pdica with his wife, Roby Newton
of Milemarker, who is sure·to have a dramatic
influence on the performance. Experiences
from past shows include aggressive audience
• contact and being covered in Cex sweat from
when he opened for The Postal Service to
barely movi.ng on the stage and covering_his
face when he headlined a few months ago. It
is impossible to pr~dict Cex. See him
- tomofrow night at Will's Pub for $8 with
guests Weathered and Aloha. Doors at 9 p.m.

You May Not Have .Symptoms,, But
Your_Herpes May Be Contagious
Did you know that you may give your partner
herpes ev~n when you have nq·visible sores
or lesions? Local physidans are studying the investigational
use of an approved_prescription medication for
-recurrent ·genital h_
e rpes.to learn more ab~ut ·
when a person can spread it to others.
You may qu~ify if you are 18 or older and know
or suspect that ·you have recurrent genital herpes.
If you lake part, you will receive study-related
care, including physical examinations, laborator)i
tests and study medicatio~s .
To learn ·more, please call : 407·-472-0228

M-F, 8-5, or-visit www.ocrc.net
Orlando Clinical Research Center
5055 S. Orange Avenue· Orlando ~L 32809.
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MUSIC
•Mffw
Park Ave CDs Jr.: Top 25 for
the week of Jan. 9-15
1. Atmosphere
Headshots: Se7en

2. Soundtrack

Garden State

3.Jay-l/Linkin Park
Collision Course

4. Home Grown

When it All Comes Down

5. Iron &Wine

Passing Afternoon

6. Gwen Stefani

Lo~e, Angel, Music, Baby

7.0wen

Ido perceive

8. Handsome Boy Modeling School
White People

9.Jimmy Eat World
Futures

10. Soundtrack

Jody Vining, left, and Scott Mangan, performing live in the studio during·last Saturday's edition of The Jody and Scott Show.

An·eVening at 0-Roc:k studios
a

12.John Legend

Indie.staffer makes guest
appearance on 0-Rock's
Jody and Scott variety show

13.Cam'ron

Staff Writer

Napoleon Dynamite

11. Libertines
Libertines
Get Lifted

MARILYN MANNO

Purple Haze

14.Mario

Turning Point

15. T.I.

Urban Legend .

16.Mae

Destination: B-sides .

17. Elliott Smith

From a Basement on a Hill

18. Various artists
Mat~dor at Fifteen

19. Action Action

Don't Cut Your Fabric to This Year's Fashion

20. Marc Broussard

Carencro

21. Tremblin~ Blue Stars

Seven Autumn lowers.

22. Fiery Furnaces
EP

23. Frankenreiter/Johnson
Some Live Songs

24. Ludacris

Red Light District

25.Nas ·

Street's Discipline

A

good sense of humor and a thick
skin for sardonic remarks were the
necessary artillery when the indie .
took a meeting with 0-Rock 105.9's Saturday-night radio duo Jody ·and Scott.
Once a week, between the hours of8 P-liland midnight, Scott Mangan and Jody Vming ai;-e two halves of the Jody and Scott
Show, a program dedicated to their witty
banter, wild antics and reporting of just
about everything that is happening in their
lives on the air. An interview with the indie
was no exception,
''We are joined right now by a reporter
from the UCF paper," boomed Vming into
the microphone with a subtle smirk as he
glanced at Mangan from across the sound
boards.
''Alright, we have media here, are we
gonna do a press conference now?"
remarked Mangan.
"Yeah, let's have a press conference," said
Vming with a mischievous smile. "Shoot us
a question. Let's get to know Jody and Scott."
It all began about four years ago when
the two_Orlando natives first started working as promotions assistants for 0-Rock
Over the years and several promotions
later their titles have changed with Mangan,
25, now coming to the. station everyday as
promotions coordinator, and Vming, 24, getting up early every mbrning to produce the
Howard Stem show.
"Over the time we had gotten to know

each other we sort of developed this rapport
where we were constantly talking s**t to
each other nonstop," said Vining. He .
switched off the microphones and a Jimmy
Eat World song began to play faintly in the
background .
''We would do ·this when we were hanging around the program director, and one
day he was like 'I like listening to you guys
talk,' because we were constantly berating
each other," said Mangan, leaning back in
his chair.
.
So, after much begging the pair convinced 0-Rock's program director to give
them a few hours once a week for· a show.
The idea was to recreate the kind of conversation that happens between a couple guys
hanging out at a bar.
''We try to make it as non-radio ~ possible," said Vming as he stood up to stretch.
1
' The whole point is to create something
interesting to listen to when you're on your
way out Saturday night."
With that in·mind, Mangan and Vming
make it a point to come up with an idea for
-the show a few hours before they go on the
air. Shows like the one where they decided
to send a man to downtown Orlando drunk
and dressed as a Christmas tree ~o beg for
money.
"Most of the show is kind of by the seat
of our pants," said Vming, putting his headphones back on as the song wound down.
"It's bad if it's forced."
The mood of the show that night was
relaxed, and it was clear that both Vming
and Mangan are quite comfortable with the
microphone. Still, the guys admitted to
being a little nerv-0us that first night on the
air.
"The first show was horrible," Vining
said.
"Yeah, our first bit was, 'what day is it?"'

said Mangan, laughing and shaking his head.
"It was so bad.''.
"That was Scott's genius idea," said Vming sarcastically. "We were answering the
phones, '0-Rock, what day is it?', and we
were hoping for some drunken moron to get
it wrong."
"But everyone got it right, imagine that,"
laughed Mangan. "We ended up having
. somebody call in and pretend to get the day
wrong."
When asked how much of the show was
real and how much of it was made up, Vming said, "That show was so stupid because
we try to avoid doing fake radio," he said
seriously. "If we do anything fake it's so over
the top."
Mangan agreed, ''We once did an indoor
fireworks display where we accidentally set
the studio on fire," he said. "Was that fake?
You be the judge." ·
."Yeah, did we set the studio on fire and
still keep our jobs," said Vining jokingly.
''You decide."
·
A year after that first show the pair were .
sitting patiently with the indie and awaiting
the arrival of their next special guest. A man
they had promised $20 to if he would allow
Mangan to punch him in the face.
"I just.have a craving to punch someone
in the face with no consequences," Mangan
had explained to his listeners.
After making a plea on.the air to anyone
. interested, they chose one from a few people that were willing to take a punch.
"I get to punch somebody in the face
tonight," said Mangan eagerly into the
microphone. "That is exciting radio!"
"I can't believe we're really' doing this,"
said Vining as he shook his head and
laughed. "Hey in.die reporter, when you're
writing this article, you think you can leave
this part out?"
·

CD REVIEWS

Aside from being a reliiion to the 75% of
However, there were a few things missthe Florida population that hails from New ing from that · collection, most notably
York, more specifically Long Island, Billy · "Scenes from an Italian Restaurant."
Joel is truly a legend in his own right. He'd Therefore, a fan might hope that this Piano
have to be to charge $75as his average tick- Man compilation might pick up some of
et price. Granted, the cost ·of admission · the pieces.
Unfortmiately, this is not the case. This
must be worth ~t to.see the Piano Man himself in action, but the cost of several Billy collection CD begins with -some of Joel's
Joel compilations and Best·of collections more radio-friendly tracks, ·s tarting off
might not be. One way for Joel fans to save with the brass-backed "Tell Her About It."
money is to avoid buying this compilation, While· some requisite tunes are included,
which as of now is only available as a such as "New York State of Mind", "GoodBILLV JOEL Japanese or British import.
night Saigon" and ,·~thony's Song (Movin'
· A few years ago, The Essential Billy Joel Qut)," the disc ~ seriously lacking some of
Piano Man: The Very Best .- was released, a two-disc collection of all of Joel's finer, if less popular works. Where is
ofBillyJoel (Japanese impQrt) the man's biggest hits. Spcinning from the our "Miami 2017?" Not even a "You May Be
early ''You're My ~ome" to 1989's "We Did.:. Right" or a "Captain Jack?" "Just the Way
Genre: pop n't Start the Fire" to two instrumental You Are" was left off? For shame. The
Label: Sony International · tracks from his 1999 Fantasies and Delu- absence ·of ''Allentown" and more inexcusRelease·date: Jan.18 sions release, this collection reaches fur- ably, "Lullabye (Goodnight My Angel),"
ther and goes deeper into the hit catalogue will leave Joel fans shaking their heads.
of one of America's finest songwriters~
Furthermore, these tracks . are not

•
•

•

·TREMBLING BLUE STARS
The Seven Autumn Flowers
Genre: indie-pop
Label: B~r/None
Release date: Jan.11

I

THE

organized in any logical manner. Unlike
The Essential, which covers 36 songs
- chronologically by release, this compilation gets it all mixed up. The second track
is 1983's ·"Uptown Girl"; the third-to-last
track is 1994's ''All About Soul," followed
awkwarqly by "Honesty" from the 1978's
52ndStreet.
If you are a die-hard fan or you're ·from
Long Island and wish·to contribute to his
legal fund after all· that car trouble, purchasing this album would be a nice show of
support. Each one of these songs is- out·standing in its own right, and they continue to stat}.d the test of time. But this collec. tion doesn't offer enough·. of them for the
. money. If you want to see many of these
songs presented in a new light, go see _
Movin' Out, the Tony Award-winning
musical based on Joel's songs - which happens to be playing in Ft. Meyers.
,

·

-EMILY hANE scan

The changes Trembling Blue Stars have has previously embraced, focu~ing more- a Way." With its progressive structure and
made in their nearly decade-long existence on organic instruinentation. Choir-style Wratten's ethereal call-and-answer with
are subtle, if even noticeable at all at first. backing harmoni~s act as instruments ill , himself, it actually recalls the gloomier
Because frontman Robert Wratten doesn't . themselves, replacing the slick ba-ba-ba's moments of Tears for Fears, then becomes
·
.
·
a beautiful "indie-pop song - an extended
have much range - often relying on bis of Alive.
Lyrically, Wratten's picturesque ballads jolt fro:rn depression ·t o euphoria and back
trademark low-key vocal fade-outs - there
is an undeniable sameness permeating are rath~r unexceptional (Take Morrissey . again.
·
each alQum.
.
and replace the sardonic wit with mundan- But the question is, who's going to
Yet the differences between the band's ity, but keep the hyperbole ori high). But notice this record? This kind of heart-onaustere debut Her Handwriting and its 2001 they're buoyed by such earnest delivery sleeve, lovely melancholia is no longer in
full-length, the overproduced Alive to and heartbreaking sincerity that their style .amongst the fashionably cool electroEvery Smile, are severe. The Seven Autumn ·shortcomings are easy to ignore. Besides, clash surge of today's indie scene. Most of
Flowers serves as a synthesis .of TBS's while ,TBS has always been Wratten's baby, the groups from Wratten's UK Sa,rah
career so far; it r~presents a return to the it's Anne-Marie Davies' vocal contribu- Records collective have either disbanded
sparse 1990s sound while not _ignoring the tions that stand out the most, fro:qi the or are now recording under the radar, with
progression (or digression?) of Alive to . upbeat, danceable opener "Helen Reddy'' little:.to-no distribution in the ·states.
Every Smile, with enough ghostly melodies to "Further to Fall," a sentimental valentine
But with the .gradual reissuing of the
out-of-print discography of Wratten's old
to satiate fans of that album and enough With gorgeous orchestral flourishes. Meanwhile, "One Prayer Answered" band The Field Mice starting this month,
light whimsy to please fans of the old stuff.
Still, the record doesn't just rewrite the may be the most beautiful song'"Wratten perhaps the legacy of Sarah Records will b~
. past; the greatest asset The Seven Autumn has ever arranged. Wratten's propensity to preserved, and TBS will remain as relevant
Flowers proyides is a reliance much less on haunt listeners .with otherworldly echo as they should be.
th,e percussion and synthesizer~ Wratten effects is most promin~nt on "Sorrow Has
-JOHNTHOMASON

There's a CnJ.cial difference that separates The Detroit Cobras from the legion
of garage-rock revivalists. While most of
today's NME chart-toppers sound like
they're channeling 1975 through the slick
· production and commercialization of
2005, The Detroit Cobras sound like a
band recently discovered from that era
unearthed for our listening pleas~e.
DETROIT COBRAS .andEqual
parts British Invasion and the
Baby proto-punk rawness of Iggy -Pop, there's
Genre: indie rock an authentic swagger and irresistible pop
Label: Rough Trade .sensibility that dominates Baby. OccaRelease date: Jan.18 sional slip-ups-,-like the over-the-top sexual innuendoes in the silly '.' Hot Dog
· (Watch Me Eat)"-are rare, surrounded
by" great singalongs like "Everybody's
Going Wild" and "Cha Cha Twist," and
listen to "Baby Let Me Hold Your Hand" if
you ever wondered what it would sound
like if Neko Case sang for The Beatles.
-JOHN THOMASON
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For ·the love of the
game(and $) Two contests push modders'
skills to the limit for hard cash
IVAN·VELEZ
Staff Writer

V

ideo games were born from the daydreams of bored , programmers.
Some of the first pieces of software ·
hackers experimented on were old Atari
video game cartridges. Modifying games
has always been around, but theJast
few years have seen this former hobby
. tum into a marketable venture.

Half-life12 Deathmatch Map

Competition
·
http://steampowered.com/
?area=map_contest

When released ·last November, Half-Life 2 sold like Beanie ·
Babies. The game included one of
the most imm:ersive singleplayer.
experiences ever. Developer Valve
also smartly included CounterStrike: Sozuce, a modem remake of
the most popular multiplayer.shooter ever. But a true multiplayer game within
the context of the sci-fi HalfLife universe
was not.released until December.
And it came with a paltry two l~vels
(compared tc:> Counter-Strike: Source's 10
levels).
_
_
Rather than tapping their own alreadytaxed resources for more levels, the people
at Valve did one of the things they do best:
They asked their fans to produce content ·.
for them. They also figured money ~ould
be a nice incentive for the dozens of hours
of work that go in.to making a game level
They began a contest Dec. I, offering prizes
of $5,000 for first place a,nd $3,000 for sec·
ond and third places.
This comJ)etition just closed the doors · _
on applications Saturday. Wmners will be
Because of the enormous amount of
public!Y announced Feb. 28, and their maps ~ work required compared to the HalfLife 2
. will be officially released shortly after that. · contest, the Unreal Tournament contest
broke down mto various phases starting
$1,oo0,000 NVIDIA Make Something Unreal
from Juiy 2003 and wrapping up in NovemContest
.
·
her of 2004. ·The long elimination process
.http://www.makesomethingunreal.com/
ensured that all surviving ·e ntrants would
Having a lot of zeroes in your contest's · continue to develop their mods for well
· name is a good way to tum some heads.
over a year, allowing Epic to choose from
Announced June 2003, the contest was polished games that rivaled their own proEpic Games' clever way of roping in hordes fessional work
·
of game-developer wannabes into produc- ·
Last September, Epic re-released Unreal
ing everything from relatively simple maps Tournament 2004 in a special "Editor's
and models to full-blown total modifica- Choice Edition," which included 11 modifitions for their latest games in the Unreal cations from the contest. Included is the
. Tournament series.
gritfy, realistic infantry combat of R,ed

Maybe he_'s
just not
into you?_

• ;l

New self-help book is a ·
:wake:-up call for ladies
DANA.DELAPI
Staff Writer

N

·

evy year's resolutions never work.
Here I am, three weeks into the new
'
year and I have already forgotten,
broken or given up on every single one of
my ·supposed resolutions. I haven't quit
smoking and I still hold on to the myth that
I am allergic to the gym. But, thanks to a
strategically bought Christmas present,
when it comes to-my relationships, I am
holding true to every resolution.
What started- as a joke has changed my
life, nay, my whole dating philosophy. AndJ
feel jt is my duty to share it with the ladies
of UCF. Let's_take a survey.
Have you ever dated a guy who barely ·
calls you because he's "too busy"? Or he's
too busy to take you out? A guy who disappeared on you for weeks at a time, only to
conveniently call one evening for a quick
drink and a roll in the hay? A guy who love~
hanging out with you but is not ready to
Hate you? How about the guy who only
calls when he is drunk or bored?
I know you answered yes to at least one
of those scenarios. We've all seen them,
dated them, even loved them. Well~ here's
the lowdown ladies: if this is happening, he is just not that into you.
·
Whew! What a load off my shoUlders.
You're thinking, "Geez, if only I knew that
sooner." But deep down you really did
know that, you just weren't accepting it.
Pick up the book cleverly named He's Just
Not.That into You. Maybe seeing it in writing will help it sink in.
Ih honor of my new favorite book, here
are a few resolutions for the ladj.es,. because·
when it comes to nien, according to writer
Greg Behrendt, if they aren't perfect, "don't
waste !}ie pretty." So repeat after !fie.
I resolve -to never ask qut a man. This
Orchestra, the more fantasy-themed -airone is hard -for the independent woman.,
shfps and pirate raids ofAir Buccaneers and
The world has programmed modern
many other various mods. While all of
women to go after what they want in work,
these mods may not end l,lP winners, b~ing · school and life. So why can't we ask them
professionally published and ,included in a
out? Simple. Men love the challenge and
package that's guaranteed to sell are goals
beautjr of the chase. And remember, if he
.even real games struggle to accomplish.
likes you, he'll ask you out. If he doesn't,
.
Asid,e from publicity and getting pubwho cares? Would you want a man like that
lished, mod teams duked it out for cash
anyway?
·
prizes to~ $500,000, a bounty of comI resolve to never be second best. Ladies,
puter hardware 'a nd a commercial game
wake up. If he's married, dating someone
engine license ·s o that the winning mod
else or otherwise engaged, you are not a
teahl ean actually attempt to make a fullpriority. You should be. Why lower your
blown game and legally sell it. standards? Especially for .c heating scum of
All that's left now is the final announce· ment of the winners.
PLEASE SEE RESOLUTIONS ON i12
.

A ,club
worthy
of Paris
But is it worth your
hard-earned dollars?
~ CLUBPARIS
~ Genre: Night Club
~ Opening date: Now open

•

•
SHARON PARE

BRETT HART I CLUB PARIS

Staff Writer

Tahu and Roxy have competition. Here's a scene from the sardine-packed lower level of Club Paris. We swear, this is the last story we're doing on Paris Hilton for at least three weeks.

J

ust as a reminder for the millionth time,
it does not cost $200 to get into Club
.
Paris; it was only for the Grand Opening New Year's Eve Bash.
And should you be harboring any fears
. about. it being too exclusive,put those
doubts aside. While the club ·may be high
class, this isn't Miami. As long as you're
nicely dressed, you're in. The bodyguards
do not pick-and-choose, selecting only the
clientele they want But this seeming lack of
·being selectiv~ begS the qtlestion: Just how
·
upscale is it?
Club Paris is 18-and-up for ladies, while it
is 21-and-up for men; pretty much standard
admittance for a club.
The c~ub fills the space of the old Orchid
Room at Church Street Station, and though
the- architecture remains the same, the
design is drastically different Pink and purple couches, mirrors, bars, and purple and
pink.lights to camouflage the old Church
Street feel
Club Paris has a great deal to offer lookswise.
When initially entering the club, you
instantly notice the difference that elevates
this dance club above the rest. Instead of
bouncers and hostesses collecting the cover
charge with dinky little cash registers in the
front of the club, you instead are shocked-to
see an actual admission area. Behind the
reception desk, the cash register machines
are hidden, where you will also notice the
Club Paris paraphernalia and merchandise,
such as shirts, hung on the back wall. From
there, the whole club is barely visible. ·
Dual staircases line each side of the wall,
leading into VIP areas. The left staircas.e
leads to those VIP parties who have-bought
bottles (whies and champagnes) for the
evening. Mind you, the bottles start at $ll
and end at $435 for a bottle of Cristal.
Thankfully, upon purchasing these bottles,
you have a selection of strawberries and
1

creme, or even strawberries and chocolate.
The right staircase takes you to a VIP area
all ladies 18 to 20 automatically have in their
cover (for a total of $10), and men and
women 21 and older c:ail get for $5 more (for ,
a total of $15).
The general VIP area isn't anything out
of the ordinary. The greatest thing about it
is that you ·c an watch everyone downstairs
on the main dance floor get frustrated with
the overcrowded amount of people, as you
stand upstairs in your own bubble.
Toward the back ofthe upstairs VIP area
there is a more exclusive VIP access area.
· Here, there is a private dance floor with
tables and couches to fit your needs. Looking up, there's a glass dome ceiling. Again,
this area is only good if you are looking to
get away from the crowd downstairs.
The front upstairs of the VIP area is the
A-List VIP Celebrity area. This area is nght
· beneath the 20-plus-foot projection screen.
But unfortunately, there were no A-List
cel_ebrities on this particular evening. Essen- .
tially, the entire second floor is VIP access,
including the DJ booth.
·
Friday and Sa_turday nights are Club
Paris Party Nights. Expect more themed
nights to show up later; Fashion Night starts ·
up Wednesday and Latino Night shakes
BRETT HART I CLUB PARIS
things up starting Feb. I. DJ Skoop spins the Left, Fred Khalilian and Paris Hilton celebrate the club;s grand opening. Right, an overhead shot of the lower level.
best of Top 40, including dance and techno,
·a few token pop hits, your typical Lil'Jon and without exchanging sweat with everyone and the Paris..-tini (which is basically vodka
else, those hanging ''lights" are actually splashed with pink grapefruit juice).
' Usher beats, and even "Twist and Shout"
All in all; the at;mosphere is pure Paris,
Don't be fooled by the illusions of the speakers.
The martinis and cocktails are reason- making the experience a worthwhile one.
club, for there are mirrors everywhere. The
mirrors essentially become the walls of the ably priced Expect to spend about $8· per But there is some room for improvement
club, which gives the illusion that the club is drink; not too out of step with other clubs in The club should be strictly 21 and up· to
keep a high-class image, and the VIP area
bigger _than it actually is. The best thing the area. ·
The names of some ofthese concoctions shouldn't be divided in two. If you're a VIP
about these mirrors is that the state-of-theart lighting system, predominantly of the are themed with the club's famous co- you're a VIP, regardless of whether you
colors pink and purple, reflect off ofthe mir- owner. There's The Simple Life (her reality bought a bottle of wine or champagne for
.
rors and gives off more light than there · TV. show with Nicole Ritchie), Tinkerbell your party.
actually is. When standing downstairs and (her Chihuahua), Orange Ave. (the local
So take a trip to Paris and just enjoy the
trying to find your own personal space . drink), :Blue-Eyed Blonde (describing her), view.
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aithful readers of the indie will remember last
month when we shone a dim spotlight on Splendid China, one of many Florida attractions that
have gone.defunct over the years. The failure of
Splendid China was due to its lack of appealing
attractions. More specifically, it had no rides.
However, some failed parks did have ndes - bumper
cars, ferris wheels, even roller coasters. If a park has.
attractions that tourists might actually enjoy, what else
does it need to be a success? In the case of Circus World,
aka Boardwalk and Baseball, a 15-mile move to the east
couldn't have hurt.
The history of the failed parks began on Feb. 21, 19-74,
when the Circus World Showcase opened at the intersection of U.S. 27 and Inters-4, north of Haines City- and 15
miles west of Walt Disney and International Drive. The
building, designed to look like a red and white striped circus tent, housed an IMAX theatre, a circus museum and
a model of the proposed Circus World theme park, which
was to open at a later (unannounced) date.
·
~~"' --- ~ ~~--=-:'.'."'._~
The original owner of the park was-Mattel - yes, the
GI Joe and Barbie Mattel.Mattel had purchased Ringling
Bros. and Barnum & Bailey Circus several years earlier. Barnum & Bailey at the time was considering
building a circus-styled theme park, and when
Mattel took over, the plans were put into
motion.
Cireus World failed to draw any crowds - ,during its first years of operation. Mattel
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tried to back out and sell the park but failed to find a Ted Williams was o:p. hand to officially open the refund
buyer. Naturally, it did what any corporation would gat~s: ,,, · ·~
· ·
·
And that was the ·end; Without warning,. Busch
do with a failing attraction - it expanded it. Mattel
IT'hough the park received praise from guests, decided to axe the park,.citing that it had never made
poured $3 million into Circus World, adding rides in some comments,proved prop4etic ·- one guest told any money. The gates closed, the Royals left and the
an attempt to increase the property's value.
the Orlando Sentinel that the park was better·than rides were dismantled The nearly 20-year-old estabMattel would continue to expand Circus World Disney because "it wasn't crowded~" a bad sign in the lishment was fin$ly dead.
throughout the 1970s, adding a shuttle-loop roller hospitality·industry;lJ.th~r~ ffilt the change of theme
"I tried to work with the owners but it was always
a question of distance," Pizam said. "When push
coaster dubbed _"The Zoomerang" and a wooden was a poor decision: ~·~-:~]f· ~---- ~· coaster called "The Roaring Tiger.'' Despite these
''Boardwalk and Baseb~U'kdidn't ·thlrik was any- comes to shove, that is the major, major factor impressive additions, Circus World conti:tmed to thing unique, but C~us:W.Ori4 :ractuaili~e4 and I . _.__ accessibility. It was not accessible to a major m~ket.
swim in red ink. But why didn't the improvements went several times to,,.¥-!sit lt;"" ~br . ,,,~ ~';, ,.,,.. .,, .gean ., •. It was competing for time and money and it could
draw any crowds?
of the Rosen College.~ol-'Hospitalicy
'~geni~nh··')n0t.'~ -_
·
_
.·
"It's tough enough to compete with the big said
--~~ ~-~/'
· ._ : - _ ~,"" .!t.'.',:~·•. ~ .-Jr.,pnically, the location which doomed two conIt was also
~xpe~iv.e~ d~eis~olf',0.h top of the·"' secptiy£j:heme parks is now some of the hottest
[parks], but when you have to get people to drive 15
miles to where you are at it becomes even tougher," $18 millionJIBJp;_aid for' ili~park,.,~ estimated $2$ prop~rty mall of Polk County. Currently under con- ·
said Bob Snow, former owner of Church Street Sta- million was pa1.d lq fix and chllnge it. fu additici~}U~J ,~ · ·~truction i,s· Posner Park, a $500 million, 365-acre
tion.
built a fuli-s.ize modem oas.,eball stadium, as well as - . development complex that would house upscale
Mattel gave up in 1984 and sold the park for $10 clubhov§es ~d training fields. The Kansas City Roy- homes, condos, boutiques and restaurants. Construcmillion dollars to land developer James Monaghan. als }.Vere enticedi· ~way froii!-their existing spring tion is in early stages, but the majority of the land has
Monagh~ refurbished the languishing park and tr~Efgrounds~ll].Fort Meyers.with the promise of been stripped down to a sandy pit. The p¢y buildP}g -\;~
added a 110-foot ferris wheel and a new looping huge·fmrrist crowds. .
left from the old parks is the baseball stadiiun; barely
rollercoaster, but it still failedto make money.
However, HBJ forind "itself in the same dire visible from the interstate, shrouded beJ:Ynd a litte of
Enter Harcourt, Brace and Janovich. The textbook straights as the previous owners. In 1987 HBJ faced a trees. It is scheduled to be demolished sometime in , , itw'
publishing company had gone theme-park crazy in hostile: takeover by British publisl.J.er Robert the next few months, a Posner Park employee said.
the 1980s, buying up four Sea Worlds and Cypress · Maxwelli 'Fhe)al<eover was averted, but the compaThe change in desirability over the plot of land is
Gardens, among others. In 1986 they added Circus ny was irl;- debt for $2.9 billion. On Sept. .28, 1989, due to .the enormous growth of Polk County, which
World to their family of parks - but it wouldn't be Anheuser-Busch bought HBfs theme park holdings has seen more than a ·24.9. percent increase since
Circus World anymore.
,
for aoout $1.l billioi:J,: . _
~;~
l990, according tn the U.S. Census Bureau. Despite
HBJ decided to chan9e ~e theme of the park to'an:._ · The call came over tlie~1'9~dwalk and Baseb~ ·the increase, it rem~ ~ely that Boat:~walk :andJ. ( · early 20th century seaside amusement and baseball . PA announcement at abot,J.t3 p.m. on Jan.,,17, l~90 Baseball would have survived through the 1990s.
:J \
park On a cool and windy April 4, 1987, Boardwalk - the park would be closing a few,ll_ours early;·and all
The failure of these parks proves that just because
and llaSeball officially opene~. Hall of Fame slugger guests were to..proceea:to · · "'f ntrance .f or a fu~~. ~.~.,build it, does not mean they will come~ ' .. l l , . \
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Villains ·
battle for
a floppy
data Disc

The indie now has full access to the Future's archives, so each week
we're bringing you an old editorial cartoon. Check out this one from
Nov.16, 1995, where the Scoop takes a shot at social commentary. Didn't this cartooon wind up in Bowling for Columbine somewhere?

-(HI: $CODP \tl»IE BllOE ?f!Ja;u;Pr: IJ)~
WASHINGToN ~uNtoR \-\l.G H

Identity Disc a
_wasted opportunity

t IDENl)TY DISC COMIC
•
•

•

av MARVEL

Genre: Comic Book/Action
Release date: Available now

. MICHAEL LAWRENCE
Staff Writer

F

orget the Doorµs and Lex
Luthors of the comic-book
world. Given the chance,
second-rate muscle can be far
more interesting. So the arrival of
Robert Rodi and John Higgins'
five-part miniseries Identity Disc
:; a boon for those enthralled with
. the less-infamous villains! It
sports six of my an-time greats:
The cantankerous Vulture, Deadpool (a guy who shoots off his
mouth as much as his guns), the
hulking Juggernaut, the always
violent Sabretooth, the elusive
S~dm.an 'and the m;rrksman
Bullseye. Not a - slouch in the
bunch.
·
Confrontations are bound to
happen whenever supervillains
get together. A villain's traitorous
instincts will often give in and will
make him betray other villains or
flee a scene when things get too
rough. That's what makes them
different from the heroes, and it's
also what keeps them from winning in the end

1~
j
I

Well, there are no heroes to
throw said supervillains at in this
tale. No, what we get here is a
heist story, . invoking Bryan
Singer's film ·The Usual Suspects
much more so than either ofhisXMen movies. The six villains are
blackmailed into working together by Valeria Merrick, a woman
working for a mysterious crime
boss who wants the villains to
break into the well-guarded
A.I.M. (Advanced Idea Mechanics) offices and steal the fabled
Identity Disc, a piece of software
that contains the personal informati<;m of every costumed hero
and villain. The plot goes through
the typical twist and turns of any
modem noir tale, bµt by the end
it's hard to care anymore.
While Rodi deserves applause
for not just resorting to a typical
beat-'em-up story,' his characterizations wafile to fit the roles the

story requires. He'll often give the
villains dull questions tb ask .for
the sakt: of exposition. Each of
these characters has had years to
develop distinct voices, but Rodi
ditches them frequently. Also, the ·
history some of the characters
have is forgotten. Sandman went
against the Sinister Six and foiled
their plans while Vulture was a_
member, yet neither makes a
mention of it It is cool to see guys
like Deadpool and BUllseye ,
exchanging dialogue while offing
a dozen guys, which is exactly the
type of thing this story needed
more of.
Identity Disc·won't make you
dislike any of the six main characters. That's the beauty of comics:
Even if one writer mucks up a
character and his background,
there's always the chance some- .
one will go back and make it all
better
·

-

Resolutions for more fulfilling dating experiences
FROM

0

i8

the earth.
I resolve to never call a man
who is·too busy to call me. This is
my favorite resolution. I often fail
to believe that just because a guy
doesn't call, it means he's not that
into you. Then I thought about it.
If you are thinking about someone, you call. If.you want to see

someone, you call. Hell, I get
· phone calls everyday from my
best friend's pants pocket while
he is riding home on his motorcycle. You just can't tell me you
.are too busy to call. Guys are just
like girls. No matter how busy or
terrible their days are, talking to
you ·would make their day 10
times better. Just remember:
Bus)r i~ another word for jackass.

Jackass is another word for the · reason for his absence. A highly
guy you're dating.
doubtful scenario.
I resolve to not make· excuses
I resolve to let go of guys who
are obviously trying to let go of for · a man who is obviously
me. If he disappeared, it is for a beneath me. Ladies, let's not be
reason. That reason is you. A that girl. The one 'who allows
special attachment to that reso- drunken phone calls because
lution: Let us striye .to net be that "he's. drunk." The one who
girl who calls a hundred times, believes that two weeks without
worrying he' is in the hospital a single word from a guy is okay
because that is the only logical because "he was busy." Reaso~-

ing with yourself that a busy
week can consist of working one
job five nights a week and playing video games in the off time.
These men are not worth our
time, nor our lame excuses that
cause friends to roll their eyes.
It's gonna be a long year, but
with these resolutions hopefully
this year loser guys actually lose.
Good luck in 2005 ladies.

Check your
emotional
baggage at
the Hotel
Rwanda
Don Cheadle and cast
shine in a powerful true
story that sheds light on
recent African genocide
MATT HEDGECOCK
Staff Writer

G

enocide. Ethnic cleansing. Death
squads. Most people would probably associate these words with
Nazi Germany and the inhumanity of the
Holocaust- a time period which feels distant to many. But these same abominations happened in Rwanda a mere 10
years ago.
Hotel Rwanda chronicles the story of a
well-to-do hotel manager who shelters
hundreds of refugees while his country
disintegrates into insanity that would
ultimately claim more than 800,000 lives.
Rwanda- is pow~rful and educative film
that owes the majority of its weight to
inspired performances. _
Paul Rusesabagina (Don Cheadle) is
the manager of the Mille Collines, a
swank Belgian hotel t!iat caters to
wealthy foreigners. Paul slyly wines and
dines military brass and politicos, trading
luxury for favors to raise his family's status. He's mildly selfish, primarily concerning himself with the well-being of
himself, his wife Tatiana (Sophie
Okendo) and their children.·
However, the stability of Paul's life is
shattered when civil war breaks out
between the Hutu and Tutsi (arbitrarilydefined racial groups created by the Belgians during colonialism) factions. After
the president is killed by Tutsi rebels, the
Hutu Power Radio orders its militia to
"cut down the tall trees'·' - the call -to
eliminate everyone of the Tutsi.
Paul, a Hutu, is initially only concerned with the safety of his family Tatiana and her family are Tutsi. But

J

COURTESY LIONS GATE FILMS

Don Cheadle, right, delivers a star-making performance as he hides Rwandan children in his hotel in the socially conscious·powerhouse Hotel Rwanda.

when his Tutsi friends and neighbors p~t in conflicts he would rather .avoid. crystal clear, but it is not harped upon to
turn to hiID for help, he faces the It's a nuanced and difficult role, but Chea- the point of annoyance. Most audience
quandary of leaving them for .certain dle fills it flawlessly.
members will walk out feeling half-upliftdeath qr risking his livelihood by shelterCheadle doesn't end up carrying the ed and half-ashamed, which is just how it
ing them in the Milles Collines. He is ini- film, though. Rwanda has an excellent should be.
tially reluctant, but as-conditions deterio- supporting cast. If Cheadle as Paul is the
The violence of the film feels a little
rate his conscience forces him to relent.
film's brains, Okendo as Tatiana is the too muted. Scenes of dead bodies or Hutu
The situation becomes more tragic as heart. Nolte hands in his usual grunt-and- militia hacking at victims with machetes
it becomes apparent that the Western grumble delivery, but ultimately makes are usually seen far away or shrouded in
world will not send support to stop the good. Desmond Dube adc,is soul as Paul's fog. While the director faced the chalkilling. Colonel Oliver (Nick Nolte), a loyal assistant, while Cara Seymour is lenge of accurately portraying th brutalbeleaguered U.N. officer, provides all the extraordinary as an emotionally drained ity versus merely grossing the out the
support he can - though his men are not aid worker. The film also features Joaquin audience, Rwanda ends up feeling slightallowed to use their guns. Paul ultimately Phoenix and Jean Reno in extended ly too clean.
must rely on his .intellect and deal-mak- cameos, but they add little more than
As a chronicle of historical events,
~g ability if he hopes to save his family
familiar faces to the film. All in all, the Rwanda feels incomplete, but as an emoand the refugees from certain sfaughter.
casting director did a perfect job.
-tional story it pushes all the right butEasily the most accomplished aspect
Rwanda succeeds emotionally, but it tons. Cheadle deserves some serious
of the movie is Cheadle's refined, under- also succeeds politically as well: The Oscar consideration for this performstated performance. Cheadle is widely message that the West is largely to blame ance; though don't be surprised if he
recognized as an accomplished character for the genocide (Belgian colonialism; the gets ignored. Hotel Rwanda isn't a peractor, but Rwanda is his first major lead- French supplying the Hutu· militia) but fect movie, but it certainly is memorable
ing role. Paul is an observant, complex unwilling to do anything about it (at one and helps connect a human face to a
man who must shake off his detached point a State Department official debates recent conflict that has already been
behavior and become an active partici- _the definition of "genocide") -is made largely forgotten.
fh-
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villains square
_off; no one cares ·
2

Also, Sky Captain and
Metallica's monstrous doc
BRETT RYAN BONOWIU
Staff Writer

Alien Vs. Predator
Keeping the "versus" series alive by a
20th Century Fox has smashed
· two fledg1ing franchises together for a
movie in which whoever wins, we lose (as
both humans and an audience). The DVD
evidently features the theatrical version
and an extended version with a new
beginning. The DVD features commentary by director Paul W.S. Anderson,
Lance· Henriksen, Sanaa Lathan, Alec
Gillis (alien ·effects), Tom Woodruff Jr.
(alien effects) and visual effects supervisor John Bruno. Deleted scenes and a
. sure-to-be-lame making-of featurette
wrap up the normal special features. To
add to the mess, Fox has included the
Dark Horse comic book cover gallery and
some DVD-ROM features that include the
first edition of the A VP comic book, an
AVP comic book background study and
an exclusive 16-page preview of the
upcoming A VP graphic novel.
~ thread,

BOX OFFICE
U.S. movie revenues for Jan. 14-17
All dollar figures in millions
RANK • FILM- WEEKEND GROSS
GROSS TO DATE· WEEKS IN RELEASE· SCREENS

1. Coach arter- $29.2
$29.2 ·One week· 2,524
2..MeetThe Fockers-$22.5
$234.3 •Four weeks· 3,554
3. Radng Stripes- $18.9
$18.9 ·One week• 3,185
4. In Good Company- $16.6
·$17.1 ·Three weeks· 1,566
S. Elektra- $14.8
$14.8 •One week• 3,203
· 6. White Noise- $13.8
$42.9 ·Two weeks~ 2,279
7. The Aviator- $6.4
$51.5 ·Five weeks· 1,956

_

·s.lemony~ASeriesofUnfortunab! Ewnls--$SJ

$112.4 ·Five weeks· 2,540
9. The Phantom of the Opera- $4.6
$27.5 • Four weeks • 907
10.FatAlbert-$3.8
$45.6 ·Four weeks• 2,043

Sky Captain and the World ofTomorrow
COURTESY NEWMARKET FILMS

SOURCE: A

The Woodsman isn't quite all about Eye, but the rapper turns in a terrific, understated performance in a supporting role.

. MOVIE TIMES

REGAL WAT.ERFORD LAKES
541 N. ALAFAYA TRAIL,407-977-1107

Andrew Uoyd Webber's The ~ntom of
the Opera (PG-13) 12:50 3:506:5010:10

Are We There Vet? (PG)
12:001:00 2:503:307:209:4012:@a

- Assault on Precinct 13 (R)
12:50 4:407"2.010:1012:50a

The Ayiator (PG-13)
12:004:008:0011:30

.

Coach &uter (PG-13)
11:301:203:404:407:108:1010:2011:30

Elektra (PG-13)
'1i:10 2:40 7:00 8:009:2010:4012:10a

Fat Albert (PG)
12:403:20

Hotel Rwanda (PG-13)
1:104:207:4010:30

House of Flying Daggers (PG-13)
4:207:3010:30

In Good Company (PG-13)
12:20 3:00 7:20TO:OO12:40a

The lnaedibles (PG)
PLEASE SEE

MOVIE TIMES ON i17

.The Woodsman: an honest,
sobering look at p~dophilia
Kevin Bacon is Oscar gold in this di~quietly moving film ·
Indeed, The Woodsmav is by no· means
traditionally entertaining,- and it requires
more than passive participation froiµ the .
hile a film's replay value is usually viewer. A film that humanizes a pedophile
a plus, it's not always indicative of (Walter, played by Kevin Bacon) without the
.
genius. Take The Woodsman, for safety nets of biting comedy" (as in Todd
example. While no · one should be able to Solondz's Happiness) or over-the-top angst
watch The Woodsman and remain (As in Michael Cuesta's LJ.E.), Nicole Kasunchanged, it is a film that can never be .sell's debut film is difficult to watch, partly
watched again.
because it offers no easy (read: lazy) ~xpla
A chilling, unforgettable look into a man's nati6ns for the protagonist's condition.
tortured psyche, ·The Woodsman packs so
. We see the world through ·Walter's eyes,
- many layers of deptli and profundity it's hard after he's released from a 12-year prison sento believe it clocks in at a scant 87 minutes. A tence for multiple child molestation charges,
·picture of irrepressible grimness punctuated as he tries to rebuild his life. The film plays ·
by moments of slow-burning c!iscomfort, it's out like an internal battle between Walter's
.
a·daring picture that will certainly alienate a
PLEASE
SEE
DARING
ON i17 ,
mass audience.

JOHN THOMASON

indie Editor

W

One of the biggest releases_to bomb
hard this fall, Sky Captain and the World of
Tomorrow will possibly go down in history as the film that pushed Sherry Lansing
from her post at Paramount Pictures. It
could also be remembered as one of the
first films to use an all-digital studio to
capture its magnificently fake-looking
backdrops and Iron Giant-esque robot
creatures. The DVD . includes five featurettes with background on the film's
groundbreaking special effects, the vision
behlr:td the film's animation and a look at .
the original short that catapl!lted Sky Cap,.
tain into a major motion picture. The
DVD also includes deleted scenes and a
gag reel.

Metallica: Some Kind ofMonster
One of the better and more revealing
documentaries of last year, the blitz year
of documentaries, Metallica: Some Kind of
Monster follows a crucial two years in the
life of the band ·Metallica. Amidst the
band's· turmoil, music is made and frequent visits to a very expensive shrink
seem to be the only way to turn the band's
turmoil into rock gold. The DVD includes
40 additional scenes,;exclusive interviews ·
with Metallica about the film, highlights
fr~m1 festivals and premieres, two audio
commet1taries by the band and the filmmakers, two trailers and a music video.
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Cult fthn.remake is.an assault ·on gOod taste
t

.

.

Assault on Precinct 13 needs
subtlety and a better ca5t; in
other words, a good Carpenter
. CHRISTY LEMIRE
Associated Press

T

he phrase "cult classic" has been used to
describe the ori~al Assault on Precinct 13,
John Carpenter's 1976 lirban Western
about cops and criminals banding together inside
a police station against a multicultural siege of
gang members.·
1bis new Assault on Precinct 13 is a_classic, too
- a classic example of destroying a movie by
remaking it bigger, louder and more obvious. It's
a phenomenon that has stretched across every
genre in recent memory: horror (Dawn of the
Dead), comedy (Shall We Dance?), sci-fi (The
Stepford Wives) and adventure (Around the
World in 80 Days).
·
Actually, calling this a remake isn't entirely
accurate, because it resembles the original ·in title
·and little else.
·
The premise is vaguely similar to that of Carpenter's film, which itself was inspired by
Howard Hawks' 1959 movie Rio Bravo· starri.Ilg
John Wayne, bean Martin and Ricky Nelson: The
good guys and bad guys must join forces inside
an abandoned police precinct, on the night it's In the background, Orea de Matteo cares for the wounded Dorian
about to close, to fight art onslaught from the out- Harewood, and in the foreground Ethan Hawke tries his best not to be
side.
bored out of his skull in-this bloated, obvious actioner.
The action has been. moved from sunny, arid
Los Angeles to Detroit in a blinding New Year's shows up in.fishnets and spiky boots to -play Iris,
Eve snowstorm, perh~ps an attempt by French the oversexed polic~ . secretary (with, you know, a
director Jean-Francois Richet to obscure the · heart of gold). And wait - isn't that rapper Ja
muddled action sequences.
Rule, playing a jailed street hustler named Smi-·
But the attackers and their motivation are ley? ·
completely different. In a feeble effort at relePart of what gave the original its ·cult-classic
vance, screenwriter Janies DeMonaco has made status was i~s cast of unk:Iio\:vns; it was like disthe police themselves the ·bad guys - corrupt covering something small and unexpected.
cops using their high-tech SWAT gear to bust in There's nothing small or unexpectecl in this film,
and take out an organized crime leader (Lau- .. with its jump cuts and shaky hand-held camera- ·
rence Fishburne) who had been their secret part- · work to make you feel as if you're running
ner but now threatens to expose them. (To see through the dark police precinct halls, too.
~s ripped-from-the-headlines angle played out
Richet also -takes us inside the dirty cops'
far more powerfully, check out Michael Chiklis heads to explain to us why they're doing what'
and Co. on the FX series The Shield.)
·
they're doing - especially their leader, 'played,
Fishburne,. intimidating as usual as Marion with singular sleaziness by Gabriel BY'me - but
Bishop, 'brings us to the next major difference: the threat was more daunting in Carpenter's film
the stars. The new movie is pac}<ed with them, when it Was vague.
.
though they-represent such a random cross sec· One scene was carried over from the original,
tion of the acting world, it's like watching a very though: an extended, attack in which seemingly·
special episode of The Love Boat, only with gun- every window is shot out, and the people trapped
·
inside the precinct huddle for protection. The
fire and explosions.
Here we have Ethan Hawke as Sgt. Jake first t~e aroiind, the tension had been building
Roenick, a former narcotics officer who's now slowly to this-point, and the barrage itself played
working a desk job 'after an undercover assign- out W<?rdlessly and without music - just the
· merit turned out hideously. It's as if his idealistic steady ping of bullets piercing the building from
Training Day character grew up and turned sour. every angle, which made y~:m hold your breath.
, This time around, it's clll deafening blasts,
There's Brian Dennehy as your stereotypical
-drunk, Irish cop on the brink of retirement. Drea competing with an overbearing, overdramatic
de Matteo, apparently borrowing clothes from score.
her days as mob moll Adriana on The Sopranos,
Subtlety? That's just old school, man.
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Portman's
Beautiful State
BRETT RYAN BONOWICl
Staff Writer

T

COURTESY SONY PICTURES CLASSICS

Jin (Takeshi Kaneshiro) attempts to give his rival Leo (Andy Lau).a pretty intense stab death in the climactic moment of House ofFlying Daggers. -

Daggers fly while hearts soar
-

.

·House ofFlying Daggers a
cornucopia of stylish
battles and deceptive love

·

MICHAEL FERRARO Staff Writer

ollo~gup his near flawless film
jfero, director Zhang Ylillou cre-

F

ates one pf the most visually
stunning and unforgettable motion pictures of recent memory. Almost every
scene in House of Flying Daggers is akalejdoscope of rich color and b~auty,
-.and it practically redefines ~hat a
romantic period epic should be. It abandons the boredom and predictability of
the genre and shakes it up with fresh·
originality and creativity.
. As the Tang Dynasty reigns mChina,
a rebel group calling themselves "The
House of the Flying Daggers" (the term
"flying daggers" refers to their weapon
mascot) forms in order to try and

JI

'

thwart the corrupt government. Mei . arts combat. Just like Hero, the incredi(the stunning Zhang Ziyi), a new blind ble fight choreography of Rous~ ofFlydancer at the local "entertainment" par- - ing Daggers is perfectly composed into
lor, attracts the attention from Leo view and edited without overdoing it
(Andy Lau), a police deputy, who thinks Tony Scott-style. The movement of tlie
she has immediate ties with the"organi- characters is captured in such a way
zation. H~ sends in his best deputy Jin to that it almost feels more like a ballet
investigate, and the two officers devise a than an actual battle. Rarely before has
plan to both fake her arrest and rescue combat been seen in the midst of such
her from capture, with the hopes that 'gorgeous settings, making the already
Jin Will earn Mei's trust and lead him to fanatical fight scenes just that much
the Daggers. The pl'!fl works-without more memorable.
' complication, but as Jin begins the jour,..
With the exception of the brilliant
ney with her; he falls for her and ulti- direction and look of the film, comparmately questions what exactly he is ing this film anyrµore to Zhang's Hero
fighting for.
- would be wrongly unjust. They are
This storyline has similar elements more different than similar, and while
that most of these epic love films have,·· Hero was a philosophic and political
but what make~ Daggers so unique is story told in Rashomon form, House of.
that once you think you-know where it Flying baggers is alinear love-story remis going or how it will. end, it heads in iniscent to Ang Lee's Crouching Tiger,
totally· different direction, keeping you Hidden Dragon.
_
more intrigued than bored (unlike Cold
This film i$ sure to please any type of
Mountqin).
filmgoer, and in these.dark days of postIt is also rare for any film in that Oscar frenzy, Hol:JSe ofFlying Dagger$·is
genre to include such hypnotic martial the perfect escape.

he day it came out, I purchased·the Garden
State DVD. I had seen the film four times in
theatres. Three times I loved the movie and
the fourth. ..I just couldn't see the film.
I had seen the film the fourth time with someone who se~med to love taking the joy from the
movies~ She had taken everything I enjoyed in the
film and sucked it .straight from my beating heart.
You see, I w~ going through a rough patch in my
life at that moment; I had broken up with my gir~
friend, purchased a car.and for some odd reason
had gone on anti-depressants. Now Zach Braff
might say I was having a quarter-life crisis in the
vein bf his Garden State character, but being
removed enough from the situation now I can say
firmly that this was not the case. It was a mid-life
crisis and one I have begun to recover from. I'm
now in a happy relationship, the car is still running,
and I threw those anti-depressants aside after six
weeks.
- .
Coming from a completely different perspective
months later, I passed the time until midnight of
Garden State's DVD. release date by watching the
movie Beautifal Girls. It had Natalie Portman in it,
so I thought it might be a good thing to watch
· before I went to buy' Garden State. I watched the
film in admitted horror.
·
Not oqly had it aged like stale urine, Portman's
character matched almost perfectly to her Garden
-State alter-ego. Let's line up the facts. In both films
her characters.have male names: In Beaulifal Girls
ifs Marty; In· Garden State, it!s Sam.,Both films
involve her ice skating in her·younger years, and in
both films ·She is an overly inquisitive youth that
causes the main character to revalue his life.
This was fascinating. I figure the name discrepancy can be chalked up to the fact that in Beautifal
· Girls, when Timothy Hutton first started talking to
her, she IIµly have feared for her life (he does look
like a pedophile) and therefore lied about her
name .._.to a degree. She · subconsciously chose
another boy's name and stuck with it for the duration of the relationship. S~e does not address anyone else in the film; and no one else addresses her ·
as Marty. Upon watching Garden State again, one
can notice the subtle maturities that Sam has .gone
through from the events of Beautifal Girls. She's. been hurt in her life, she's been broken and she's all
the wiser for it. By the time the credits rolled, I
knew· I had befome a different person and I had
learned to love Garden State again. I had gained the
same wisdom Sam had gained in her transition
from Beautifal Girls to Garden State.
Now it might not be plausible that Zach Braff
went about writing his film as an indirect sequel to
a little-known film from the 90s, but who cares? It's
a·fun little game to play. See how many movies you
can do it with. But for now, see the four-hour cut.
Beautifol State. Watch the arc of Portman's character and know that the next time you go through a
life-altering change that it's already been done. Bet..:
ter, probably.

,-.
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Daring The.Woodsman provides no easy answers
FROM

i14

id - his still..;base seiual desires toward 9to-12-year-old-girls - and his dwindling
ego, steering ms urges back into place.
It would be too much for Kassell to
demand the audience's sympathy for the
character. In fact, she pulls no punches
about the criminal consequences of the
character's freedom (a scene in a deserted
park involving Walter ancl a ll-year-o!d
birdwatcher.is one of the most uncomfortable and bracing in cinema history).
Rather, she asks for ·the sympathy of his
situation.
In every facet of his life, Walter is
forced to confront a past he can never
escape in his genuine attempts at rebuilding anew. The only apartment that will

FROM

take him lies across the street from a loud
elementary school. His therapist makes
him recount his first sexual desires in
explicit detail. From his Window; he sees a
shady character loitering at the school presumably to seduce boys into his car
with candy- and Walter only picks up on
it because he knows how pedophiles think
and act. And finally, Walter is even
harassed at his seemingly stable and dron-ing job at a lumber yard by a snooping coworker. (played by .Eve), who finds 4is
record as a convicted child molester arid
plasters the factory with the information.
While Walter's crimes were unspeakably awful, the keyWord here for Kassell is
''were" (the breakdown of Walter's ego in
the park with the girl comes after a filmic
hour of ·harassment and testing by just

Coach Carter (PG-13)

i14

12:0012:301:00 3:103:404:206:50 7:308:00
10:1010:4011:10

1:20

Lemony Snicket's ASeries of Unfortunate
Events(PG)

Elektra (PG:13)
12:401:103:30 4:30 7:10 7:40 9:50 1_0-10 12:30a

Fat Albert (PG)

1:304:307:5010:40

The Life Aquatic with Steve Zissou (R)

1:204:20

Meet the Fockers (PG-13)

7:2010:20

In Good Co_mpany (PG-13)

12:201:003:504:106:50 7:509:4010:4012:20a

12:10 3:50 6:309:2012:00a

National Treasure (PG)
12:006:40
6:309:20

Radng Stripes (PG)
12:101:10 2:504:00 7:109:5012:20a

Sideways (R)
12:30 3:40 7:009:5012:40a

Spanglish (PG-13)
'

-

3:009:30

White Noise (PG-13)
12:404:107:3010:1012:40a

_ REGAL WINTER PARK
510 N.ORLANDO AVE.,407-628--0163

Andrew Lloyd Webber's The Phantom of
the Opera (PG-13)
12:20 3:307:0010:10

Are We There Yet? (PG)
12:0012:45 2:253:104:45 5:408:1010:40

Assault on Prednct 13 (R)
12:50 3:45 7:059:5012:35a

The Aviator (PG-13)

In Good Company (PG-13)
12:15 2:50 5:308:0510:45

Kinsey(R)
3:25 9:25

. Lemony Snicket's ASeries of Unfortunate
~(PG)
11:50a 2:40 5:157:5010:25

The Life Aquatic with Steve Zissou (R)
12:356:4012:10a

Meetthe Fockers (PG-13)
11~0a 1:00 2:30 3:505:106:558:009:4010:45

12:30a

National Treasure (PG)
12:40 3:40 6:40 9:30
Ocean~ Twelve (PG-13)

7:1010:05

-

Radng Stripes (PG)
12:10 2:45 5:20 7:5510:35

Sideways (R)
1:104:1~ 7:2010:20

White Noise (PG-13)
11:55a2:20 4:50 7:30 9:5512:25a

12:25 4:00 7:4511:20

Coach Carter (PG-13)
12:301:40 3:55 5:00 7:158:1510:3011:30

Elektra (PG-13)
12:05 2:35 5:057:3510:0012:35a

Gloomy Sunday (NR)
12:55 3:35 6:45 9:4512:25a

Hotel Rwanda (PG-13)
1:304:207:2510:15

House of Flying Daggers (PG-13)
1:154:05 6:50 9:3512:20a

.

House of Flying Daggers (PG-13)

7:4010:20

Ocean's Twelve (PG-13)

about everyone). Eve's character repre- ter gets to redemption.
sents the country's paranoia of and dou· Walter's attempts to return to relative
ble-standard tow;rrd child molesters, the normalcy are channeled visually through'
same paranoisi that made everyone want sex scenes with Sedgwick, which start off
to capture the Friedmans before adequate jarring and edited out of sequence _, to
evidence and makes police sergeant Lucas show that Walter's idea of sex is perma(Mos DeO frequently show up at Walter's nently skewered - and gradually evolye
apartment with vague speculations and to e11compass a lyrical beauty.
no search warrant.
wpile Bacon's bravura performance is
Because ofihese harsh surroundings, Oscar-worthy, Kassell, as director and co-·
it's only a matter of time before Walter screenwriter, deserves the most credit for
explodes from the pressure. And when he pulling off the almost insurmountable task
does - beating the crap out of the shady of providing a balanced and realistic look
molester across the street - we get the at a pedophile without succumbing to
impression that he) really beating up the . melodrama, letting us sympathize for
man he once was and still is inside. Along Walter's situation while understanding
with a somewhat normal relationship the concern of the outside world.
with another abused soul at the lumber
Opens tomorrow at AMC Pleasu.reyard (Kyra Sedgwick), it's the clo_sest Wal- Island.

REGAL OVIEDO MARKETPLACE
6000 OVIEDO MARKETPLACE BLVD., 407-977-1107

Andrew Lloyd Webber's The Phantom of
the Opera (PG-13)
12:20 3:307:1010:30

Are We There Yet? (PG)
12:2012:50 3:00 4:00 7:00 7:309:3010:0012:00a

Assault on Prednct 13 (R)
1~:10 3:20 6:509:4012:30a

The Aviator (PG-13)
12:004:007:5011:30

The lncredibles (PG)
12:403:50

Lemony Snicket's ASeries of Unfortunate
Events(PG)
12:50 4:407:5010:40

Meetthe Fockers (PG-13)
12:501:30 3:504:30 6:40 7:00 7:409:3010:00
10-JO 12:20a

National Treasure (PG)
12:10 3:106:309:4o

Ocean's Twefye (PG-13)
12:00 3:20 6:40 9-50

Radng Stripes (PG)
12:201:003:404:106:509-JO12:10a

Sideways (R)
1:104:107:2010:30

Spanglish (PG-13)
7:1010:20

White Noise (PG-13)
12:30 4:107:2010:0012:30a

ENZIAN CINEMA CAFE .
· 1300 S.ORLANDO AVE.,407-629-1088

AVery Long Engagement (R)
Friday: 3:15 6:30 9-JO
saturday:3:15 6:309:30
Sunday: 4:00 7:00

D.MAC
39 S. MAGNOLIA AVE., 407-992-1200

People Say I'm Crazy (NR)
Friday: 3:30 5:30 7:15 9:30
Saturday: 3:30 5:30 7:30 9:30
Sunday: 3:00 7:15 9:30
All listed times are for the weekend.and subject to change.

RAMBLINGS

NEAR·LIFE EXPERIENCE
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Did you feel that second pass?
As thne and distance march on, everything starts to change
ELIZABETH FERNANDEZ

attention, I can physically feel
Staff Writer
the seconds pass, as though
the ticking of my plaid Wrist've been thinking quite a watch mirrors the beating of
lot lately about distance . my heart and the death rattle
and time. These factors of the countless millions of
have a way of changing things cells slowly dying in my body.
of changing patterns,
I swear I've never been
,
friendships and attitudes, as goth...
well as being the basis of, or at
Actually, my as-of-late
least mentioned in, the bulk of obsession with time and disscience fiction.
· tance isn't really linked to anySometimes, if I pay close thing morbid or even slightly

I

depressing. When I . think
about years passing, the Earth
cycling around the sun, just
eight light-minutes away in
their constant dance, I feel
awed. The fact that these
moments are passing, escaping our grasp never to return,
changing the very universe in
ways we can't even fathom, is
such an incredible concept my
head grows dizzy trying to
hold it all in.

DIANNA ZISMAN
Staff Writer

D

ear Ashlee Simpson,

What's up, girl? You've
had a rough couple of weeks, so I
only ask this to help you: What the
hell were you thinking? As if you
didn't embarrass yourself enough
with your acid refluxtasticness or
the Cotton-Eyed Joe Dance of
Doom on SNL, you had to go and
get your sorry ass booed off stage
at the Orange Bowl. And to make
matters even worse, your excuse
for getting your sorry ass booed
off stage at the Orange Bowl?
"Maybe they were booing at me, .
maybe they were booing at the
halftime show 'cause the whole
thing sucked ... I was facing [the
Oklahoma Sooners], and I was
rooting for USC, and they played
a clip of it, so maybe it was that
those people didn't like me ..."
Oh, my. Stop deluding yourse1£
dear. We all saw the clips. The
crowd wasn't booing your football
affiliations. They were booing
yo"Ur relentless, non-stop assault
on their eardrums. Whoever's
advising you on damage control
and spin, fire them immediately.
Then come up with a more
believable story. Tell the world
that you wanted your performance to bring Trojan and Sooner
fans together, and it worked For
one glorious moment, an entire
football stadium was united in
their hatred of you. Well done,
Ashlee. Well done indeed
I'm embarrassed for you, Ashlee, and I'm speaking to you as a
non-fan. Do you know how easy it

is to make fun of you
now? It's like shooting
tuna in a barrel.
I've heard people referring to you
as the "dumb one"
when
comparing *
you to your sister. How do "
you expect me to hold onto \
my enthusiasm for ridiculing
you when half the globe is
stealing my material. Shape
up; Ash. I beg you.

As time passes, as we move
through it and it moves
through us, we change. Whole
chunks ·of our lives, times we
may have thought were endless, do come to a close. I
remember thinking that middle school was one long torture session that would never
end. Looking back now, those
three years flew by so fast. I
PlEASE SEE

TECHNOLOGY ON i19

Writing.

the wrortgs ··

\ of pop culture

Sincerely, ·
Concerned indie Robot
Dear Prince Harry,
What's up, buddy? You've
had a rough couple ofweeks, so I
only ask this to help you: What
the hell were you thinking? As if
you didn't embarrass yourself
enough with your "she's not black
or anything'' comments 4i reference to your girlfriend, you had to
go show up at a party dressed
like a Nazi
Surely you're thinking,
''What? I was stupid enough to
go to a party dressed like a Nazi?
No way. I've got to be kidding
me!" Natural reaction but ..yes.
You went to a party dressed
like a Nazi You're probably scratching your
head now and wonPLEASE SEE

SCOTT ON i19

I
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Cancelled
shows 2
MICHAEL LAWRENCE
Staff Writer

L

ast week I started running through
some of the more memorable (and
forgettable) cancelled primetime
shows of 2004. This week I'm just going to
finish the year out Enjoy!

Miss Match, NBC - An abominable
performance as Batgirl in the equally
abominable Batman and Robin will always
keep me from liking anything specifically
tailored for Alicia Silverstone, an actress
whose best rol@s were in Aerosmith music
videos, where she didn't have to speak.
Whoop~ NBC - A show with an Arab
American character that portrays him as a
wisecracker with terrorist ties. Way to
expand people's minds, NBC. With both
her sitcom and Hollywood Squares getting
axed, and losing her Slim-Fast endorsement, this has been the worst year for
Whoopi since the year Theodore Rex came
out
The Tracy Morgan Show, NBC - I bet
he regrets leaving SNL now. That is, unless
he watches it
Ed, NBC - No more joy in Stuckeyville.
My mom and stepfather liked this show a
lot for its sweetness and small-town char- ·
acters, two things that don't last unless
·they're on the WB and feature .preening
adolescents who have two skills: Mugging
the camera incessantly with bland expressions ofutter confusion and posing, posing,
posing!
Hack, CBS - For the first time in the
history of television, a show named for the
type of person who would create it. Can I
get a zing?
·
The District and The Guardian, both
CBS - Now I don't have to worry which is
which any more. Does that mean I have to
· get a life now? Aw, crud
Becker, CBS - I dug this show for the
first few years and thought the idea of Ted
Danson as a cynical asshole doctor was
brilliant casting. But then romance started
taking over the show, and it became too
syrupy for my tastes. Besides, you can only
do so many bJjnd jokes. I'd ~till recommend
the first two seasons. This show was House
without the gruesome plots and hyperkinetic effects.
Line ofFire, ABC - David Paymer as a
crime boss. Wait, let me say that again:
David Paymer as a crime boss. That'd be
like casting John Wayne as Genghis Khan.
Thank God no one ever did that ...
Method and Red, Fox - It's like The
Beverly Hillbillies but with violent black
people instead of inbred white folks!
PLEASE SEE
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More TV~
.The Internet's most worthless sites rejections
CHRISTOPHER SCHWARZ

ent quotes from popular culture
started to pop up, Max Goldberg
created http://ytmnd.com/, an
acronym of the original, to
house pages done in the same
style. Users can create an
account and design their own
"YOURE THE MAN NOW
DOG" page with a background,
text and an annoying repeated
sound clip of their choosing. Statistics track which ones have
been most viewed. Current
favorites involve such popular
topics as Counter-Strike, Presi-dent Bush and Ashlee Simpson.

·H
Staff Writer

l.

ere's a lame technology
buzzword from the
1990s: Information Age.
We're living in the Information
Age! It has computers and the
Internet and the entire world is
one big happy family living in a
global neighborhood, bound
together by wires and our universal pool of knowledge.
Thank you, EPCOT Center, for
spouting forth every possible
idealism about the potential of _
the Internet to save society from ·
stupidity.
In the real world, we have
people who actively reject this
and go straight for stupidity and
uselessness, generally for the
sake of coinedy. This week, our
column looks at the "useless
web pages" trend of yesteryear.
Although it was largely
spawned by the availability of
free Web hosting and "easy" ·
page-building tools in the dotcom bubble, this still survives
today, thanks to the Internet's
general love of anything random
and odd
'

HoldTheButton.com
http://www.holdthebutton.com/

COURTESY COLUMBIA PICTURES

Here's a game where you're
presented with a button. The
challenge is, predictably, to see
how long you can hold the button down. How? Click on it with
your mouse and don't let go.
The timer starts counting when
you press. ~er eithe!" your finger goes numb or you realize the
utter pointlessness and just stop caring, if shows how your time
compares to that of others. As of
now, the highest record is two
days and one hour ... and -that's
only the record from within the
past week Cite this if you ever

need proof that the Internet
contains a lot of losers.

You're The Man Now Dog
http://www.yourethemannowdog.com/
Here's an entire Web site
with only: one page. It features a
tiled, background image of Sea]l
Connery and large text that says,
"YOURE THE MAN NOW
DOG.COM" Most significantly,
it has a looping sourid clip of
Connery's character in Finding
Forrester saying the quote. After
other, copycat sites with differ-

Techno~ogy shrinking time,
press a button and through the
magic of zeros and ones they
barely remember them. Could it appear in our inboxes in seconds.
be that looking back, my wild col- These days, sometimes the digilege years will seem just as short? tal world is necessary to keep us
Of course they will. For all of us close. There have been many
friends I am certain I would have
_youngsters.
_
And as we grow, we shall lost forever had it not been for ·
spread ourselves across the the ease of instant communica- ..
globe. I see it ' happening right tion via my favorite messenger
now. Many of my closest friends service. It's more like meeting
are suddenly miles ·and miles someone at a party. It seems easy
away, as far away as California and random, while talking on the
and Europe. Only by using the phone seems somehow intimate.
wonderful digital communica- For casual acquantences and
tion devices Earth's greatest sci- friends, it can seem forced to
entists created to keep us con- drag out a conversation when
nected Long.ago, in the dark ages only a few words will suffice.
Thanks to advanced technolobefore the Internet and silicone
gies
like these, we can go online
chips and digital watches, we
humans were forced to scribble and instantly chat with people
our thoughts onto scraps of continents away in real time, or
paper and send them out into the grab a tiny cellular device and
void in hopes they will be deliv- pick up a digital signal from the
ered to our patiently awaiting ·air..Both time and distances have
recipients. l'{ow we type them in, shrunk.
FROM i18

This Page Intentionally Left Blank
http://www.this-page-intentionally-left-blank.org/
'Here's a page that has been
intentionally left blank It has
only a small link to a - site
explaining its purpose and mission: to preserve the old practice
of "intentionally blank'' print
pages and transport it to the
Internet. Why? It's something
about zen and relaxing. I don't
know, but it seems like a front
for uselessness to me. If you ·
choose to "take part," they
encourage you to create a blank
page on your own site. What
could be more awesome than .
that?

distance

FROM

i18

Method and Red set. race relations forward by proving crappy sitcoms aren't
exclusively for white people. Them and
Bill Cosby.
Who Wants to Marry My Dad?, ~c
.:_I used to ask this question all the'time
until I realized the only people who ever
responded were Russian whores. This
show could have used some of them. As
could have Arliss.
The Benefactor, ABC - This show
was disorganized and unprofessional the absolute definition of an ego trip. r~
not a big fan of The Apprentice, but at
least that show has a purpose. Yqu might
learn a few introductory things about
the marketing and business world This
show? You'll learn that not even millions
of dollars can b~y you ratings.
Hawaii, NBC - It's Hawaii Fitre-0.
That's the name.of the show, the number of weeks it was on, and.the amount
of people who saw it
Commando Nanny, WB - Another
ego trip, this time by reality show guru
Mark Burnett, who thought his persona!
experiences would make for a good sitcom. I don't even think this show made
it past the ·cutting room floor. Stick t0
reality, Mark, even if yolir shows make
me question it
Grounded For Life, WB - Cancelled
for~ good Fox wasn't good enough for
you?

Scott Baio dressed ·
as Michael Jackson?

A hundred years ago, the
world was a much larger place.
Now we needn't wait but a second to reach our peers, comFROM i18
rades, families and friends. Yet, as
dering if you wen~ stoned. I
we seem:more and more desperknow I am.
_
ate to fill every secon~ and erase
. rm guessing that there's some
the distances that separate us, are
kind of rational explanation,
we perhaps forgetting about the
right? Was the theme of the coslong term? In our rush to fill tume party The Sound of Music
every moment, to make things
and you decided to dress up as
fast and quick and easy, I think
_Rolfae? If so, I commend you on
we are forgoing the permanence
your attention to detail, though
of such things as a simple letter
you must admit that it wasn't that
kept safe in a box. The digital
world, as much as I do love it, has - difficult to find the Swastika armband, as Prince Philip probably
a real temporary feel. An old
keeps a few lying around
newspaper cut-out saved in fl
What bothers me most isn't
scrap book somewhere in a dusty
that you dressed up like a Nazi
closet will mean more in 50 years
when, as an Englishman, you'd
then a 120-gig hard drive full of
have to know the pain your
old e-mails, and I w:ould prefer an
country went through on
old bookstore copy of my
account of Hitler's armies. Or
favorite book than .some server
. that I knew better than to dress
somewhere holding a thousand
like that when I was 10, meaning
digital pages.

that, at 20, costumed Sieg Hells
shouldn't have even been an
option. No, what bothers me
most is the celebrity trend you're
threatening to set.· Many a star
have contemplated this scheme
as a way of boosting their own
publicity. Why; I heard Scot4Jaio
muttering that he should have
come to the premier of Superbabie5 dressed as·Michael Jackson,
while . Rush Limbaugh complained about not having the
presence of mind to show up at
ESPN headquarters in a Donovan McNabb jersey.
Next time you're invited to a
costume party, Harry, just dress
up like an M&M and save us all
the trouble, all right?
Best WIShes,
Robot Von Trapp
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.Saturlay~an. 22 at_9 PM
Party witli Power 95,J's Obit andLittfe Sliawn fivefrom cfub tfr3. ~ .
.
Teaturing Montie ~a~fo Wightforjun_prizes.
· · ·. ··
Live V19as sliowgirfS. 11olypainting by 'llif
·
.
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@12253 University :s/VI. On the corner tj :JI.fa ti a
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